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MODELLING OF MULTIFRACTAL OBJECT BOUNDARIES ABSTRACT

Ansrnecr

This thesis is concemed with compact modelling of multifractal object boundaries that are

self-similar, rough (non-smooth) but crisp (one-pixel wide) and non occluded, for applications such

as MPEG-7. Since traditional modelling techniques focus on smooth boundaries, this thesis uses

techniques that are based on multiresolution, singularity detection, and affine transformations to

model these boundaries compactly. This thesis presents two new approaches that are based on

wavelets and iterated function systems (IFS).

The first approach uses wavelet-based techniques. In this approach, the boundary is

represented compactly by two sets of descriptors and control points. The first set contains

information about complexities present in the boundary, and is calculated using a fractal dimension

analysis. The second set contains information about the shape of the boundary and is calculated by

using the rnultiresolution and singularity detection properties of wavelet analysis. In addition, a

wavelet based smoothing technique is applied before obtaining the second set of control points. The

midpoint displacement algorithm is applied to the two sets of control points ín order to reconstruct

the boundaries with the required fractal dimension.

The second approach is based on the IFS. In this approach the object boundary is regarded

as an attractor of an IFS having the same Rényi fractal dimension spectrum (RFDS) as the original

boundary. The boundary is then reduced to a set of affine transformations and related edge points.

The random iteration algorithm (RIA) is used to reconstruct the original boundary while preserving

the original multifractal spegtrum of the boundary.

The experimental results show that the multifractal object boundaries can be modelled

compactly using both the approaches. The compression ratío achieved for wavelet-based approach

was 285: I while for IFS-based approach it was 175: l. The RFDS singularity measure was used to

measure the quality of reconstruction. The results showed that the RFDS of the reconstructed

boundary closely matches the RFDS of the original boundary, indicating good reconstruction

quality. This result also highlights the significance of RFDS as a quality measure.
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MODELLINC OF MULTIFRACTAL OBJECT BOUNDARIES Ch. l: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTBR I

IxlnODUCTIoI{

1.1 Problem Definition

The recent rapid development of efficient and high quality image and video

compression techniques has triggered much interest in identifying content in images and

video that could help in obtaining better compression ratios. The proposed standard

MPEG-7 includes Multimedia Content Description Interface IMPEGOO] suggests image

segrnentation approaches based on colour, texture, shape and motion that can be used to

specify a standard set of descriptors for content identification and representation. Content-

based image compression schemes require accurate detection and compact modelling of

objects present in the image. The process of image segmentation is often used to find these

objects by locating their boundaries or regions of occupation that represent the shape of an

object [Cast96][CoCeOl][GoWo92][Russ98][ChBa98]. The resulting segmented image is

compressed by rnodelling the boundaries and their interiors through compact

representations.

The rnodelling of such boundaries can be considered as a curve-fitting problem

through a set of optimum control points located along the path of the boundary, so that the

curve would make an optimum fit to these control points. This can be achieved by applying

curve-fitting methods like Bezier or splines, but problems arise if the boundary is either (i)

rough (not smooth), or (ii) self-similar (fractal), or (i) bluned (more than one pixel wide).

-t-



MODELLING OF MUUTIFRACTAL OBJECT BOUNDARIES Ch. l:INTRODUCTION

1.2 Thesis Statement and Objectives

The objectives of this thesis is compact modelling of closed object boundaries that

are (i) crisp (one pixel wide), (ii) rough (non smooth), (iii) self-similar (fractal), and (iv)

non-occluded (not hidden by other object or boundary) using fractal and wavelet based

techniques in order to achieve lossy compression, while preserving the key perceptual

characteristics of the boundary.

This thesis presents two new approaches for compact modelling of object

boundaries using wavelets and iterated function systems (IFS) techniques. Before applying

these methods on the test images, it has been assumed that the object boundaries have

already been segmented. The Rényi fractal dimension spectrum as well as the compression

ratio are used as the quality measures for the reconstructed object boundaries.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into nine chapters. Chapter I presents an introduction to the

thesis subject. Chapter 2 provides background on image segmentation and object

boundaries and the motivation behind this thesis. Chapter 3 provides the necessary

background on fractals, fractal dimensions, multifractals, IFS and fractal curve generation

techniques. Chapter 4 presents a background on multiresolution and wavelet techniques'

Chapter 5 discusses how to hnd control points on smooth boundaries using wavelets, and

the particular technique that was used in this thesis. Chapter 6 gives a background on

wavelet based smoothing techniques and the description of the technique used in this

thesis. Chapter 7 describes the design of the boundary modelling approachs presented in

.|



MODELLING OF MUUTIFRACTAL OBJECT BOUNDARIES Ch. 1: INTRODUCTION

this thesis and their verif,rcation. Chapter 8 discusses the results and performance of these

approachs. Finally, Chapter 9 reflects upon the thesis statement by presenting the

conclusions and contributions of this thesis, as well as recommendations for future work.

References and appendix follow after Ch. 9.

This thesis contains over 80 references. These references are arranged in

alphabetical order. In this scheme there are at least four letters followed by last 2 digits of

publication year. The letters are derived from the surname of the authors. The main

advantage of this scheme is that a new reference code can be inserted any where in the

document without rearranging the order of the previous codes.

The Matlab code used in this thesis is provided in appendix A. Each function

contains proper header explaining the purpose of the function and its results.

-J-



MODELLING OF OBJECT BOUNDARIES Ch.2: IMAGE SEGMENTATION AND BOTINDAzuES

CHAPTER II

Iuecn SEGMENTATIOI{ AI{D Og¡ECr
BOUxDARIES

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a bîief background ón image sêgmentatibn, objects in digital

irnages, and their boundaries. Since this thesis deals with object boundaries, more

emphasis will be given on image segmentation related to these boundaries.

2.2 Objects, Shapes and Boundaries

The input to a typical image processing and analysis system is a gray-scale image

of a scene containing the objects of interest. In order to understand the contents of the scene

it is necessary to recognize the objects located in the scene. An object in an image can be

any region of interest that can be differentiated from rest of the image based on properties

like geornetry, shape, colour, texture or illumination [Cast96] [CoCeOl] [GoWo92]

[Russ98]. The shape of the object is a binary image representing the extent of the object.

In [CoCeOl] shape is defined as any connected set of points. The shape can also be thought

of as a silhouette of the object (e.g., obtained by illuminating the object by an infinitely

distant light source).
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The most def,rning feature of a shape is its sketch or boundaty which is obtained

using irnage segmentation techniques discussed in the later sections. There are many

irnaging applications where irnage analysis can be reduced to the analysis of shapes, (e.g.,

organs, cells, machine parts, characters).

2.2.1 Classifìcation of Shape Analysis Methods

Shape analysis methods can be classified according to many different criteria.

Pavlidis [Pavl78] has proposed the following classifications. The first classification is

based on the use of shape defining boundary points as opposed to the interior of the shape.

The two resulting classes of algorithrns are known as boundary (also called extemal) and

global (or internal), respectively. Examples of the fonner class are algorithms that parse

the shape boundary [DuHa73]lGosh85l[KaChS l][KaSa89][Neva82][TaSu89]lyoWB74l,

and various Fourier transforms of the boundary [Gran72][PeFu77][RiHe74][WaWi80]

lZaRo72l. Examples of global methods include the medial axis (also called symrnetric

axis) transform (MAT) proposed by Blurn and described in [Blum67][Smir70], momenr

based approaches [Hu62][Teag80], and methods of shape decomposition into other

primitive shapes [FeSS80]IKiPK87][RoBa79][SkSF80].

Another classification of shape analysis algorithms can be made on the basis of

whether the result of the analysis is numeric or non-numeric. For example, the MAT

produces another image (containing a symmetric axis) and is, therefore, called a space-

domain technique. On the other hand, scalar transform techniques produce numbers

(scalars or vectors) as results. Examples of later methods include various Fourier lGranT2l

-5-
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[PeFu77] [RiHeT ] [WaWi80] lZaRoTZl and moment-based [Hu62][Teag80] procedures

for shape analysis.

A third classification of shape analysis methods can be made on the basis of

information preservation. Methods which allow for the accurate (or at least sufficiently

accurate) reconstruction of a shape from its descriptor are called information preseruÌng

methods, as opposed to methods only capable of partial reconstruction which are called

information non-preserving tectniques. These can also be called lossy and. lossless

techniques respectively. An example of an information non-preserving method is area to

perimeter square ratio. Since many significantly different shapes can have the same area to

perimeter square ratio, it is not possible to reconstruct the original shape knowing only its

area to perimeter square ratio. Other simple shape descriptors suffer from the same

problem.

This thesis will focus on the third type of classification for shape or boundary

analysis methods.

2.2.2 Measures for Shape Description Methods

A common problem in shape description research is how to judge the quality of a

shape description method. Not all methods are appropriate for every kind of shape and

application; i.e., the method of choice depends on the properties of the shape to be

described and the particular application. Furthermore, the presence of noise can also

influence the choice of the method. A consistent measure for evaluation still does not exist
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for shape description methods. Several authors have proposed evaluation criteria in the

fonn of lists of qualities that a good shape description method should have.

Marr and Nishihara [MaNi78] proposed a set of three criteria for the evaluation of

shape description methods: i) accessibility, ii) scope and uniqueness and iii) stability and

sensitivity. Accessibiliry describes how easy (or difficult) ,it is to compute a shape

descriptor in terms of memory requirements and computational time. Scope demonstrates

the class of shapes that can be described by the method. (Jniqueness describes whether a

one-to-one rnapping exists between shapes and shape descriptors. Stability and sensitivity

describe how sensitive a shape descriptor is to small changes in shape.

Brady [Brad83] proposed another set of criteria for the representation of shape:

. Rich local supporl: This criterion requires that a representation is infonnation

preserving (rich) and can be computed locally. Local support is important for the

representation of occluded objects.

. Smooth extension and subsumption: This criterion ensures that local descriptions

can easily produce global descriptions. This is a kind of continuity of

representation.

. Propagation: This criterion adds a hierarchical property to representation in the

sense that perceptual subparts are propagated from local to global levels of

representation.
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Brady illustrated these criteria on the Generalized Cylinder representation for three-

dimensional objects and the Smoothed Local Symmetries representation for two-

dimensional shapes IBrAs84].

Both of the methods mentioned above define desired properties in tenns of

conceptual qualities that cannot be numerically expressed. This limitation makes the exact

numerical comparison of shape description methods very difficult.

2.2.3 Types of Object Boundaries

For the purpose of this thesis the boundary of an object or shape in an image is

defined to be connected sets of points that outline the object cornpletely, is closed and non

occluded. In case of region or colour based segmentaion the outer most pixels of the region

or object will be considered as the boundary. Different types of such object boundaries can

be distinguished according to various types of geometrical ( width or thickness) and

statistical ( self-similarity, texture, complexity) features present on it. Basically we can

categonze a boundary in to two classes (i) smooth and (ii) fractal. Here 'complex' rneans

that boundary cannot be characterizedby standard tehniques that use Eucelidian geometry.

These boundary types are as follows

2.2.3.1 Smooth and Crisp

This type of boundary is only one pixel-wide and is smooth. Such boundaries can

be modelled using techniques llke spline and Bezier curves [RoAd9O]. Figure 2.1a shows

an example of such a smooth and crisp boundary.
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Fig.2.1 Two types of smooth boundaries. (a) A smooth and crisp boundary.(b) A smooth
and blurred boundary.
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2.2.3.2 Smooth and Blurred

This type of boundary is more then one pixel-wide and is srnooth. Such boundaries

can be assumed to have some kind of texture with in them. These boundaries can be

modelled using techniques llke texture modelling that use measures such as variation of

smoothness [RoAd9O]. Figure 2.1b shows an example of such a smooth and bluned

boundary.

2.2.3.3 Fractal and Crisp

This type of boundary is only one pixel-wide and is complex, with large amount of

singularities. These boundaries can have self-similar or fractal characteristics. Such

boundaries cannot be modelled using standard techniques like spline and Bezier curves

[RoAd9O]. Figure 2.2a shows an example of such a boundary. In some cases these

boundaries can have local smooth characteristics, in variuos parts of the boundary while

having fractal structures on other parts. Boundaries that have varying complexities and is

selÊsimilar can be considered to have multifractal charcteristics.

- l0-
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(b)

Fig.2.2 Two types of complex boundaries. (a) A fractal and crisp boundary.þ) A fractal
and bluned boundary.
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2.2.3.4 Fractal and Blurred

This type of boundary is more then one pixel-wide and is cornplex. Such

boundaries can be assumed to have sorne kind of texture with in them which can have self-

similar or fractal characteristics. Such boundaries can be modelled using fractal or

multifractal based texture modelling techniques [Kins94] if textures have self similar

characteristics. Figure 2.2b shows an example of such a boundary.

In some cases, this type of boundary can be further subdivided in to two parts (i)

interior, and (ii) exterior. Each part is then modelled separately to form the complete

representation of the boundary.

The focus of this thesis is the cornplex and thin boundary thathave self similar or

rnultifractal characteristics. The topic of fractals and multifractals will be disussed in the

next chapter.

2.3 Image Segmentation

The human visual system (HVS) appears to be one of the most sophisticated and

versatile systems in nature [Attn54][Marr82][Zusn70]. Its ability to understand the

organization of surrounding nature is unparalled in any artificially created reasoning

systems. There has been a large amount of research activity concentrated on the study of

the HVS. One of the purposes of these efforts is to provide a model for developing artificial

systems for visual perception and cognition.
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When a human observer views a scene, the visual system processing that takes

place essentially segments the scene for him. This process is so efficient, thataperson does

not see a cotnplex scene, but rather a collection of objects [Blum67]. With digital systems,

holistic image analysis requires information to be extracted once the appropriate prepro-

cessing steps of various filters are completed. In order to accomplish this, a digital image

must be segrnented, or partitioned into its constituent parts or objects. The segrnentation

process can also be viewed as separating the image into disjoint, or nonoverlapping

regions' Here, a region is defrned by a connected set of adjacent pixels. To be connected,

a traceable path between any two pixels must be possible without ever leaving the set.

2.3.1 Different Techniques for Image Segmentation

hnage segmentation can be approached from three different perspectives

[Cast96]lGoWo92l[Russ98]. This first is a region approach where each pixel is assigned

to a particular object or region. Next, there is a boundary approach where the location of

boundaries existing between regions is desired. The final perspective is the edge approach,

where identification of the edge pixels is followed by a linking process of these edges

which will form the required boundaries. The level to which a digital image is segmented

and processed is very subjective, meaning the segmentation process should stop when the

objects of interest in an application have been identified.

The following sections present a brief overview of common image segmentation

technìques.
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2.3.L.1 Point Detetection

A point is the most basic and fundamental type of discontinuity in a digital image

[Cast96][GoWo92][Russ98]. The most common approach to finding discontinuities is to

run an (n x n) mask over each point in the image. The mask is best viewed as an (n x n)

matrix which perfonns an averaging function according to the following equation

n

R : wrzr* wzzz¡ ...wnl,, : L*,r,
i = I

(2.t)

where Ã is the response of the mask at any point in the image, z¡ is the gray level of the

pixel associated with the mask coefficient w;. The response of the mask is then defined with

respect to its center location. A general -3 x 3 mask is given by

,'r-l

A
ft:^
L*,

w2

w5

w8

(2.2)

Using the above description, we can easily detect isolated points in a digital image.

2.3.1.2 Line Detection

Line detection is the next level of complexity in the detection of irnage

discontinuity [Cast96][GoWo92][Russ98]. Since a line in a digital image is a connected set

of individual pixel points, the process is modelled after point detetection mentioned in the

previous section. For any point in the image, a response can be calculated that will show
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which direction the point of a line is most associated with. For n: 3, the biased 3 x 3

matrices involved in calculating these responses are given by the following

For horizontal direction the rnatrice is given by

(2.3)
[-'-'-'l
l, 2 zl
I' -' -']

For vertical direction the matrice is given by

[-t , -'l

Il;-¡
For diagonal (+45 degrees) direction the matrice is given by

[-' -' z]

l-r , -rl
L2 -r -l

For diagonal ( -45 degrees) direction the matrice is given by

(2.4)

(2.s)

f'-'-'l
i I _i ,11 Q6)

The highest response calculation from these matrices will yield the direction of the given

pixel.
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2.3.1.3 Edge Detection

Since isolated points and lines of unitary pixel thickness are infrequent in most

practical applications, edge detection is the most common approach in gray level

discontinuity segmentation [Cast96]lGoWo92lIRuss98]. Edges can be defined in terms of

singularity or non-differentiability at that location. Here the detection of discontinuity in a

digital image is achieved by using the gradient and Laplacian operators. The gradient V/

is the first order derivative operator and is given for an imagef(x,y) as

Yf: _ôf,ôf
õx ôy

(2.7)

while the Laplaci an V2¡ is the second order derivative operator and is given for an irnage

f(x,y) as

v'-f : (2.8)

Since the gradient vector points in the direction of the maximum rate of change of f(x,y),

its magnitude and direction are important in edge detection. An example of a gradient

operator isthe Sobel and Canny operators lGoWog2]. The Canny operator differs from the

other edge-detection methods in that it uses two different thresholds (to detect strong and

æÀ
^2ldxl

ül.t
9v)

11
_ OJ , OJ

T-
^2 ^2ox oy
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weak edges), and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong

edges. The results from the Sobel and Canny edge detetectors are shown in Fig. 2.3.

,, \\Ìi*(è,
\r,*to \\|^\tìi., \-\}\.\å\\^,ì

,l' .. : -. 
-\i ^.- -Q r\'-¿'ll_S\-=*t

;..-tJ L-

= -/r\ ac*:_a
t :-. cïrr'\ -á*;

= ùÌry- ,c\r,liSì\\NKÈ:
f,LNRilÑÑeùN$
=a 

A^U '-ì, 
",- (

tÞ=\n?ì,-n

Tig. ?.¡ Edge detectio_n-using Sobel and Canny operators. (a) The original rice image
taken from Matlab.(b) Edge detection using the Sobel operaior. (c) Edge detection nsing

the Canny operator.
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2.3.1.4 Edge Linking and Boundary Detection

In the above sections, the techniques associated with locating discontinuities in a

digital image were discussed. In an ideal world of digital imaging, these techniques should

distinguish the pixels lying only on the boundary between regions. In the real world, the

sets of pixels determined by these techniques seldom charactenze aboundary,completely

due to the effects of noise and nonunifonn image illumination. Due to this reason, edge

detection algorithms are often followed by linking or other boundary detection procedures

designed to assemble edge pixels into meaningful regions [CoCeol]. The two common

techniques of edge linking are as follows.

Gradient Based

This technique involves local processing of images; i.e., analysis of pixels in a

small 3x3 or 5x5 neighborhood [Cast96][GoWo92]lRuss98l. All points of the detected

edge in an image can then be linked via these neighborhoods and formed into a boundary

of pixels which share common properties. This linking is accomplished by an analysis of

. The strength of the response of the gradient operator used to produce the edge

pixel, and

. The direction of the gradient.

Globøl Processing

This technique of edge linking involves global processing of the image

[Cast96][GoWo92][Russ98]. This technique is subdivided into two major categories:
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Curve-fi tting analysis, and

Graph-theory techniques.

In the curve-fitting global analysis, points are linked by detennining whether they

lie on a specified curve. This means that for any m points in an image, subsets of these

points that lie on straight lines must be selected. These subsets are calculated in a

computationally efficient manner, using the Hough transform, while curve fitting is

applied on the resulting points. Here, the concept of continuity is based upon a gap

Íteasuretnent between similar pixels to determine if the distance exceeds a ceftain

threshold.

In global processing for the edge linking [Cast96][GoWo92][Russ98], edge

segments are represented in the fonn of a graph which can be traversed and searched in

order to the determine minimum cost path between significant edges. The determination of

this minimurn cost path is done with algorithms such as Djikstra's algorithm which is

robust and handles noise well, but is more computationally intensive than the Hough

transform approach [GoWo92].

2.3.2 Multilevel Thresholding of [Iistogram

If the histogram of an imagef(x,y) were given, a threshold Z could be specif,red that

would separate the rnodes of the histogram [Cast96][GoWo92][Russ98]. This process

could then be used to extract the objects of interest from those of the background. By

choosing different values of Z, the histogram could be used to pinpoint the class of objects
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in the image- This process is known as multilevel thresholding. If the number ofhistogram

rnodes is Iarge, then this technique becomes less reliable since the task of establishing mul-

tiple.thresholds that isolate a region of interest is nontrivial.

If the image f(*,y) or region of interest in f(x,y) is noisy, then the associated

histograrn contains noise as well. In order to overcome this, the noisy histogram can be

smoothed by convolution or by a curve-fitting procedure. This smoothing may shift the

position of the minimum point on the graph, but the peaks are easy to locate and are stable.

To make this process more reliable, a histogram of pixels having a gradient rnagnitude in

the top ten percent can be created. This new histogram would elirninate the large number

of interior and exterior pixels from consideration and therefore simplifrT the segmentation

process.

2.3.3 Region Growing

Region growing is an approach to image segmentation in which neighboring pixels

are examined and added to a region class if no edges are detected

[Cast96][GoWo92][Russ98]. The simplest illustration of this process is called pixel

aggregation, which starts with a set of seed points and these seeds grow in to regions. This

process is iterated for each boundary pixel in the region. If adjacent regions are f-ound, a

region-merging algorithm is used in which weak edges are dissolved and strong edges are

left intact.
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There are several advantages of region growing over conventional segrnentation

techniques. Unlike the Gradient and Laplacian methods, the borders of regions found by

region growing are perfectly thin since pixels are only added to the exterior of a region and

are connected with each other. The algorithm is also stable in handling noise. A given

region never contains too much of the background as long as the parameters are comectly

defined. Other techniques that produce connected edges, like boundary tracking ICoCeg t ],

are unstable in comparison. The most ímportarit aspect of the regiôn growing approach is

that membership in a region can be based on multiple criteria such as low gradient or gray

level intensity value. The disadv antage to region growing is that the technique is

computationally expensive.

2.3.4 Sptit and Merge

As an alternative to growing irnage regions from a set of seed points, a split and

merge algorittun subdivides an image into an arbitrary set of disjointed regions and then

merges or splits the regions depending on certain conditions [Cast96][GoWo92]fRussgg].

The sub-division of the image is into four quadrants which are examined and compared to

adjacent ones. If a region or subregion is similar (having same pixel value range), they are

merged together. If adjacent regions are heterogeneous, then the splitting and comparing

process is repeated accordingly. In the limit this procedure will continue until the level of

the individual pixel is reached. This particular technique is computationally attractive since

cornplete segmentation can be achieved in a finite number of iterations.
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2.3.5 Clustering

This technique involves a search for pixel values in the given image that occur

frequently and are separated by ranges of pixel values that occur less frequently

ICast96][GoWo92][Russ98]. Grouping these pixels together will clusrer these pixels into

natural classes which would show up as peaks on the histogram. If these peaks are then

separated by a minimum Euclidean distance IRoAd9O], the irnage can be segmented using

thresholding techniques mentioned in the previous section 2.3.2.If two or more features

are to be extracted from the image, the cluste¡s can be created and their peaks separated by

partitioning processes such as [FeSS80].

2.3.6 Morphology

Morphology is a tool for extracting irnage components that are useful in the

representation and description of region shape, such as boundaries and skeletons

[Cast96][CoCe01][GoWo92][Russ98]. This procedure is based upon rhe mathemarical

concept of set theory, and is a powerful approach for various image processing tasks. In

this technique the sets in mathematical morphology represent the shapes of objects in an

image.

2.3.7 Other Advanced Techniques

Some other advanced techniques also exist for image segmentation. These

techniques mainly involve wavelets and fractals. Readers are encouraged to see

[GoWoO2]LMaZhgzl for wavelet-based techniques and [Barn00][Penr84][TuABgg] for a

..,
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detailed discussion on fractal based techniques. The topic of fractals and wavelets will be

discussed in the subsequent chapters.

2.4 Summary

This chapter presented a brief background on standard image segementation

techniques and objects in images. Different type of object boundaries were discussed and

the issue of quality measures for shape description methods was presented. It was also

mentioned that for certain type of object boundaries standard modelling techniques do not

wolk and they require more sophisticated techniques based on fractal and multifractal. A

detailed background on fractal and rnultifractals will be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III
BecxGRoUI{D oI{ FnecTALS,

MUTTIFRACTALS, AND ITEnATED FUNCTIoI{
SvsrnMS

3.1 Introduction

'Fractal 
geometry was introduced by Benoit Mandelbrot who defined afractal as a

set for which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds the topological

dimension [Mand82]. Since then the fractality was studied by many authors who

proposed more accurate defìnitions. The fractal geometry deals with objects which cannot

be handled by the standard goemetry, because standard geometry only involves

topological dimensions. Fractal geometry dealing with spatial fractals, provides both

descriptions and mathematical rnodels for a variety of seemingly complex forms and

patterns either existing in nature or artificially generated on computers. Fractal geometry

plays an important role in modelling and animating natural phenomena and engineering

process, and in music and art.

This thesis presents a new approach to model object boundaries using techniques

involving fractal geometry. This chapter explains the essential topics for such techniques

that are later used in the thesis for boundary analysis and reconstruction. This chapter first

presents some well known fractal objects and overviews some of the many fractal

dimensions characterizing them [Kins94a][Kins94b]. The chapter presents also an
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introduction to the multiftactal analysis by defining the Rényi fractal dimension spectrum.

Although the reconstruction of a fractal object can be done with many methods, this

chapter focuses on the IFS and the midpoint displacement (MDp) algorithms.

3.2 Fractal Objects and Dimensions

3.2.1 Fractal Objects

Despite the complexity of a fractal object, it can usually be constructed, from

simple rules. This can be seen easily from the mathematical fractals such as the

Minkowski curve and the Koch curve in which only an initiator and a generator are

necessary for their generation. These strict fractal objects are self-similar [Kins95] and are

presented in the following description.

The Minkowski curve is produced according to the following rule:

Begin with a unit straight line as initiator (although it may be anything else).

Generate a curve containing eight scaled down initiators (the generator) with

a scaling of 114 each, as shown in Fig. 3. 1.

(c) Once the curve is constructed at step k - I , the object at step k is obtained by

scaling itby rl4 and replacing every segment in the object at step k - I .

The Minkowski curve is the limit curve, when k -> oo. This limiting curve, although

produced by simple rules has complicated mathematical characteristics as its length (at the

limit) is infinite.

(a)

(b)
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Step 0 Initiator

Step I Generator

Step k

Fig. 3.1 Generation of the Minkowski curve (after [Kins96]) where k: 6.

The Koch curve is obtained with the sarne initiator as in the Minkowski curve

production, but using the generator as illustrated in Step I of Fig. 3.2.Here, the initiator is

scaled down by a factor r : I /3 and replaced by 4 copies of its scaled version. At the

kth iteration, the curve is the union of 4k segments, each having a 3-k length. Therefore,

the length of the Koch curve is inf,rnite. Notice also that the koch curve is continuous

everywhere, but nowhere differentiable. The generator has only 3 points where the curve

is not differentiable, but this number, increases to 15 at Step 2, then to 63 at step 3 and to

infinity at the limit.

Step 2
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Step 0

Step I

Step 2

:

Step k

Initiator

Generator

Fig.3.2 Generation of the Koch curue (after lKins96l) where k:6.

This observed irregularity of both Minkowski and Koch curves can be

characterized by a scalar called f"actal dimension lKins96l. In the following, a

charucterization of objects that are strict mono fractals and not a combination of fractals is

presented.

3.2.2 ß ractal Dimensions

There are many fractal dimensions. Kinsner has presented more than 2l fractal

dimensions in a unified framework [Kins94a], where the dimensions are classified into

morphological, entropy, variance, and spectral dimensions. In this section, the Hausdorff

"Jì4a¡
eJq*("* *T

*-.' "J{\rrb
-r"J Lr.J t-/\-f q^rt^
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dintension, the sintilarity dimension and the box-counting dimension, the variancefi.actal

dimension, and the power spectrum dintension are discussed.

Hausdorff Dimension

Let A be a subset of !îd. For a given r ) 0, an r-cover of A is any countable col-

lection ofsubsets {U,} such that 0.lu,l (r, where lU,l : sup{lx-yl : x, V e l{Jil}

and A q U U¡. The Hausdorff (or Hausdorff-Besicovitch) dimension of A is defined as

i=l

Du : sup{s:p'(A) - "o} 
: inf{s:p'14¡ : 91 (3. 1)

where

p'(A) : lu,l" { U¡} is a (3.2)

Similarity Dimension

A selÊsimilar set is made up with N(r) distinct copies of itself, each of which has

been scaled down by a ratio r in all coordinates . The similarity fractal dimension D, is

given by

r-cover "t"Ì$'"r{,Ë

n _ logN(r) _ log( numberof self-similarcopies)
" log( I /r) log( magnification factor)

(3.3)
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The Box-Counting Dimension

Let N.(A) be the minimum number of the covering set (volume elements or vels

[Kins9a]) intersected by the object A. The box-counting fractal dimension is defined by

Duc(A) : lim
r-+0

logN,(A)
lõs(tã (3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.1)

fractional Brownian motion,

class of signals having the

Vøriønce Frøctql Dímensíon
a

It is known lKinsg4a] that for a Brownian motion (or more generally, a fractional

Brownian motion) B(t), rhe increment aB : B(tr)-B(t,) exhibits the following

power law

Var[AB].. lttl2H
where Lt : ltr- t,l , and H is called the Hurst exponent and is given by

H _ ,._ loglVar(AB)l

^r-+ 
o 2log(At)

Do : E+ I -H
Power Spectrum D imension

While the variance dimension can characterize the

the power spectrum dimension is well adapted to a large

following power spectrum density p

For an embedding Euclidean dimension E, the variance dimension is given by
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For an ernbedding Euclidean dimension E, the spectral exponent B is related

the Hurst exponent by [Kins96]

P:9
d

where c is a constant and B is the spectral exponent.

Þ :2H+E

The power spectrum dimension (also called the

IKins96]

(3.8)

(3.e)

Fourier dimension) is given by

(3.1 t)

Dp: E+t-H: E+l-ry (3.10)

In practice, an estimate for B can be obtained by minimizing the least square erïor

between the power spectrum model in Eq. 3.9 and the actual power spectrum p¡ of a

given signal of size N (obtained by using rhe FFT); i.e.,

_ 3E +2-þ
.|
L

N) (loePiX roe lf,l ) - | rog lfrt (¡ r"ee)
o-iÞ:

(I t", 
I tlj' _ Nf (ros lr,l ),

ii

Table 3.1 shows the dimension values of the pure fractal objects described in Sec.

3.1.1. The similarity fractal dimensions are easily computed for the Koch and the

Minkowski curves as they are selÊsimilar, and are given by
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Dr(Minkowski) : lim log8t : 1.5
k -+ ælsg{k

Dr(Koch) : ,'* log4k 
= 1.262

k -+ ælsglk

(3.12\

(3. 13)

Table 3.1: Fractal dimensions for the Koch curve and the Minkowski curve.

Dimension Koch Curve Minkowski
Curve

Hausdorff D. t.262 1.500

Similarity D. 1.262 1.500

Box-Counting Du. 1.2663 t .5446

Usually, objects in nature are not single fractal objects, but mixture of monofractal

objects. The single fractal dirnensions are not adequate in charactesizing such object. For

a complete description of such objects, the multifractal analysrs (MA) presented in the

following section has proven to be a very powerful tool.

3.3 Multifractals

While a fractal refers to a set (or an object), a multifractal is a combination of

many single fractal objects. Multifractal dimensions are an extension of single fractal

dimensions and can charcctenze complex multifractal structure.

The Rényi Frøctøl Dimension Spectrum

The Rényi entropy Ho is a generalization of the Shan¡ron entropy and is given for

any probability distribution P : (t¡) by [CoThgl][Kins96]
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where N(r) is the number of non-empty vels with side length r intersected by the fractal

object. Ths leads to the Rényi fractal dimension spectrum denoted Do and is given by

IKins96]

I N(r)

Hq(P) : lf tot I P,o -'o < q <'o
' j: I

N(r)

tog I p¡o

I i= I
D_ : limt ,-ol-q logr

(3. l4)

(3. r 5)

The Rényi dimension spectrum is a bounded monotonically decreasing function of q. For

a single fractal, Do is constant for every q > 0 . Also, for many particular values of q, Do

is reduced to some known fractal dimensions. More precisely, one can show that Do is

sirnply the box-counting dimension, D, is called the informatton dimension, and Dr is

the correlation dimension lKinsg4]. The bounds on Do can also be found for q : tco

[Kins94]. Thus, the Rényi fractal dimension spectrum is always bounded.

3.4 Generating Fractals

This thesis is concerned with compression of the image boundaries using fractal

geometry and multifractal measures. In the process of compression-decompression, the

fractal curves are generated from the control points and the object's fractal dimension.

This is done with two methods: The MPD algorithm and the IFS to be presented in the

following section.
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3.4.1 MidpointDisplacement

The random ntidpoint displacement (MPD) is the most popular way to produce

Brownian motion [PeJSgl][Kins96]. Let X(t), t e [0, I ] be the process to be produced

such that

var(X(t2)-X(tr)) : lt, - t,lo2 for (0 . t, . tz < l) (3.16)

The MPD is described with the following steps.

(a) Set X(0) : 0 and select X( 1) as a sample of a Gaussian random variable

with mean 0 and variance o2.

(b) t(Ð tr taken to be the average of X(0) and X(1) plus an offset D, ; i.e.,

.lll = I

"\ù = ;(X(0) 
+ X( I )) + D¡ , where D, is a Gaussian random number

with mean 0 and uu.iun"" |ot.
(c) In the second r,"o t(1) 

""0 "(1) 
are reconstructed from the averages of

X(0) and 
"fll , ""d 

xll) and X(1) respectively; i.e.,\y' \y

D2

(3. 17)

D2

where D, is a Gaussian random number with mean 0 and va ' I z
.nance go

"(å) 
: 

å(',0,. *(Ð) -'

"(1) 
: 

å('(Ð + x(i¡) +
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(d) The plocess is continued and in the nth step,

xlIl. xf¿1. xf:1, ....x(t - ll are constructed by averaging and-rU", \2"/' ,2",' \ 2"/

adding a Gaussian random number Dn with m.ean 0 and variance 
;-"' 

.

The MPD algorithm has the advantage that it is simple to implement and can be

generalized to higher dimensions. It is not, however, very efficient in producing fractal

signals othe.r than Brownian motion (BM) and any other fractional Brownian motion

(fB*). The iterated function systems algorithrn presented in the following section does

not assume any particular distribution.

3.4.2 Iterated Function SYstems

Iteratedfunction system (IFS) is the name given by Barnsley and Demko to define

asetof contractivetransfonnations, {w¡,i:1,...,N}on Rd lBaDeS5]. For d : 2,the

affine transformations allow all possible two dimensional transformations. Therefore, the

study is restricted to the affrne transformations (the IFS is then called ffitte 1F,5) given by

*,0: 
[:, :1 tl 

.[?l (3. 18)

The transformation of a compact subset B c Rd with all the maps is denoted by

N

w(B) : \J wi(B)
i: l

(3.1e)

It can be shown that W is also a contractive transformation on the metric space of cornpact

subsets equipped with the Hausdorff distance. (The Hausdorff metric between two

compact subsets,4 and-B is the maximum separation of the farthest elements ofl or,B from
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the opposite set). Furthermore, the fixed point theorem states that W has a unique fixed

point A which can be reached from any initial compact subset B c Rd [Barn00] by

A : W(A) : lim wkle¡
k-+æ

This fixed point A of W is called the attractor of the IFS'

*,(Ð :

where the parameters a¡, c¡, d¡, e¡, ârrd

(3.20)

In the present case, the interest is in approximating curves which are object

boundaries from a óollection of control points {(tr,x,),i:0, 1,...,N}, where

to<tr

and can be modeled by an IFS whose attractor is the graph of a function f interpolating

the control points; i.e., f(t,) : x, for each i. such functions are called fr"actal

interpolation functions (FIF). It is shown [Barn00] that this problem has a solution given

by

[": :i [l 
. 

Fj
f¡ are determined by the following conditions

(3.2r)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

the fractal

ai: (tt-ti-r)/(tN-to)

e¡ : (t*t,- r -toti)/(tN -to)

ci : ((x; - xi- r) - d,(** - xo))/(tN - to)

_ ((t"x,-' - toxi) - d'(t*xo - tox*))
(t* - to)

ld'l .1
are called vertical scaling factors and

f,

free parameters d¡
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dimension D of thecurveby

N

I "l-'ld,l 
: t

i= |

It follows that given control points and the fractal dimension D, one can reconstruct the

fractal object from the IFS given by Eq. 3.20. This operation is called IFS decompression

(or decoding) and will be described after the next two subsections.

Hídden IFS

For more complicated (high curvature) boundaries, the generalized fractal interpo-

lation functions which are attractors of h¡dden IFS are used. Here, the data points are 3-

dimensional {(t;,xi,yi),i:0, 1,...,N} and the curve to be approximated has

{ (*,, y,), i : 0, 1, ..., N } as control points. The IFS model is written by

(3.28)

(3.27)

-[|:Eiil 
[|.lil

and f' are the same as in Eqs. 3.21 to 3.25,

respectively in Eq. 3.23 andEq. 3.24, while

where â¡, c¡, d¡, e¡,

replacing xi by yt

such that ldr;l < I .

Polar IFS

By transforming the control

{(0¡,.i), i : 0, 1, ..., N} where

cr1 and fyi ate given bY

dy¡ are free Parameters

points {(ti, x¡), i : 0, 1, ..., N} into polar coordinates
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(3.2e)

then there exists a simple closed curye r [0,2nf -+ frt with r(0¡) : (ti, x,) which arises

as attractor of a certain iFS. The parameter r is calledpolarfractal interpolationfunction

IDaD199].

IFS Decompression

The IFS decoding process consists of generating the attractor A from the code

given by the transformations w¡. For that purpose, two methods were investigated: the

detenninistic algorithne (DA) and the random iteration algorithm (RIA) [Bam00]. Start-

ing from a non-empty compact set Ao, the deterministic atgorithm computes the sequence

Ao.: Wu(Ao) tp to the attractor. While the convergence can be rapid, the DA results in a

large amount of computation. The random algorithm applies at each iteration only one of

the transformations { *, } , randomly chosen with a predefined set probabilities { p, } ,

often calculated using the formula (by default)

f 
t' : r,cos0,

1", : r,sin0,

la¡d¡ - b¡c¡l
Pi: (3.3)

N

I lu¡di - b¡"¡l
j: I

Figure 3.3 displays the Sierpinski triangle for different iteration numbers, by

applying both the deterministic algorithm and the random iteration algorithm with the

default probabilities. The DA takes only 20 iterations to converge. Each iteration, how-
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ever, takes many seconds to be performed because many points may be computed again

and again. On the other hand, the RIA performs ten thousands more iterations in only a

few seconds.

Iteration 0

l.:: .- !,- :

Iteration I 000

Iteration I

ii
ióI¡'

.i,: ,¡.
i,.li.::: i¡¡, ¡Ì,

,i-,. ,t:-j^!¿a;\!. ;"-t\
...: ii ( .. i.i.t

r, lt ù ,r,

:-:. .") .' ,\ .ï-)'
ì!,-,Ì.ri, ,,:ri.r,:l tù:¡

1.. l,r rr j{- ,\; r..r .(.¡- .,-rr'. :1 /: r ^! :.. 
^ 

¿ ¡..i n,:,:,.: .'.ri:, -.i!:¡1t-i!:r:-{ 1:i,1r¡; r ji,.'J.'.1.,:.ii

Iteration 5 000

Iteration 3 Iteration 20

Fig. 3.30 Sierpinski triangle generated by IFS decoding. Top row: using Deterministic
Algorithm, and down: using Iterated Random Algorithm.

3.5 Summary

This chapter presented some fractal objects and many definitions of fractal

definitions. Although there exist many fractal dimension definitions, no single dimension

can be, by itsell a characteristic of discrimination between complex objects. Instead, the

Rényi fractal dimension spectrum can characteúzethe complexity of objects completely.

Iteration I0 000 lteration 200 000
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The MPD and the IFS algorithms were also presented, and it was shown how to produce

fractal objects using these two techniques. While the MPD technique assumes a simple

Brownian motion or a fractional Brownian rrtotion, the IFS can be used with more degrees

of freedom.
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CHAPTER IV

MUTURES oLUTIoN AI{D WIvELET
Trcn¡{reunS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a brief introduction to the concepts of multiresolution and wavelet

analysis is provided. Multiresolution decomposition provides a scale-invariant

interpretation of the irnage. The scale of an image varies with the distance between the

scene and the optical center of the calnera [Mall89]. When the image scale is changed, the

interpretation of the scene should not change. A multiresolution representation can be

partially scale-invariant if the sequence of resolution parameters (r¡).¡., varies

exponentially. Let us suppose that there exists a resolution step À e R such that for all

integersi, ,j : N. If the camera gets l, times closer to the scene, each object of the scene

is projected on an area L2 times bigger in the focal plane of the camera. Hence, the object

is measured at a resolution l" times bigger. Hence, the details of his new image at the

resolution À/ correspond to the details of the previous image at the resolution il *' .

Rescaling the image by )" translates the image details ãlong the resolution axis. Here,

resolution axis is the axis at which the scale changes [Mall89].
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Multiresolution representation provides a simple hierarchical framework for

interpretation of image information. At different resolutions, the details of an image

generally chatacterize different physical structures of the scene. At a coarse resolution,

these details correspond to the larger structures which provide the image ,context,. It is,

therefore, natural to analyzethe image details at a coarse resolution first and then gradually

increase the resolution. Such a coarse-to-fine strategy is useful for pattern recognition

algorithms lMaHi80l.

Wavelets are mathematical functions that transform data into different frequency

components, and then analyse each component with a resolution matched according to its

scale. They have advantages over traditional Fourier methods in analyzing physical

situations where the signal contains discontinuities or singularities and sharp spikes.

Wavelets were developed independently in the f,relds of mathernatics, quantum physics,

electrical engineering, and seismic geology. Interchanges between these fields during the

last 15 years have led to many new wavelet applications such as image compression,

turbulence, human vision, radar, and earthquake prediction.Wavelets are one of the

fundamental mathernatical tools used in the field of multiresolution anlaysis.

This thesis presents a new approach to model object boundaries using techniques

involving wavelets. This chapter explains the essential topics for such techniques that are

later used in the thesis for boundary analysis and reconstruction. In the following, an

introduction to wavelet transform is presented. Then a study of singularities using wavelet

transform follows.
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4.2 l.{otation and Basic Relations

This notation follows [Mall98]. The set of integers and real numbers are

represented by Z and R respectively. L21R¡ denotes the Hilbert space of measurable,

square-integrable l-D functions /(x). For l(x) e L21n¡ and g(x) e l,2qn¡, the inner

product of/(x) and g(,,r) is written as

The nonn of f(x) in L21n¡ is given by

Convolution of two functions .f(r) e f,'(n) and g(.r) e 1,21n; is given as

Fourier transform of f(x) e L2¡n¡ is written as

Itn) is the vector space of squarable-summable sequences; i.e.,

(g("), -f(")) : !__s@)f(u)du

f*s!) : I fl")s@-u)du

,flr) : i .ft*)u-t"*

(4.r)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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¿t(n): {(cr¡)¡uz€R / flcr,l'Z<"o¡

Let L2(R2) be the vector space of measurable, square-integrable

functions f(*,y\. For f(x,y¡ e 1,21n2¡ and g(x,y) e L2(nr¡, th"

f(*, y) with g(x, y) is written as

æo
(f(r, y), s(*, Ð) : I I fG, ),), s(x, y)dxdy

The Fourier transform of f(x,y) e t 2(n2) 
is written as

¡(a,, ruor) : -l(ol x+crr v)- r y.dxdyæ6

J J -f@, y)e
-æ -æ

(4.5)

two dimensional

inner product of

(4.6)

(4.7)

4.3 Wavelet Transform

Grossmann and Morlet [GrMo84] defined the wavelet transform as a

decomposition of a signal into a family of functions which are the translation and dilation

of a unique function V(x), called moÍher wavelet. The corresponding wavelet family is

given by

("I"v(r(, * a)))(". 
u) e R+x R

(4.8)

where R* is the set of positive real numbers. The wavelet transform of a function

-f(*) ef,'(R) is then defined as
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Wf(s, u)

Let the dilation of ry(-lr) by a factor s be denoted as

v,(x) : ^Av("")

Then the wavelet transform can be seen as an inner product in Lz(R) ; i.e.,

0. C*

This condition implies thar Û(O) : O, and that û(r)

neighbourhood of cli: 0. Thus, the function V(x) can be

response of a bandpass filter. The reconstruction of/(x) from

Pr: J l(x) "rsy(s 
(x - u))dx

-æ
(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.1 1)

LV"f(s, u) : (f(x), V,(x - u))

Hence, wavelet transform corresponds to a decomposition of /(x) on the family of

functions (V"(x - u)) , , ^+ - . In this thesis, both the signal f(x) andthe wavelet V(x)(.s,u)eR xR

are assumed to have real values. In o¡der to reconstru ct f(x) from its wavelet transfonn,

the Fourier transform ,lr(r) of ry(x) must satisfz

: 
i- 

lÛG')l'r, . *."

is small enough in the

interpreted as the impulse

Wf(s, u) is given by

åi-i- lItf(s, u)y,(x - u)dsdu"f(*) :
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For nonnalization purpose, it is assumed that the energy of y(x) is equal to l. Let

ütr(t) : V,(-x) ' Hence, the wavelet transform at a point u and ascale s can be written as

Wf(s,tt) : -f*V,@)

Therefore' a wavelet transform can be viewed as frltering /(x) with a bandpass filter whose

irnpulse response.is t,(r).No*, the Fourier transform of ry(x) is given þy

rÎ,"(co):

In contrast with the Gabor transform (or windowed Fourier transform), here the resolution

of the wavelet transform varies with the scale (parameter s). Since ry(x) is real,

lÛf rll : iûf-rll . Let co6 be rhe center of the passband of ,1i1ar; hence,

4ú'le)Js \s/

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.1s)

+ó" ly,ç^¡l'a.: ot (ro - r¡o)

Let o, be the rms bandwidth around {Ð6, hence,

: 
i-,'-'o)'lû(.o )l'¿*

2
oú)

The center of the passband of Ç,1c,1¡ is sars and its root mean square (rms) bandwidth is

so.. On the logarithmic scale, the rms bandwidth of Ç,(r,l) is the same for all s e R*
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[Mall98]. In this way, a wavelet transfotm decomposes the signal into a set of frequency

bands having a constant size on the logarithmic scale.

Let o, be the standard deviation of ly(x)12 around zero.Itcan be shown that the

wavelet V"(x - zo) has an energy concentrated around ug within a standard deviation

6u/s .ln the frequency domain, it can be seen that its energy is concentrated around sro6

within a stañdard deviation so.. In the phase-space, the resolution cell of this wavelet is

therefore,equalto fuo-(o,,/s),uo*(o,/s)l* [so:o-sor,.scù6+soo,] wheretheshapeof

the resolution cell varies with the scale s. When the scale s is small, the resolution is coarse

in the spatial domain and fine in the frequency domain. if the scale s increases, the resolu-

tion increases in the spatial domain and decreases in the frequency domain

4.4 Continuous Dyadic Wavelet Transform

For most purposes, the wavelet model is not required to keep continuous scale

parameters. To allow fast numerical implementations, it is imposed that the scale varies

only along the dyadic sequence (2 )¡ . z.Herea review is presented of the main properties

of a dyadic wavelet transform and the conditions under which it is complete and stable. A

thorough presentation can be found in [Mall98]. We denote by V;(") the dilation of ry(x)

by a factor 2-i ; i.e.,

to-(:o)
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The wavelet transform of /(x) at scale / and at position x is defined by the convolution

product

w/(x) : .f*V¡@)

we refer to the dyadic wavelet transform as the sequence of functions

w.f : lwf(x))¡.,

and W is the dyadic wavelet transfonn operator.

w¡.f(a) : j(ar)Ç(r'o)

By irnposing that there exists two strictly positive constant A1 andf' such that

Now, a brief study of completeness and stability is provided. The Fourier transform

of Wf(x) is

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4. re)

vr¡ e R, At. il,Îlf zr)l'< ¡, (4.20)

we ensure that the whole frequency axis is covered by dilation of Ç(r,l ) bV Ø )¡ e z so that

"fl^), and thus f(x) , can be recovered from its dyadic wavelet transform. The

reconstruction wavelet X@) is any function whose Fourier transform satisfies
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I ,Î,,t/.l y(y' a) : 1 (4.2r)
j=--

If property (4.20) is valid, there exists an infinite number of functions i(o) that satisfy

(4.21). The function f(x) is recovered from its dyadic wavelet transform with the

sumrnation

.f(*) : 
-f, _*f-r,A> Ø.22)

This equation is proved by computing its Fourier transform and insertingØ.19) and(4.21).

With the Parseval theorem, we derive a noÍn equivalence relation

A,llfl'< L llwf(x)ll'<nJlfii' (4.23)
j =-*

This proves that the dyadic wavelet transform is more than complete, but still stable (as

B t, A, is closer to 1, it becomes more stable).

A dyadic wavelet transform is more than complete; it is redundant. Moreover, any

sequence (S;(")), . z, with g¡(x) e Lt(n) , is not necessarily the dyadic wavelet transform

of some function in 1,21n¡. It can be shown [Kais94], [Mall9S] that (g,(x)]. ¿ is the

dyadic wavelet transform of some function in 1,21R¡, if and only if there exists a function

Xt,r(x) (known as reproducing kernel) such that
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The energy of the kemel K,,r(x) measures the redundancy of the wavelet transform

at the scales ?and,2t.

4.5 Multiresolution Analysis

In the case of a multiresolution analys,rs (MRA), it can be shown [Mall89] that there

exists a real function Q(x) whose Fourier transform is an aggregation of Ç(y'ro) and

XØ Ð at scales 2 larger than l; i.e.,

+o

Z gtK ,(x) : E¡G) ,vj e z

lô(.)l': îûcz'liØa)
j=l

(4.24)

(4.2s)

It is supposed here that the reconstructing wavelet X(r,l) is such that Q(ro)f (c,:) a positive,

real, even function. It can be proved that property (a.25) implies that the integral of Q(x)

is equal to I and, hence, it is a smoothing function (the function $ is called scaling

function). Let ^1, be the smoothing operator defined by

Sf(x) : f* ö¡(x) (4.26)

where
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0;(x) : )r(;)

If the scale ? íslarger,then more details of f(x) are removed by

(4.2s) yields

lôt'll'- lôf z"ll : f .vØ ."lit/ at
J=l

(4.27)

,!, . For any scale / , l,

(4.28)

Hence, the higher frequencies of Sr(x), which have disappeared in Sf(r) , can be

recovered from the dyadic wavelettransform (Wf(r))r s;<y between the scales 2t and, /.

The irnportance of the MRA colnes frorn the fact that wavelet analysis can be

perfonned by quadrature mirror filters consisting of a low-pass filter associated with the

scaling function $, and a high-pass f,rlter associated with the rnother wavelet ry. This

makes the wavelet transform more practicable and easier to implement.

4.6 Discrete Dyadic Wavelet Transform

Input signal is measured at a finite scale in practical applications. Hence, the

wavelet transform at an arbitrary fine scale cannot be computed. Let the finest resolution

be normalized to l, and assume that the original signal is a discrete sequence
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D : (d)n.rof finite energy.

$(cr;) satisfies

If there exist two constants Ct, 0 and C7 > 0 such that

+æ

vcoe R, ctt I lô(r*2rn¡12<c,
n=-@

The input signal can thus be rewritten as (s¡(n )) n . r. Let us denote

w.,o : (wrf(n+c,r))n.z

then it can be proved lMaHiSOl that there exists a functionfx) e L2(R) (nor unique) such

that

S,f(") : dn, VneZ

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.3t)

(4.32)

and

s¡o¡ : (sf(n + a)), uz

where o is the sampling shift that depends only on the wavelet

y', the sequence of discrete signals

V(;r) . For any coarse scale
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{sjdU),( v(n, r <i <J) (4.33)

is called the discrete dyadic wavelet transþrm of (S rf(n)), . ".

4.7 Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima (WTMM)

From the discrete wavelet transform, at each scale /, we detect the modulus

maxima by frnding the points where lwrf(n + a)l is larger than its two closest neighbor

values and strictly larger than at least one of them. The abscissa ,?+ú) and the value

Wf(n + ro) at the corresponding locations are recorded.

One signal sharp variation produces modulus rnaxima at different scales 2i. It is

known that the value of a modulus maximum at a scale 2j lneasures the derivative of the

signal smoothed at the scale / lMazhgzl. Wavelet theory shows that the evolution across

scales of the wavelet transform modulus depends on the local Lipschitz regularity of the

signal.

4.8 Detection of singularities using wavelet Transform

A remarkable properly of the wavelet transform is its ability to characterizethe

local regularity of functions [MaHw92].In mathematics, local regularity is often measured

with Lipschitz exponents.
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Definitions:

Letnbe a positive integer and n.(.n + I . A function/(x) is said to be

Lipschitz (,atxg, if andonlyif thereexiststwoconstantsl and h6> 0,anda

polynomial of order n, P,(x), such that for h . ho

lf,o+ h)- P,(h)l<Alhf (4.34)

The function f(x) is uniformly Lipschitz ( over the interval la,bf, if and only

if there exists a constantl and for any x e la, b lthere exists a polynomial of

order n, P,(h), such that Eq. (4.34) is satisfied for xo + h e la, b l.

Lipschitz regularity of /(x) at x¿ is the superior bound of all values ( such that

/(;r) is Lipschitz Çatxs.

Function is singular at xg, if it is not Lipschitz I at xs.

A function f(x) that is continuously differentiable at a point is Lipschitz I at this

point. If the derivative of/(x) is bounded but discontinuous at xs, f(x) is still Lipschitz I

at xs.It follows from the above definition that f(x) is not singular at x0.It can be proved

that if f(x) is Lipschitz Ç, for Ç> n, then f(x) is n times differentiable at xs and the poly-

nomial P ,.,(h) is the first n * I terms of the Taylor series of /(x) at x s. The Lipschitz reg-

ularity (6 gives an indication of the differentiability of /(x) but it is more precise. If the

Lipschitz regularity (s of f(x) satisfies n S Ço < n * l, then it is known that f(x) is n times
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differentiable at x6 but its nth denvative is singular at x6 and (6 charactenzes this singular-

itv.

Theorem (due to lMazhg2l): Let 0 < ( < l. A function/(x) is uniformly Lipschitz ( over

]a,b[ if and only if there exists a constant K> 0 such that for all x efa,bl,the wavelet

transform satisfies

lwf(x)l< Ke)e

From the above equation we derive that

tog2lwf(x) | < logr(rr¡ + ç

(4.3s)

(4.36)

Hence, if the uniform Lipschitz regularity is positive, the amplitude of the wavelet

transform modulus maxima should decrease when the scale decreases. On the other hand,

if the uniform Lipschitz regularity is negative, the wavelet transform modulus maxima

increases. This means that such singularities are more singular than discontinuities. The

signal is then viewed as tempered distribution. If the signal has uniform Lipschitz

regularity (o equal to zero, then maxima values of lWrf(x)l remain constant over a large

range of scales. At this stage one might wonder how to choose a particular wavelet to

estimate uniform Lipschitz regularity. In the following, this issue is discussed.
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4.9 Various Wavelets and their Properties

Here, we discuss various wavelets and their properties. Details regarding different

types of wavelets are given in [Daub92]. In the following, we discuss various well known

wavelets and their properties.

4.9.1Haar Wavelet

The Haar wavelet is a simple compactly supported wavelet. It is a special case of

Daubechies wavelets [Daub92] with one vanishing moment [MMOP96]. In other words

this is the same as db2. The Haar wavelet function is shown in Fig. 4.1 and its main

properties are illustrated in Table 4.1 [MMOP96].

û.15

t.1

u05

0

-ü.û5

-0.1

-0.15

-0.2r r I I I I I I

t-2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 D.7 0 B D I

Fig.4.1 Haar wavelet.
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Table 4.1: Properties of Haar wavelet.

Items Properties

Family Haar

Short name haar

Examples haar is the same as dbl

Orthogonal yes

Biorthogonal yes

Compact support yes

DWT possible

CWT possible

Support width I

Filters length 2

Regulariry haar is not continuous

Symmetry yes

Vanishing moments I

4.9 .2 D aubechies Wavelets

Daubechies wavelets are compactly supported wavelets with the extremal phase

and the highest number of vanishing moments for a given support width. The associated

scaling filters areminimum-phase filters. The wavelet function [Daub92 pp. I 15, 132,194,

242lfor db2, db4, db8 and db,1ó is show in Figs. 4.2ato 4.2d,rcspectively. These wavelets

have vanishing moments 2, 4, 8 respectively [MMOP96]. Their main properties are

illustrated in Table 4.2 IMMOP96].
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db4
db2

+o2

0.1

0

-t1

o.2

0.1

t.2

01

û

-û.1

-o.2

I I rì-4'-î2ry "'O2 D.4 8.6 0.8 1-"'ol 8.4 0.6 0.8 1

o.2

0.'1

0

-0.1

db1 6

0

-0.1

t-t-'-"nll . '-- -l.z 0.4 0.6 0.g I '''o2 o.l 0.6 t I 1

Fíg. A.LDaubechies wavelet functions of db2 to db l6'

Table 4.22 Ptopefües of Daubechies wavelet'

Items Properties

Family Daubechies

Short name db

Order N (strictly Positive integer)

Examples dbl or haar. db4, dbl5

Orthogonal yes

Biorthogonal yes

Compact support yes

DWT possible

CWT possible

Support width 2N-1

Filters length 2N

Regulariry about 0.2 N for large N

SymmetrY far from

Vanishing moments N

dbB

-^/l\.,-
]lt
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4.9.3 Coiflet Wavelets

Coiflet wavelets (coiflets) are compactly supported wavelets with the highest

number of vanishing moments for both $ and ry for a given support width. These were

constructed by Daubechies at the request of R. Coifman [Daub92]. The wavelet functions

for coifl, coiJ'2., coift and coif4 are shown in Fig. 4.3ato 4.3d, respectively. These wavelets

are more symmetrical than dbN famlly. Their main properties are illustrated in Table 4.3

IMMOPe6].

o.2

D,1

o

-u.1

C oifl

ìl,'-
o.6

CoifJ

e2

o.1

o

-û,1

-fJ.2
o

e.2

0.1

0

-o.1

-o.2
o

-o.2L
0.2 o.4 o.B

o.6 o.8

ß.2

t.1

o

-D_ 1

-o.2 r-
D.2 9.4 o.6 o.8

Fig. 4.3 Coiflets wavelet functions of coifl to coif4.

Coif2
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Table 4.3: Properties of Coiflets.

Items Properties

Family Coiflets

Short name coif

Order N N: t, 2, ..., 5

Examples coif2, coif4

Orthogonal yes

Biorthogonal yes

Compact support yes

DWT possible

CWT possible

Support width 6N-1

Filters length 6N

Symmetry near from

Vanishing moments for psi 2N

Vanishing moments for phi 2N-I

4.9.4 Symlet Wavelets

Syrnlet wavelets are compactly supported wavelets with the least asymmetry and

the highest number of vanishing moments for a given support width. Associated scaling

hlters are near linear-phase filters. These wavelets were built by Daubechies and are more

symmetrical than the dbN [Daub92] family. These wavelets are implemented using the

"minimum phase filter" [MMOP96]. The wavelet function for symS is shown inFig. 4.4.

Their main properties are illustrated in Table 4.4 [MMOP96].
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4.2

o.15

o_1

D.O5

0

-0.t5

-0.1

-t.15
D 0.9û.8t.70.3 t.4 0.5 0,6

Fig.4.4 Wavelet function for sym8.

Table 4.4: Properties of symlets.

Items Properties

Family Symlets

Short name sym

Order N N: 2, 3, ..., 8

Examples sym2, symS

Orthogonal yes

Biorthogonal yes

Compact support yes

DWT possible

CWT possible

Support width 2N-l

Filters length 2N

Symmetry near from

Vanishing moments N
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4.9.5 Biorthogonal Wavelets

Biorthogonal wavelets are compactly supported biorthogonal spline wavelets for

which the syrnmetry and the exact reconstruction are possible with finite impulse response

(FiR) ftlters, whereas in the orthogonal case this is not possible. They were developed by

Cohen etal. lCoDFg2l.It is well known that the symmetry and the exact reconstruction are

incompatible, if the same FIR filters are used for both decornposition and reconstruction

[MMOP96]' Hence, they used different FIR hlters for reconstruction ánd deconiposition.

This wavelet family is labeled as biorNr.Nd, where M, is the filter lengths for

reconstruction and Nd is the filter length for decomposition. The wavelet functions for

bÌor3.l are shown in Figs. 4.5aand4.5b, while the wavelet functions for bior7.3 are shown

in 4-5c and 4.5d respectively. Their rnain properties are illustrated in Table 4.5 [MMOp96].

o.B

o.6

o.4

o.2

o

2

1.5

¡

o.5

B

-o.5

,|

o.5

o

-ß.5

-1

Fig. 4.5 Biorthogonal wavelet functions, (a) and (b) are bioß.7, and (c) and (d) are
bior7.3.
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Table 4.5: Properties of Biorthogonal wavelet

ltems Properties

Family Biorthogonals

Short name bior

Order Nr,Nd Nr: l,Nd:1,3,5
Exarnples bior3.1, bior5.5

Orthogonal no

Biorthogonal yes

Compact suppofl yes

DV/T possible

CWT possible

Support width 2Nrr I for rec., 2Nd+ I for
dec.

Symmetry yes

Vanishing moments for psi Nr-l

4.9.6 Meyer Wavelet

The Meyer wavelet is infinitely regular orthogonal wavelet. This wavelet and

scaling functions are defined in the frequency domain. The Meyer wavelet function is

shown in Fig 4.6. andits main properties are ilrustrated in Table 4.6 [MMop96].
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Items Properties

Family Meyer

Short name meyr

Orthogonal yes

Biorthogonal yes

Compact support no

DWT possible but without FWT

CWT possible

Support width infinite

Effective support [-8 8]

Regularity indefinitely derivable

Symmetry yes

Table 4.6: Properties of Meyer wavelet

5

4

3

¿

1

o

-1

-2

--l

-4o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 D.7 0.8 o.9

Fig. 4.6 Meyer wavelet function of degree 2.
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4.9.7 Mexican Hat Wavelet

The Mexican hat wavelet is a second derivative of the Gaussian probability density

function. This wavelet has no scaling function [Daub92]. Mathematically, it has a closed

form analytical expression. The Mexican hat wavelet function is shown in Fig 4.7 and, its

main properties are illustrated in Table 4.7 [MMOP96].

1

o.B

D.6

o.4

o.2

D

-o.2

-0.4
-5

Fig.4.7 Maxican Hat wavelet function.
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Items Properties

Family Mexican hat

Short name mexh

Orthogonal no

Biorthogonal no

Compact support no

DWT no

CWT possible

Support width infinite

Effective support t-s sl

Slnnmetry yes

Table 4.7: Properties of Mexican hat wavelet.

4.9.8 Morlet Wavelet

The Morlet wavelet is a symmetrical wavelet and has no scaling function [Daub92].

Mathematically, it has a closed fonn analytical expression. The Morlet wavelet function is

shown in Fig 4.8 and its main properties are illustrated in Table 4.s [MMop96].
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Fig.4.8 Morlet wavelet function.

Table 4.8: Properties of Morlet wavelet.

Items Properties

Family Morlet

Short name morl

Orthogonal no

Biorthogonal no

Compact support no

DWT no

CWT possible

Support width infinite

Effective support I-4 4l

Symmetry yes
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4.10 Selection of Proper Wavelet

It was found lMaHw92] that the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet plays

a major role in detecting the required singularity from wavelet transform modulus maxima.

Where a wavelet is said to have n vanishing moments, if and only if for all positive integer

k 1 n, it satisfies

l-* '*'Y6¡a' 
: o (4.37)

If it is needed to estimate Lipschitz exponents up to a maximum value n, awavelet with at

least iz vanishing moments is needed [MaHw92]. Using wavelets with more than one

vanishing mornents has the advantage of being able to measure the Lipschitz regularity up

to a higher order, but it also increases the number of maxima lines. The number of maxima

at a given scale often increases linearly with the number of moments of the wavelet. In

order to rninimize the amount of computation, the minimum number of maxima necessary

to detect the irregular behavior of the signal should be known [MaHw92]. This means that

a wavelet with the fewest vanishing moments should be selected, capable of detecting the

Lipschitz exponents of highest order of interest. Another related property that influences

the number of modulus maxima is the number of oscillations of the wavelet ry(x). For

most types of singularities, the number of maxima lines converging to the singularity

depends upon the number of local extrema of the wavelet itself. A wavelet with ¡z vanishing

moments has at least ¡z + I local extrema. For numerical computations, it is better to choose

a wavelet with exactly n + l local extrema [MaHw92].
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It has been proven lMazh9zl that if a signal is singular at a point xs,there exists a

sequence of wavelet transform modulus maxima that converge to ;c¿ when the scale

decreases. Hence, the detection of all the singularities from the positions of the wavelet

transfonn modulus maxima is possible. Moreover, the decay of the wavelet transform is

bounded by the decay of these modulus maxima, and we can thus measure the local uni-

form Lipschitz regularity from this decay lMazh92l.

In irnage processing applications, it is often required to detect discontinuities and

peaks that have Lipschitz exponents smaller than I lMaZh9zl.lt is, therefore, suff,rcient to

use a wavelet with only one vanishing moment. Moreover, edges in the images sometimes

have a ramp profile. Hence we can model a smooth variation at x6 as a singularity

convolved with a Gaussian. Mallat andZhonglMazh9}l proved that Lipschitz regularity

in such cases can be obtained if the wavelet is a derivative of the Gaussian. However, a

derivative of a Gaussian is not orthogonal. Hence, they developed a new wavelet which is

very close to the derivative of a Gaussian. They reported an error of less than 10 percent

due to the approximation. This wavelet has one vanishing moment, and is a quadratic

spline of compact support and is continuously differentiable. Figure. 4.9 shows graphical

representation of the wavelet ry(x) which is a quadratic spline and its integral 0(x) which

is cubic spline.
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Fig. 4.9 Quadratic spline wavelet. (a) Wavelet V(x). (b) smoothing function 0(x).

4.11 Summary

This chapter presented a detailed overview of muitiresolution analysis and

wavelets. A thorough mathematical illustration of wavelet transform was shown and the

important topic of V/TMM was presented. This chapter also discussed different well

known wavelet functions with their sailent properties. The topic of selecting a wavelet

function for edge detection and boundary analysis was also discussed with emphasis on

quadratic spline wavelet.
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CHAPTER V

Dn,rncTIoI{ oF CoRNERS AI{D HrcH
C unvnTURES USING WevnLET TneivSFoRMS

5.1 Introduction

rnultiresolution representation of an image provides a simple hierarchical

framework for interpreting the input image information [Koen84]. In the literature, scale-

space based techniques are used for developing multiscale corner detection algorithms

[RaCh92] lFeKr94l lAsBr86l [RaRa97]. Wavelet theory provides a unified framework for

a number of techniques that had been developed independently for various signal

processing applications. In addition, there exist efficient algorithms to compute wavelet

transforms using subband filtering techniques. Despite their advantages, they have yet to

be fully explored in the area of computer vision. Recently, some work has been reported

on boundary and surface representation using wavelet transforms [TiBo97a] lTiBogTb]

[Reis96]. Few results have also been reported regarding the use of wavelets for corner

detection such as [LSCT93] and [LeSC95]. There have been attempts to solve this problem

using linear approximation [ChVC96]. These techniques, however, lack the advantages of

multiresolution analysis. This chapter presents a summary of an efficient multiresolution

technique for detecting comers and high curvature points on smooth curves. This technique

was first introduced by Quddus [cQGa00a][CQGa00b]lQCGa99l[QCGa00][QuGa00]

[QuGaO2].
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5.2 Assumptions Regarding preprocessing

All techniques for feature detection from the shape of the object boundary require

some preprocessing of the input image. This preprocessing includes:

a

a

a

a

Extraction of object silhouettes,

Edge detection, '

Thresholding,

Separating objects (if there are multiple objects), and

, . Boundary tracking.

In addition to the considerable computation involved, these steps require selection of

appropriate algorithms. This selection depends upon the expected background noise, the

operating environment (lighting alrangements and nature of the objects etc.), the quality

and setting of camera (mono/stereo, contrast, viewing angles etc.) and the computational

overhead, which is again constrained by the overall speed requirement of the system. The

speed requirement again heavily depends upon the available computing platform which

along with the other subsystems determine a significant part of the cost of the overall

system.

Here it is assumed, as has been done by almost all the authors, that these

preprocessing steps have been done properly and with the least possible cost. Hence, after

tracking the boundary of the planar object, the boundary information is represented in

parametric form as

C : {x(t),y(t), t= 1,...,n}

7t -

(5.1)
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where / is the index of the boundary pixels.

5.3 Computation of Curvature Information

The boundary information in a parametric form is useful only when proper

inforrnation of the boundary curvature is obtained. In the literature, there are mainly three

types of measures that are employed for the curvature analysis of planar 2-D objects. These

representations reduce the dirnensionality of the problem from a 2-D object contour to a l-

D signal that has the rotation invariance property.

5.3.1 Curvature Function

The curvature function is defined as the derivative of the slope with respect to the

arc length (r). It can be defined in terms of the derivative of the functions x(r) and y(r) as

lRaCh92l

CF(x, y) : (s.2)

1

oy
^2ôx

.(þ'f"'
['

Furthermore, the functions x(r) and y(t) must be related by

cosf

sinf

(ôx

)ã
lôv
L&

(s.3)

where f indicates the orientation of the tangent along the curvature. Hence, after few

mathematical manipulations, it yields the curvature expression given by
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cF(x,Ð : (y)(þ-(y)(#) (s.4)

Since the curvature function depends on the first and second derivatives of the parametric

curve C(*, y), it is highly sensitive to boundary noise. Approximate digital computation of

the derivatives of Eq. 5.3 is described in [RaCh92].

5.3.2 Radial Function

The boundary is approximated by an ordered sequence of angularly trespassed

vectors projected between an arbitrary reference point (such as centroid) and the boundary

points. This is often called the radial representation or the radial function. This way, the

boundary of an object is described in a polar form as r($), where r represents the length

of a line joining a point on the boundary with the reference point, and $ is the angle that

this line makes with the reference axis. To make the representation invariant to translation

and independent ofthe object contour starting point, the centroid ofthe object is selected

as the reference point.

However, if any of the radial vectors intersects the object more than once, the

function r(S) is multivalued and cannot be directly used to represent the contour. To

overcome this restriction, Tieng and Boles [TiBo97a] proposed a modification to the radial

function. The main feafure of this representation is that it directly facilitates the

reconstruction of the object contour. Its main drawback is that the representation is very

sensitive to the occlusion because occlusion changes the location of the centroid and hence

the overall representation.
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5.3.3 Orientation Space

This function relates the orientation of the tangent to the curve to the arc length t

along the curve. The orientation is defined as [LiSr9O]

ó(r) : tan-'fl (s.s)

where Ay: ôy/.ôt= ¿r/dt and A,x: ôx/ôtx dx/dt.Sincethearctangentfunctiononly

returns an angle in the range of (-n,n), any angle direction outside this range is wrapped

around, thus resulting in artificial discontinuity in the edge gradient direction. The

normalization step traces the function and searches for local discontinuity greater than ru or

less than -n. An offset of *2n is added to the function at the following point to correct the

wraparound. This will result in a continuous function along the entire contour, with the

exception of the initial and final points of the contour. For a closed contour, these points

will always have an artificial discontinuity of 2n [LiSr9O].

If the orientation at some point is defined by simply replacing the derivative above

by the first difference, the orientation resolution, is only n/4. To improve the orientation

resolution, the orientation at a point P¡ is defined as

0(r) : tan-r { (! i* q - !i- ) /(xi* q- xi_ s)} (5.6)

for some q > L to obtain a smoothed version of orientation. The parameter q depends on

two conflicting factors, namely, the orientation resolution and the corner discrimination

capability. The larger g is, the higher is the orientation resolution and the less is the corner
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discrirnination ability. This is because two corners may be merged if they are separated

with less than the smoothing length. The proper choice is to select the smalles t q that can

provide acceptable orientation resolution. It lias been determined in [LeSC95 I that q: 3 is

a reasonable choice. This choice causes the orientation profile of a corner to become a

ramp-like profile instead of a step with a variation interval equal to the smoothing length

(2q+ | : 7)' Figures 5.1b to 5. I c show the orientation profiles of the image shown in Fig.

5' 1a for q : I and, q : 3, respectively. This thesis considers the orientation space function

with q: 3 for curvahrre analysis of a smooth object boundary.

5.4 Detection of Corner points

In this section, the derivation of some corner indicators based on the evolution of

the wavelet transform magnihrdes across scales at the corner positions is presented. The

results from lLeSCg2l and IceGa0Oa][ceGa00b]leccaggltecca00lteuGa00l

[QuGaO2] are summarized and will be used in detection of control points for smooth

boundaries. Considerthewaveletfunction ìy(r) : ry where, ry(r) and 0(r) areshown

in Figs' 4.9a and 4.9b. For simplicity, 0(r) is considered to be the Gaussian function.

Hence

o(r):-+*ol4l
J2n \26'/ (s.7)

Lee et al' lLeSCg2l andQuddus [Qudu99] presented an analysis of the behavior of wavelet

transform modulus maxima with different comer models. A summary of this analysis is

presented.
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,1 ['t ì,f/¡'IJl¡-
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0(r)

(b)

ö(r)

(c)

Fig. 5.1 Orientation-space representation: (a) Input image 128 x 128, (b) Orientation
profile with q : I, and (c) Orientation profile with q: 3. 

.

5.4.1 The Generalized Single Corner Model

Figure 5.2a shows a generalized single corner, consisting of two arcs having

curvatures Æ, and kr, enclosing an angular discontinuity of $. Figure 5.2(b) shows

smoothed version of its orientation profile where d : 2q+ l.

10t 150 ÊüÕ z1i 3CO

Path Length(t)

ù
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Fig. 5.2 Corner models: (a) Generalized corner model, (b) Orientation profile of
generalized corner model, (c) A f type corner, (d) Orientation prohle of t- type comer,

(e) An END type corner, (f) Orientation profile of END type ðomer, (g) STAIRtype
comer, and (h) Orientation profile of STAIR type corner.
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This smoothed corner model is defined as

0(r) :

dwjþ(t) _
dt

(kJ+c

l,-o) *
lo,, *i *

-d/2 < r

[(kt+b)/2+E/dlQ+d/2)

ô d/Z<t
-d/2<t<d/2 (s.8)

(s.e)

(s. l0)

The wavelet transform of $(r) at scale 2/ is the convolution of $(r) with the wavelet func-

tion ry(r) and is given by

w,ö(r) : t / Q Jznor{,.1-_"''' r*pç--r' / 72'i 
*' o'))d,

- a- 2,.^2i +I+ kr[, 
_orr.exP1-s' 

/ ç2't 
*' o'))d,

[(kr + k2) /z * a t al 
,. 

ol,'r"*p{-rt 
/ (z'i *' "'lla")

Differentiating (5.8) with respect to ¡ with the limit d -+ }we get

( /e J-2nc)){(3/z)lkt + kzlexpç-tz /çzz¡* | o2))

lõ / dl exp ç-t2 / ç2t' 
*' 

ot) ) )

From Eq.(5.9) one can observe that the local maximum of l4/jþ(t)exists at t : 0 and this

maximum position is independent of the corner angle ô, the curvature k and the scale

factor j. Hence, the local extremum will produce a consistent peak in the wavelet
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transform. In [LeSC92]lcQca0Oal[cQGa00b][eCGa99]tecca0Ol[euGa0O][euGaO2],

it is shown that Inter-scale Dffirence Decay Aale (ISDDR) is given by

(t - | /,rÐ - {d2 / (s6)Q)'z (Ð(62)) Q - | / Jr)TSDDRJ :
Çfz - | / 2) - g') t 1+s¡çz)'(/')("') I e Ji - | / 2)

(s. I 1)

From the above relation it can be observed that ISDDR does not change much across the

scalesT. Hence a corner survives through most of the scales.

5.4.2 The f Type Corner Model

We now consider another corner model as shown in Fig. 5.2(c). Clearly this corner

rnodel is just a special case of the generalized single comer model (if Æ, : kz : 0). This

corner model is irnportant since it is encountered frequently in practical applications, e.g.

robot vision and industrial inspection. Figure. 5.2d shows the smoothed corner rnodel in

the orientation space. This smoothed comer model is defined by

0(r) : (i::"'('r+d/2)
-d/2 < t

-d/2<t<d/2
d/2<t

(s.r2)

Following ILesc92]lcQGa00alIcecaO0b][ecca99][ecGa00][euGa00][euGaO2],

one can obtain the indicator for this corner model, Inter-Scale Decay ^Rare (ISDR), which

is dehned as

IS DRj : (W¡ * t nþQ) / rï/jþ(o))

eÐ dr) e)'(,''Xo') -,J-z ¿'
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Again, it is observed that ISDR does not change much with the change of the scales 7.

Hence, a f type comer survives through most of the scales.

5.4.3 The END Type Corner Model

The END type corner rnodel consists of two corrters whose angle changes are with

the same sign and separated by a width of d, asshown in Fig. 5.2e. The profiles of this type

of corner rnodel in the orientation space are sketched in Fig 5.2f. The corresponding

definition of Fig. 5.2e is given as

c -(a+ d)/2> t
c+(ô,/d)(t+(a+d)/2) -(a+d)/Z<t<_(a_d)/z
c*ôr -(a-d)/2<t<(a-d)/2 (s.14)

"*ðr 
+ G2/d)(t-(a- d)/2) (a_d)/2 < t <(a+ d)/2

c+õr-|_ôz (a+d)/2<t

The wavelet transform of $(r) is given as

ö(/) :

( -,-(a-d\/2
w,Þ(t) : t/e Jzno)l(çr/fl1 expç-s2 /ç2't*' o,))d,

L ,,_ (a+d)/z 
(5.15)

-t+(a+d\/2+(çr/fi| exp(-s2 /ç22i*'o'¡¡d,
't+(a_d)/2

Following ILesc92][cQGa00a]lceca0Oblteccaggl[ecGaO0][euGa00][euGa02],

one can obtain the indicator of this corner model, Spatíal Dffirence DecayRale (SDDR),

which is defined as q + Çz
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SDDRJ - , r, ^5rIT¡ 
* 
"'-oT¡ * 

"2' ITj_OTj

( exp-s2 ) / (2'i * 'ot¡ ;d"

(s.16)

where

ö(r) :
a+ d)/2)

- (a - d)/2)

IT¡
-+d/2:l
'-d/2

"a+d/2
J 

"_u,,

(s.17)

-(a+d)/2>t
-(a+d)/2<t<-(a-d)/2

-(a- d)/2 < t <(a- d)/z (s.19)

(a-d)/2<t<(o+d)/2
(a+d)/2<t

and

or¡ 1 exp-s2 ) / (22i 
* t 

o'¡ ¡ d, (s. I 8)

Again, observe that iSDR does not change much with the scalesT. Hence, an END type

corner survives through most of the scales. Now ifj >> d then IT, x ef ,and hence END

type comer converges to a single corner.

5.4.4The STAIR Type Corner Model

The STAIR type corner is like END fype corner except that the changes in the

corner angles are of opposite signs as shown in Fig. 5.2g. Its corresponding orientation pro-

file is shown in Fig. 5.2h. Mathematically, it is given as

[".,u, /d)(t+(

l"*4,
l 
c + ôr-(ô r/ d)(r

V+ôr-ôz

8l
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Following lLeSC92lICQGa0Oa][CQGaOOb][QCGa99]IQCGaOO][euGa00][euGaO2] one

can f,rnd that for STAIR type comer rnodel.

(s.20)

which is the same as the result of END type corner but here ITS and OT, are of the opposite

sign. Hence, when the scale increases the two extrema move away from each other.

5.4.5 Properties of Corners

The analysis presented in the previous subsections results in few properties which

can be summarized as follows:

Property 1: If the local variation is the result of an isolated single corner, then the

corresponding extremum survives at every scale. In case of a double corner, at least one

will persist at higher scales in the wavelet transform domain. (From the analysis of

Generalized and f type corner model.)

Property 2: For an END type corner, the two extrema have the same signs and move

towards each other as the scale increases and get merged into one. As to a STAIR type

corner, the two extrema are with opposite sign and move away from each other when the

scale increases. (From the analysis of END and sTAIR type comer model.)

Property 3: For an END type corner, the interaction between the two corners is

constructive, hence the wavelet transform magnitudes at the two corner positions are larger

than that of a single corner. On the other hand, for STAIR type corner, the interaction

SDDR, : ¡ 1 7 ^5117¡ 
* t"-OT¡ *'tz/ \ a/ ITj-orj
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between the two corners is destructive. Hence, the wavelet transfonn magnitudes at the two

corner positions are smaller than that of a single corner. (From the analysis of END and

STAIR type corner model.)

Property 4: In the wavelet transform domain, any important

higher scales, while good localizationof the events is obtained

event is detected easily at

at lower scales [RaCh92].

5.4.6 Corner Detection Algorithm

In this subsection, a summary of a robust corner detectiqn algorithm using spline

wavelet as described in [LeSC92][Qudu99] is presented. Corners and arcs are relative

terms and largely depend upon the shape of the object under consideration. For example,

if there are sharp corners at the boundary, small curvature changes wi[ not be recognized

as corners. On the other hand, if the shape consists only of small curvature changes then

these curvature changes will be recognized as corner points. Hence, in order to provide

such robustness, this algorithm starts with the normali zationof wavelet transform modulus

maxima. This normalization is obtained at each level regarding the global maxima of that

level. This normalization also makes the algorithm adaptive when a different wavelet is

used for the decomposition. This is done in step I of the algorithm.

Step 1: Orientation profile $(r) is decomposed using wavelet transform at scales

2' ,2' ,23 and 2a.Wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM) are computed at each of

these levels. These WTMMs at each level are normalized with respect to the maximum

peak at that level.
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Step 2: The events (valid comers) are observed at the highest scale (24 ). The peaks higher

than some threshold t, are recognized as valid events. These events are successively

tracked at lower scales (2t , 2t , 2t ¡ to find their exact locations. (Properties I and 4.)

Step 3: Those events which are increasing at decreasing scales and are greater than some

threshold rz1r, at scale 2a are also taken as valid events. This step is to take care of

STAIRtype corners. These events are also successively tracked at lower scales (23 ,2' , 2' )

to find their exact locations. (Properties 3 and 4.)

Step 4: Find a large (greater than some th¡eshold r, ) events in the vicinity of already

detected events in the previous steps from the lowest scale (i.e., Z'¡. this step is to find

any END type corner model. (Properties 1 and2.)

5.5 Smooth Joints using Wavelet Transform

In the previous section a summary of corner detection technique presented in

ILeSC92]lCQGa00alICQGaO0b][QCGa99][QCGaO0][QuGa00] and IQuGa02] was

discussed. In this section we present the summary of modifications that were done in the

above mentioned technique by Quddus in [CQGa0Oa][CQGaO0b][QCGa99][QCGa00]

[QuGa00][QuGaO2] to detected high curvatures and smooth joints. As already discussed,

comers, inflections and smooth joints are important features for shape representation and

analysis. Given the multiresolutional nahrre of wavelets along with the efficient

computation algorithms, it is a natural candidate for such a task. Arcs or curvatures in the
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orientation space, however, cannot be detected by directly using wavelets with only one

vanishing motnent. At the same time, wavelets with more than one vanishing moments will

not be able to locate properly the sharp changes in the orientation space. To solve this

problem, discontinuities are introduced deliberately. These discontinuities are formed by

an operation similar to Sample and Hold. Hence ramp profiles of the arcs in the orientation

space become stair type as shown in Fig. 5.3b. Now the wavelet with one vanishing

moment can bé used tó detect these artif,icial discontinuities and thereby providing

detection of arcs along the boundary in the orientation space.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the detection process of smooth joints. In Fig. 5.3a the

starting point on the object boundary for the orientation profile is marked as .S. The

boundary is analysed in a anti-clockwise fashion. The orientation profile for Fig. 5.3a is

shown in Fig. 5.3b. Figure 5.4 shows the WTMM for three levels for the orientation profile.

Figure. 5.4ato 5.4c show the WTMM for level 21 , 22 and 23, respectively. It is observed

that the inflection point can be detected by observing the sign of WTMM which is marked

as label 3. The smooth joints can be detected by observing a discontinuity in the amplitude

of WTMM which is marked as label 4. Fig. 5.3a shows all the corners and smooth joints

detected using this technique. This various steps of this algorithm is described in the next

section.
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Fig. 5.3 Profiles of smooth joints (a) Original image 256 x256 with corners(1,2),
inflection (3) and smooth joint (.ä:"';r,X',iålïåÊ,ij* point of boundary tracking. (b)
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The Sample and Hold operation (for the ith segment) is done at the interval 11, is given by

(s.21)

where l, is the length of a valid ith segment, and C is a constant. It can be seen that increas-

ing this constant would increase the susceptibility to the noise. On the other hand, decreas-

ing this constant would lead to more effor in the detection of smooth joints. Here, C: i is

found to be satisfactory by lcQGa00al[CQGaO0b][ecca99]teccaO0lteuGa00l

[QuGaO2].

5.5.1 Algorithm for the Detection of Smooth Joints

This algorithm is invoked only after the corner points have been detected as

explained in subsection 5.4.6.

Step 1: Segment the orientation profile, from start to end, with break points at corner points

already detected. WTMM is computed at scale 23 for each segment (see Fig. 5.a).

Step 2: The arcs are extracted by observing those impulses which have approximately the

same amplitude and are appearing consecutively. Here, three or more consecutive

impulses, of approximately the same heights, are taken as an indication of a valid arc.

Step 3: A point of inflection is obtained at the mid point between the sign change of the

two valid and consecutive arcs. This point is labeled as (3) in Fig. 5.4a.

ti
lr: á
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Step 4: A smooth joint is detected by observing the sudden change in amplitude of

consecutive impulses belonging to the two valid and consecutive arcs. The smooth joint is

labeled as (4) on the bottom of Fig. 5.4c.

This technique is computationally efficient because it requires decomposing the

orientation profile only once using very fast wavelet decomposition algorithms lMall9S].

Moreover, comer and smooth joint detection steps are simple to implement efficiently on

computers and does not require segmenting the orientation profile.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, detection of control points on a smooth boundary using wavelets

was discussed. The detection of control points is a very important step in the boundary

rnodelling approaches presented in this thesis. This chapter presented different types of

lneasures that are employed for the curvature analysis of an object boundary. A detailed

discussion of the different corner models and their important properties was presented. The

particular algorithm that is used in this thesis for the detection of control points using

wavelets was explained in detail.

In the next chapter a discussion about wavelet based smoothing will be presented.

Smoothing is required because the detection of control points discussed in this chapter

requires a smooth boundary for processing.
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CHAPTER VI

WevnLET BASED SuooTHIi\G

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in Ch. 1, the rapid development of computerizedscientif,rc instruments

has produced a wide variety of interestingproblerns in data analysis and signal processing.

In fields ranging from extra-galactic astronomy to molecular spectroscopy to medical

imaging to computer vision, one must recover a signal, curve, image, spectrum, or density

from incomplete, indirect, and noisy data. As discussed in the previous chapters, wavelet

analysis has been recognized as a tool with important applications in areas of statistical

concern such as time series, function estimation and image analysis. Wavelet-based

methods for signal and image denoising have been developed over recent years, and are

now well established. These techniques have been applied to both one dimensional signals

and to images. Typically, they proceed in three stages: (i) a wavelet transform operation,

(ii) some form of processing operation on the wavelet coefficients, and (iii) an inverse

wavelet transform.

A signal is often seen as containing noise which obscures the information of

interest. This may be simply a measurement error, or it could be fluctuation details which

are a nuisance when the underlying trends or discontinuities are being investigated. Many

methods have been developed for smoothing a signal, in the hope that the noise can be

suppressed and the significant patterns retained and revealed. These have ranged from
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simple moving averages or moving medians to methods of considerable mathematical

complexity. Wavelets seem to offer a smoothing approach which is relatively simple to

use, while adapting well, and automatically, to the form of the signal being smoothed. In

this chapter a brief overview of popular wavelet based smoothing techniques is presented.

we also discuss the particular technique that was applied in this thesis.

6.2 Smoothing via Wavelet Shrinkage or Thresholding

Traditional linear methods of smoothing such as [WoWa75] achieve noise

suppression by broadening the features significantly. These state-of-the-art methods use

adaptive linear smoothers based on frtting splines under tension with adaptively chosen

tension parameter or truncating the empirical Fourier series with adaptively chosen

ttuncation- The adaptive spline under tension suppresses noise, but at the expense of

significant broadening of sharp edges that results in the loss of certain features. The

adaptive Fourier Series estimate leaves features sharp, but does not really suppress the

noise- It has been shown by Donoho and his collaborators such as Iain Johnstone

[DoJo94a][DoJo94b][DoJo98], Gerard Kerkyacharian and Dominique picard lDoKpg5l

that shrinking noisy wavelet coefhcients via soft thresholding offers very attractive

alternatives to existing methods of recovering signals from noisy data. These methods have

theoretical properlies of adaptive minimaxity that far surpass anything previously known.

It has been found [Mal198] that wavelet thresholding methods work well in problems

ranging from photographic image restoration [Lakig6l to medical imaging.
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6.2.1Wavelet Transform of a Noisy Signat

Consider a signal f(t) on the interval l e [2000,4000] in Fig. 6.1 thathas been

contaminated by white noise z. The noisy signal is shown in Fig. 6.la and given by

d, : JQ) + vz, (6.1)

where t¡: i/n, z¡-N(0, l) is a Gaussian white noise, and v is a noise level. The

wavelet decomposition of the signal d atlevelj:Nis given by

u, : ll/jd (6.2)

The plot of wavelet coefftcients in Fig. 6.1 suggests that small coefficients are dominated

by noise, while coefficients with a large absolute value caffy more signal information than

noise. Replacing the smallest, noisy coefficients by zero and a backwards wavelet

transfonn on the approximation scale may lead to a reconstruction with the essential signal

characteristics and with less noise. More precisely, this idea is motivated by three

observations and assumptions:

i. The decorrelating property of a wavelet transform creates a sparse signal:

most untouched coefficients are zero or close to zero.

2. Noise is spread out equally over all coefücients.

3. The noise level is not too high, so that we can recognizethe signal and the

signal wavelet coeffi cients.
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6.2.2 H.ard and Soft Thresholding

In the above section we have mentioned a procedure in which small coeffrcients are

removed, while the others are left untouched. This keep-or-kill procedure is called harcl

thresholding, as shown in Fig. 6.2b that plots the output coeff,rcient versus the input. An

alternative for this scheme is,soft-thresholding, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2c in which the

coefficients above the threshold are shrunk in absolute value. The amount of shrinking

equals the threshold value, so that the input-output plot becomes continuous. This scheme

was fìrst presented by Donoho [Dono95], and has the following 3 steps:

Step 1- Decompos¿.' Choose a wavelet, and select a level l/. Compute the wavelet

decomposition of the signal d af level N, yielding noisy wavelet

coefficients.

step 2. Threshold Detøil coefficients.. For each level from I to N, select

threshold and apply the soft-threshold to the detail coefficients.

w'=
v*."

w <-a

-a<w<a
wla

(6.3)

where w is an original wavelet coeff,rcient, w' is the thresholded coeffi-

cient, and ø is threshold value given by

a : ffigno (6.4)

where o' is the noise standard deviation and n is number of points.
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6.2.2.1 Threshold Selection and Smoothing

Although the hard-thresholding rnay seem to be a more natural approach from the

computational point of view, the continuity of the soft-thresholding operation has

important advantages. In some cases pure noise coefficients may pass through a hard

threshold and appear in the output as annoying, spurious spikes. soft-thresholding shrinks

these false structures' A central question in many threshold procedures is how to choose

thethreshold' According to IDono95] a threshold is a trade-offbêtween closeness of fit and

smoothness' In order to denoise or smooth the signal, it is required to optimi ze themean-

squared error (from Eq. 6.1)

,' '¿lli-¡lliz : t1

n- |-' 
>, u(flt / n) - f(i / n))z

j=0
(6.s)

subject to the side condition that with high probability f is atleast as smooth as/

A small threshold yields a result close to the input, but this result rnay still be noisy.

A large threshold on the other hand, produces a signal with a lot of zero wavelet

coefficients' This sparsity can be regarded as smoothness where the output has a simple,

smooth representation in the chosen basis. Giving extra emphasis to smoothness, however,

destroys some of the signal singularities. In image processing, it may cause blur and

artifacts' Significant amount of work has been done in literature to solve the problem of
threshold selection and readers are encouraged to see fMallgg], [Lisr90].
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There is a fonnal way to demonstrate that thresholding is a particular example of a

nìore general class of smoothing algorithms. These algorithms typically look for a compro-

mise between closeness of fit and smooth¡ess. Smoothness, or sparsity, can be expressed

by some ffleasure of entropy,which should be minimized. on the other hand, for closeness

of fit, the algorithms use an elror energy term that is the norm of the difference between

input and output (described above). A smoothing parameter À takes care of the compro-

mise between these two and the algorithm minimizes:

ll.^-*ll'*L\(*x) (6.6)

.,2rnl at
where E@) is the entropy of the output which is given by the following norm

levelT

J-l

€('"^) : L t)l*r,,11'

The resulting coefficient after linear shrinkage is given by

Iwx,j 
1 * ¡wi

(6.7)

(6.8)

The smoothing parameters could be chosen to optimize the mean square error of

the result, although in practical applications, this enor cannot be computed exactly. We

could limit the possibilities a priori to
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where K acts as smoothing parameter. In the above case, the coefficients at low resolution

levels are kept, while the ones at finer scales are thrown away.In order to keep the largest

coeffrcients, we need to minimize .

., [o j:L<K_ I
^, - l* j: K<J-I

N

I (ltr, - *,lr + Lrx(wx,))
i= I

(6.e)

(6. t 0)

(6.1l)

(6.12)

where

(0

"fr) : ir
wx¡:0
wL¡* 0

Here the entropy is now given in /r

E(.) = N

where N:{i:1,...,Nwr,+ 01. If we use the /r nonn as measure of sparsity. We minimize

((wr, - *,)' + 2t lw¡,1) (6. l3)I
l= I

and entropy is now given by
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1@r) l*r,tl: ?\--L
i= I

(6.r4)

The following section presenets an overview of the wavelet smoothing technique that was

applied in this thesis.

6.3 Combined Evidence Thresholding

In early wavelet based denoising or smoothing techniques, rnaximally-decimated

wavelet transforms were used, but now commonly redundant wavelet transforms are used

that result in wavelet coefficient set representation, corresponding to different resolution

scales, along with a final smoothed residual. In other words, this is known as

multiresolution analyszs. A variety of processing methods have been employed to process

the wavelet coefficients at the intermediate stage. The rnost widely known methods are

based on thresholding techniques as described above and stem largely from the early work

of Donoho and Johnstone [DoJo94a]. In this approach, a threshold (soft or hard) is used to

discriminate between wavelet coefficients that are assumed to arise from noise, and those

thought to arise from features of the signal. A compromise thresholding technique, (often

referred to as semi-soft wavelet shrinkage), was introduced by Gao and Bruce [GaBr95]

and involves the use of two thresholds Tl and, T2. Wavelet coefficients of magnitude

below Tl (the lorver) are suppressed, while those aboveT2 arcleft alone. Coefficients of

intermediate magnitude are attenuated in proportion to their magnitude.

All of these techniques effectively partition the wavelet coefficient sets on the basis

of their absolute value relative to a threshold. An alternative approach was introduced by
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Healy et al' [XuHe94f, and uses the corelation between wavelet planes as the basis for

discrimination between coefficients due to noise and coefficients arising frorn signal

features' This approach er-ploits the fact that noise is normally spatially localized and can,

therefore, be expected to be weakly correlated across resolution scales. correlation with its

successors is calculated for all coefficients within each wavelet plane. coefficients which

exhibit low correlation with those on successor wavelet planes are suppressed while those

exhibiting strong correlation are retained

These approaches have one thing in common: they involve making a binary

decision for each wavelet coeffìcient. In one case, the decision is made on the basis of the

wavelet coefficient's absolute rnagnitude, while in the other it is made on the basis of a
scaled comelation value' In both cases, the wavelet coefficients are effectively partitioned

on the basis of just one characteristic. There is some recognition in the scientific

community that this approach is too sirnple and considerable research is being ernployed

on methods such as Bayesian techniques [Vidaga].

Brown has introduced [Brow0O] a new technique called combined evidence

thresholding (CET). In the decision process, this technique uses both the magnitude of
wavelet coefficients and their correlation with successor wavelet planes. The absolute

magnitude of wavelet coefficients is treated as one source of evidenceon whether or not a

wavelet coefficient is attributable to noise. The correlation with corresponding wavelet

values on successor wavelet planes is treated as another. Numerical evidence values are

computed from both sources, and then combined to give a combined evidence value. For
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the combined evidence values below a lower threshold, the wavelet coeffìcients are

In this thesis' the cET technique was used for boundary srnoothing purposes. Thistechnique was chosen because it is simple to imprement, computationaily fast and givesbetter results then other standard techniques like the O"";ro soft thresholding [DoJo94a].

6.3.1 The CET Atgorirhm

The cET technique does not depend on any particurar waveret transform algorithmand could be combined with any algorithm for generating a redundant murti-resorution
transfonn' This thesis uses the atuouswaveret transform argorithm [Brow,'J [RiDug2].This argorirhrn has been described in dera' in [srMBg4], [MuSB95], [shen 921 and[stMBggJ' According to Brown [Brow,'] the cET argorirhm has rhe forowing sreps:

step 1' Implement a redundant wavelet transform of the source signar. This yierds
a number of waveret coefficient sets and a smoothed residuar signar.

step 2' considering each wavelet coefücient set, do the foilowing tasks for a, the
coefficients within each set.

deemed not to be attributable to noise

threshold, they are suppressed, while for

to the strength of the evidence.

and are left alone. For values above an upper

intermediate values they are scaled in proportion

' carcurate an evidence varue from the absorute waveret magnitudeconsidering the proposition that waveret coefficient arises from noisein the signal.
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. calculate an evidence value from the correlation with successor

wavelet values.

. Combine the two evidence values.

, Process the wavelet coefficient on the basis of the combined evidence
value.

Step 3. Implement an inverse wavelet transform.

The sub steps of ste p 2 inthe above algorithrn need further explanation. A brief description

for each of these intermediate steps is given in the following sections.

6'3'r'1 Calculation of Evidence Value from Wavelet Coefficient Magnitudes

In conventional hard or soft thresholding methods like fDono 94], fhe wavelet

magnitude th¡eshold is used. This threshold can be either provided as a user adjustable

parameter, or estimated automatically by different statistical methods. The best known

statistical estimator is probably the universal threshold estimator proposed by Donoho and

Johnstone [DoJo94a]. In CET, a magnitude th¡eshold is used along with each wavelet

coefficient value' This is done in order to generate a numerical evidence estimate for the

proposition that the wavelet coefficient is attributable to noise. In fBrowgg], this evidence

estimate El was given as follows for a wavelet coeff,rcient

(0
U, :lt

\o

l*l> T

w:0
otherwise

(6.1s)

where
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lt44

T

o - e -e
l-e

The above mapping reflects accurately the expected probability distribution of wavelet

coefficients, which is known to have the general form

h(r) : r".n(-.,Þl)

(6.16)

(6.r7)

where À/ is a normalization constant and c¿ and B are parameters. Application of the

function to the array of wavelet coefficients, generates an array of evidence values in the

range 0 to 1.

6.3.1.2 calculation of Evidence value from the wavelet correlation

The second sub step is to derive a numerical estimate of evidence, for noise

contamination, from the correlation between wavelet planes. In this approach the

correlation between wavelet planes is treated as providing one source of information from

which we can derive a numerical evidence value.

Given a wavelet coefficient set at scale j, the first step is to compute its correlation

with wavelet coefficients at the next highest scale (7 + l). This is done simply by

multiplying the two wavelet coefficient sets on a point by point basis. For each position we

get

Corr, : Wr*W¡.+r
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Now, we scale the correlation values to take into account that, on average, wavelet

coefficient magnitudes decline with increasing resolution level. This is achieved by

computing the total power P,o,,, in the correlation values and the total power p * in the j
wavelet coefficient set

Pror, : lCorr¡Csr¡", (6. r e)

P, : I(Wj*Ifj) (6.20)

The summations are carried out over the full set of wavelet coeffrcients. The original

correlation values are then scaled to give a new set of scaled correlation values as follows

Corr'., : Corrr* (6.21)

This scaling step ensures that the total power in the correlation corr,.,, is the same as the

total power in the wavelet coeff,rcient set w,. The minimum absolute value within the set

of scaled correlation values is found to be

C orr' 
^,n 

: m in(lC orr, ¡l) (6.22)

This value is treated as indicating definite noise, and all positions where lcorr,.,lequals

Corr' ,,,,,,are assigned an evidence value E, ofunity. Any position where lcorr,rl is greater

than lwJ is treated as indicating that the wavelet coefficient is definitely due to signal

features, and an evidence value of 0 is assigned. For the remaining situations where
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lCorr',lis less thanlw,l but greater than Corr'*in, ã\evidence value between 0 and I is

assigned. In this latter case the value to be assigned is a ratio of the distance between l1|t,l

and, lcorril, and the distance between lwJ and Corr',,,,,,. The overall process for

assigning evidence values E, is as follows

lo
tr: )l'l

lu

lCorr',1>lW)

lCorr',1 : Corr',,,n

otherwise

(6.23)

where

(6.24)

6.3.1.3 Combining Evidence Values

In the above sections we have obtained two evidence values, for each wavelet

coefficient atlevel j- These are then combined to give a single evidence value ð for each

wavelet coefficient, in the following way

(6.2s)

This is the value used subsequently to determine the next step.

6.3.1.4 Smoothing using the Combined Evidence Values

The next stage in the algorithm maps the combined evidence value E to ascaling

factor F which takes values from 0 to 1. The process requires two fuither user-def,rned
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evidence thresholds which are parameters of the rnethod , Ebrr,", und Eupp"r.using these

values the scaling factor is computed in the following way, for each wavelet coefficient

F:
E r_ Eurou,

E s E,o,,u,

- E)/(8,,pp",- Eto,urr) otherwise

Once ,F has been detennined, a new wavelet coeffìcient value W¡ is determined as

L/'.¡ : F*W,

Io
{1

I,u.0,,,

(6.26)

(6.27)

In [Brow00], it was determined that an upper evidence value of 0.6 was appropriate in rnost

circumstances. To apply the algorithm to a given wavelet plane, one must still provide two

thresholds. The first is a wavelet magnitude threshold, which is used in the first stage of

processing to compute the E 1 evidence values. The second is the lower evidence value,

Eto*"r, which is used in the final step to map the combined evidence value E to the scaling

factot F.ln the case of the wavelet magnitude threshold, one could use statistical estimators

to determine a threshold automatically, but for the purposes of this thesis and as determined

in [Brow00] through experiments, fixed thresholds were used. In the case of the lower evi-

dence threshold, Elo.u, the value 0.1 has been found most appropriate in almost all cases,

although a value of 0.05 has sometimes been used when processing the highest resolution

wavelet plane.
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6.3.2 Wavelet Filter for CET

In [Brow0O], CET applied the a'trous algorithm as a basis for generating wavelet

transfonns. This algorithm is normally irnplemented using a linear low-pass FIR f,rlter,

such as a 5 by 5 B3 spline filter [SrMB94], [MuSB95], [Shen9}] and lStMBg8l. A more

sophisticated version of this algorithm uses 5 b 5 83 spline filter along with two modem

detail-preserving non-linear filters. These are a FlR-median hybrid filter [HeNe87], and

the more recently introduced Median Ratioiral Hybrid filter [KhGa98]. The lineár FIR sub-

filters are applied within the sample window, and the output is a median of the sub-f,rlter

outputs. The f,rlter used in this thesis is fully described in [KhGa98]. At the first stage the

filter is applied to the source image and the resulting srnoothed output is subtracted frorn

the source image to give the first wavelet coefficient set. The filter is then dilated by

interleaving zeroes (in the case of linear filters), and the enlarged filter is applied to the

smoothed output from the f,rrst stage. Subtraction then yields the second wavelet

coefficient set. The process is repeated for as many resolution levels as are required. The

actual filter parameter values that are used in this thesis are discussed in Ch.7.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, a brief overview of wavelets and their application towards signal

and image denoising and smoothing was discussed. Standard wavelet based smoothing

techniques with their applications was presented. A detailed decription of the CET

algorithm that was used in this thesis to smooth the fractal boundaries was also presented.
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In the next chapter the two approaches for modelling object boundaries will be

presented where one of the approache employ the wavelet based smoothing technique that

was discussed in this chapter.
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CIIAPTER. VII

ExpnRIMBr{T DnsrcN Ar{D vnnrpICATIoi.{

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the system design for object boundary modelling is presented. First

a description of the test irnages is presented, followed by a description of the modelling

approaches. Basically, two approaches are presented in order to compactly represent object

boundaries. Each approach is a collection of methods and techniques that are based on

wavelets or fractals or both. The first approach is called wavelet based approach (WBA)

while the second approach is called IFS based approach (IBA).

7.2 Test Images

There are two test irnages used in the thesis. Each test image contains simulated

boundary of an object. These boundaries are segmented multifractal in nature, and were

constructed using MPD method described in Ch. 3. The fractaldimension for each segment

was known beforehand. The f,rrst image is called Boundary-1 and is shown in Fig. 7.1a,

while the second image is called Boundary-2 and is shown in Fig 7.lb. These boundaries

were simulated in Matlab 6.5.
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Fig. 7.1 Two test images used in the thesis.(a) Boundary-1. (b) Boundary-2.
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The first image (Boundary- I ) contains a complex form of a fractal object boundary.

This object boundary was constructed using different fractal dimension for each segment

on the boundary. It was constructed in this way because usually natural objects do not have

boundary with one fractal dimension and are multifractal. The object boundary of

Boundary-l contains segments that have fractal dimensions ranging from I to 1.9, where

fractal dimension of I depicts a smooth boundary segment and 1.9 as a very complex one.

In comparison, the second image (Boundary-2) contains a simplei object boundary that

was constructed using a single fractal dimension for each segrnent.

The two object boundary modelling approaches presented in this thesis can be

thoroughly tested and evaluated on the two test images. This is because the two test images

contain boundary segrnents that represent most of the object boundary types that are crisp,

rough, fractal, and non-occluded.

7.3 Wavelet-Based Approach

This section presents a detailed description of the wavelet-based approach. Figure.

7.2 shows the various steps for analysis and synthesis of modelling object boundaries used

in this approach. This approach is divided into analysis and synthesis, as explained next.

This section explains the analysis part of the wavelet based approach where the

object boundary is reduced to sets of control points and edge points with fractal dimension
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ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS

Orgìnal
Multifractal
Boundary

Vel Based Fractal
Dinrension D, Analysis

Iìirst set of
C ontrrrI

Poir¡ts a¡¡d

/) -. .s
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Boundary

Wavelet based
l)etection of High

Curvature Points <rn

Smooth Boundary
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of (ltrnu ol
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Two Sets of Control
Points and l)r.s

Two Sets of
Control Points

and 1)r, s.

Fitting a Sm<torh Spline
on Control Points

Micipoint Displacernent
Algorithrrr for all I)os

witll cont¡ol points

Reconstructed
Multifractal
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Fig. 7.2 Wavelet-based approach.
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values. First, the number of points on the boundary is reduced by representing the local

roughness with compact fractal descriptors, along with related edge points. Finally, a set

of salient control points can be found on the smoothed version of the rough crisp boundary

that will preserve the underlying shape of the object.

7.3.0.1 Local Fractal Dimension Analysis

This is the first.step in the analysis of the object boundary. 
,In this thesis, two

approaches were tested for this step (i) static vel covering and, (11) moving vel.

Støtic Vel Covering

The boundary of an object is first covered by a set of vels. The DB is then calculated

for each fractal structure present in specific vels. The boundary ofan object is first covered

by a set of uniform vels. The motivation for this technique comes frorn methods that use

similar morphological geometrical arrangement of the vels along the boundary is

represented by chain codes [GoWo92]. Since the chain codes can only work on one vel

wide boundary representation, the thinning algorithm [GoV/o92] is first applied on vels.

This technique can be implemented easily and is computationally fast for large number of

boundary points.

The accuracy of DB , like all other fractal dimensions, depends upon the number of

points contained in a vel. Therefore, 5o/o of the total number of boundary points was found

experimentally as adequate for accurate calculation in each vel. It was also determined

experimentally that the minimum number of points that are required for accurate
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calculation is 512. The rnain idea behind this algorithm is to frnd the Du for minimum

number of vels that would have sufficient number of points. This algorithm is implemented

using the following six steps:

Step 1. A set of vels is used to cover the fractal boundary where the size of each

vel was chosen to be at most l/10 of the maximum height and width of /

the boundary. These vels (not boundary points) are the fundamental units

for further processing.

Step 2. The number of boundary points in each vel is calculated and vels are

marked according to the following rules:

(a) Empty E vels are eliminated from further calculations.

(b) The vels that have fewer than 0.3Yo of the total number of the

boundary points are designated as sparsely populated S vels.

The set of all S.; vels is denoted by S.

(c) If a vel has two or more geometrically independent boundary

segments then this vel is designated as a multiple segment lV!

vel. The set of all Vt vels is denoted by M.

(d) A thiffiing algorithm is then applied on all remaining vels except

S, and the information about the discarded D¡ vels is stored. The

set of all D¡ vels is denoted by D.
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(e) The 8-connected chain code algorithm [GoWo92] is applied on

the remaining vels (non S and non D) to obtain a one-

dimensional representation of the boundary. The vels forming

the chain codes are called C.¡ vels.

Step 3. The Dp is calculated for all the C vels starting from the first vel in the

hain code. At least 512 points per vel are required for calculation

accuracy, otherwise vels are merged (as described below) to form larger

C vels to have more points.

Step 4. The Du is calculated for all the C vels.

Step 5. The Du in the C¡ vel is compared with the previous C¡_r vel, and if the

difference between their values is less than a certain threshold K, then

the two C vels are considered to have the same DU.

Step 6. The coordinates of the edge points of the fractal boundary in each C vel

are also saved.

The vels are eventually merged according to the following general rules:

(a) If two vels have to be merged then the edge boundary points of one vel

should be directly linked with the edge boundary points in the other vel.

Merging vels should not be part of any previous merger (not applicable for

M vels).

(b)
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Each c¡ vel is merged with another vel according to the above rules:

n If an adjoining D¡ or D¡M¡ vel exists then it is merged with the C, vel along with any,!

or SrM, vel as mentioned above.

n If a C¡ vel under consideration has fewer than 5o/o of total boundary points, then it is

merged with the next C¡+ l vel in the chain code, along with any adjoining D, or .! vels.

After each merger, the new larger vel is designated as Cy while the information about any

Mt vel in it is retained for next calculations.

The above fractal analysis technique using static vel covering is shown in Figs. 7.3a

and 7.3b.

Moving Vel

This technique for boundary analysis uses a moving vel in order to traverse the

boundary and calculate local fractal dimension Du. The size of the vel is chosen in such a

way that there are atleast 512 points in the vel for the accurate calculation of Du . First, a

starting location on the boundary is chosen which can be and random point on the

boundary. Then the vel traverses the boundary in clock wise or counter clock wise fashion

without any overlapping. The traversing is stopped when the vel reaches the starting point.

For every vel step the boundary edge points included in that vel need to be determined.

This is done by doing a search in the neighbourhood of 3 pixels around the previously

determinerd point. If no point is found then the neighbourhood size is increased by 3 pixels
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Fig. 7.3 static ver coverint .,tji:f*å};Xl;tnjifY;] covering for Boundary-l.(b)

Two C Vels hlergetl
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and so on. The boundary edge points and the value of Dfr are stored just like in the static

vel covering method for each vel step. This technique is computationally intensive and

only work when there is one pixel wide boundary and no occlusion. The moving vel

technique is shown in Figs. I .4a andT .4b.

For complex shaped boundaries such as Boundary- 1, the static vel technique is

recommended. This is because moving vel technigue can include boundary points that are

not part of the boundary segment inside the given vel during its search process. Due to this

reason more emphasis is given on static vel technique for this thesis.

7 .3.0.2 Boundary Smoothing

The second step in the fractal boundary analysis is the smoothing of the boundary.

The fractal boundary requires smoothing in order to locate shape defining control points.

For this purpose the wavelet based smoothing technique called CET discussed in Ch. 6 is

applied on each segment of the boundary covered by the vel.

7.3.0.3 Detection of Control Points on a Smooth Boundary

The last step in the fractal boundary analysis is the detection of control points on

the smoothed boundary. This technique is described in Ch. 5. Before applying this

technique we have assumed that rough boundary is mostly smoothed in the earlier step.

Since the dominant information regarding shape is usually available at the high cur-vature

poirzts (HCPs), which become corners (singular points) in the limit, they provide important
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Fig.7.4 Moving vel covering for both the boundaries. (a) Vel movement for Boundary-
1.(b) Vel movement for Boundary-2.
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features for object recognition, shape representation, image interpretation and motion

analysis. These HCPs form the control points on smooth boundaries and fractal curves.

As discussed in Ch. 5, the detection of singularities can be done using wavelet

transform. Wavelet decomposition provides a natural setting for the multi-level image

contour analysis, as it is able to detect singularities efficiently lMazh9zl. Since WTMM

. 
provide precise uld useful infonnation for curvature analysis

[CQGa0Oa][CQGaOOb][QCGa99]IQCGaOO]lQuca00llQuGaO2l, it is used in this paper to

extract control points on smoothed boundaries. As mentioned in Ch.5, biquadratic

wavelets perform better than other wavelets for corner detection applications

lMazh92llQuGa02l.

In this step, the boundary is tracked and its orientation profile is computed as

discussed in Ch.5 and in [QuGa02][SiKi02]. The wavelet transform of the orientation

profile is computed for dyadic scales from 2l to 26. The WTMM are then computed, and

only those WTMMs larger than a certain threshold are considered to be the important

curvatures. The result of the corner detection scheme where t1 : 0.4, rr: 0.1 and

t, : 0.65 are discussed in the next chapter.

The HCPs detected as a result of the above technique form the second set of points

that are the smoothed boundary control points. In case, more then one control point is

detected for a small segrnent of the boundary such as in the neighbourhood of 10 pixels,

then only one control point is chosen from the cluster of control points. The control point
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at the nearest distance from the mean of all control point positions is the chosen control

point.

7.3.1 Synthesis

In this section we discuss the method of reconstructing the fractal boundary by

given sets of edge points with their Du s and control points. In order to reconstruct the

fractal boundary of similar roughness as the original, we first draw a smooth spline curve

[RoAd9O] [SiKiO2] on the second set of control points in order to determine the underlying

shape of the complex object boundary. After obtaining a smooth boundary we superimpose

a fractal curve on it. We use the MPD technique [Kins95] to construct the fractal curve of

a given fractal dimension. The first set of edge points with their DB s are used for this

purpose.

7.4 IFS-Based approach

This section provides a detailed description of the lFS-based approach. Figure 7.5

shows the various steps for analysis and synthesis of modelling object boundaries for IFS

-based approach. This approach like the first approach is divided into analysis and

synthesis, as explained next.
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ANALYSIS SYNITHESIS
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Fig. 7.5 lFS-based approach.
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7.4.1 Analysis

This section explains the analysis part of the lFS-based approach where the object

boundary is reduced to sets of IFS values and edge points. In this approach, the number of

points on the boundary is reduced by representing the local roughness with IFS descriptors,

along with related edge points. Unlike the first approach there is no smoothing involved in

the IFS based approach.

7.4.L.1 Local Fractal Dimension Analysis

Similar to the first approach, this approach uses one of the two vel based methods

(discussed in sec. 7.3.1.1) for the fractal analysis of the object boundary. The calculation

of DU for each fractal structure present in a specific vel is also done the same way as in

V/BA.

7.4.1.2 Calculation of Local IFS

The IFS for each fractal structure in the vel is obtained according to D,, calculated

in the earlier step. It was found that, in general, IFS obtained using at least four control

points for each vel fractal structure on the boundaries of Fig. 7.1 was adequate for accurate

description. Thses control points are equally spaced on the fractal structure. We use linear

IFS (LIFS) for simple fractal structures and hidden-variable IFS (HVIFS) for more

cornplex (having curvatures) ones. The number of control points for complex fractal

structures can be increased. Also, it is important to keep in mind that these control points

are only used for calculating the IFS for each fractal structure. Some of them can form the

edge points for the given fractal structure.
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At the end of this analysis step the boundary is reduced to edge points for each vel

fractal structure and the related IFS values.

7.4.2 Synthesis

This section explains the synthesis part of the IFS based approach where the object

boundary is reconstructed from the sets of IFS values and edge points obtained from

analysis. Unlike the first approach the synthesis part of this approach is straight forward

and only contains one step.

7.4.2.1 Boundary Reconstruction using RIA.

In order to reconstruct the fractal boundary of similar roughness as the original, we

use RIA technique discussed in Ch. 3 to construct the graph of the attractor of the given

IFS within each vel and then joining them by using the edge points. This graph forms the

reconst¡rcted boundary. In case, there were multiple boundary segments in a vel then

rnultiple graphs are constructed.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter the two approaches for multifractal object boundary modelling were

presented. A brief overview of the test images used for the approaches was also presented.

In the following chapter the results obtained from the two approaches will be discussed and

the two approaches will be compared in terms of performance and compression.
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CIIAPTER VIII

ExppnIMEI{TAL RESULTS AND DTscuSSIo¡{

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results obtained by applying both the object boundary

modelling apþroaches discussed in Ch.7. The iesults for the calculation of fractal

dirnension Du within the vels for both approaches are presented first. In the subsequent

sections, the results from analysis and synthesis steps for each approach are discussed. An

overall comparison between the result from the two approaches completes this chapter.

8.2 Spectral Fractal Dimension DU Results

The calculation of DB is the f,rrst and fundamental step for both approaches

discussed in previous chapter. Since this step is common for both approaches therefore

results from this step are described first.

8.2.1 Static Vel Covering

The algorithm described in Ch.7 for the covering of the fractal boundary by set of

uniform vels was implemented in Matlab 6.5 and its code is described in Appendix A by

function vel_covering.m. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the fractal boundary of Figs.7.1a and

7.1b respectively, covered by a set of 25 vels initially. As it can be seen, few of the C vels

were merged according to the rule stated in Sec. 1.2.3, and the spectral fractal dimension
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Du was calculated after the merging of these vels. There are some empty É'vels and dis-

carded D vels.

Result of the spectral fractal dimensìon Du in the vels are shown in Tables g.I and

8.2, respectively. As it can be seen, the values for fractal dimension Dþ are 
,less 

then 2

which is expected since the boundary segment inside the vel is embedded in a space with

topological dimênsion E : 2. The different values of Du directly correspond with local

complexities of the boundary. For example, it can be seen in Table 8.1 that Du for vel CI,

which is more complex, is higher than vels C2 and, C3. It can also be seen that the values

of Du in both the Tables are within the error of 0.1

Since the power spectrum density is symmetric, the algorithrn for calculating Du

is sirnple to implement, and gives accurate results. The calculation of Du was discussed in

Ch. 3. These calculated values for DU were used for both approaches discussed in Ch. 7.

Additional corresponding results are presented in the subsequent two sections.
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Two C Vels Mergetl

.jig. 8..1 An analysis of a multifractal boundary where symbols '*'represent'C, vels and'*' starting C vel. Symbols Cl, C2, C3 to C23 slow the oí¿ãioflc' veis in ihe chaln code.
No 'S' vels are shown here.

Table 8.1: Comparison between calculated DB and actual Du for different C vels.
Some vels were merged before calculation.

Achral
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.{ig. 8.2 An analysis of a multifractal boundary where symbols 'f'represent'C'vels and
'x' represent starting C vels. Symbols Cl, C2,Cl ø CZg'show the oråer of 'C' vels in the

chain code. No other vels beside D are shown here.

Table 8.2: Comparison between calculated Du and actual Dp for different C vels.
Some vels were merged before calculation.

elLÏ3

C VELS

C1 C2&C3 C4 C5 C6&C7 C8&C9 c20
Calculated t.7 r.68 l.8 r r.74 1,.19 1.73 t.16

Actual 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
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8.3 Wavelet-Based Approach

8.3.1 Analysis Results

The experiments were conducted to analyzea simulated multifractal boundary and

then to reconstruct the boundary that is visually similar to the original. The HCps were

detected as a result of the wavelet based technique discussed in Ch. 5 and they fonn the set

of the smoothed boundary control points. These control points and smoothed boundaries

are shown in Figs. 8.3a and 8.3b respectively. Table 8.j and 8.4 show the total number of

boundary points for Boundary-1 and Boundary-2, respectively, after the analysis step.

Here it is assumed that it takes one byte to store the value of each position co-ordinate of

the control point. Similarly each value of Du is also stored in one byte. It can be observed

that some control points were not included in the f,rnal result as those points were omitted

due to close proximity with each other. These extra points are also visible in Fig. g.3. As

discussed in previous chapter only one control point was chosen from a group of closely

situated points.

It can be seen that each boundary is now represented compactly by the two sets

(Edge Points with their Du s and Control Pts). The total number of points in the original

boundary are also shown.
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Fig. 8.3 wavelet detection of control points on smoothed boundary. ,*, shows originally
derected control pointÈ. (a) Boundary_1.(b) Bounãary_2. 

- -^
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Table 8.3: Result after analysis step for Boundary- I using wavelet-based approach.

Table 8.4: Result after analysis step for Boundary-2 wavelet-based approach.

Number of Boundary points (Bytes)

Edge Points with their DU s and Control points

Set 1 (C vel)

14759x2:29518 23 (Dþ s) +27x2

MODELLTNG OF OBJECT BOUNDARIES Ch. 8: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8.3.2 Rényi Dimension

A Rényi ftactal dimension spectrum was obtained for the reconstructed fractal

boundaries in order to evaluate the performance of the wavelet-based approach. Figures g.4

and 8.7 show the original boundaries for the two test images and their respectively Rényi

spectrum. The reconstructed boundaries and their Rényi spectrum are shown Figs. g.5 and

8'8 respectively. Figure 8.6 and 8.9 show the comparison between the Rényi spectrum of

the original boundary and the reconstructed. boundary for Boundary-l and Boundary-2,

respectively. It can be seen from the comparison that the Rényi spectra of the original

rnultifractal boundary and the reconstructed boundary are almost identical. However, it can

be seen from Fig. 8.9 that the reconstructed Rényi spectra for Boundary-2 differs from the

original for the negative values ofq. Notice thatasingle fractal boundary is represented by

a line at Dq: 1.2. This result shows that the reconstructed fractal boundaries are similar in

Number of Boundary Points (Bytes)

Edge Points with their DU s and Control points

Original Set 1 (C vel)

6000x2: 12000 t8 (Dp s) +18x2
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complexities to the original boundary for positive values of q and,they look very similar to

each other when observed by the human eye.

The Rényi spectrum can also be used to determine the optimum size of the vels (Sec.

7.2) fot accurate calculation. This can be achieved by minimizing the least squared error

between the Rényi spectra of the original boundary and the reconstructed one. The error

minim.ization is done to a certain threshold value while the size of the vels is reduced

accordingly. This technique can be further irnproved by calculating for each vel and

plotting them with Rényi spectrum of the original boundary. The size of the vel is then

reduced by minimizing the least squared error between the vel and the calculated by the

Rényi spectrum. This technique would lead to a covering with variable vel sizes.

The Rényi spectra of Boundary-l in Fig. 8.6 are almost identical because the number of

monofractal segments and related D13 with control points of the original boundary is

known beforehand, therefore, the size of the vel was chosen accordingly. However, this

was not the case for Boundary-2.

8.3.3 Compression Ratio

Table 8.1 and 8.2 shows that multifractal boundaries can be represented very com-

pactly using this technique. The original multifractal boundary of Fig. T.lahad l47Sg

points while the one of Fig 7.1b had 6000 points with each point having xy co-ordinates.

After the analysis, fwo sets of edge points with their s and control points were obtained.

The first set contains values in C vels with related boundary edge points (xy coordinates).

The second set contains control points obtained after wavelet analysis of the smoothed
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Fig. 8.4 (a) Original boundary (Boundary-1) and, (b) its Rényi dimension spectrum.
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Fig. 8.5 (a) Reconstructed boundary (Boundary-l) using wavelet based approach and, (b)
its Rényi dimension spectrum.
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boundary' The compression ratio obtained for the cument resolution of Boundary- I is equal

to 286.6:1. while the one for Boundary-2 is 176.4:1.

1.8
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Fig. 8.6 comparison of Rényi dimension spectrums of original boundary and
reconstructed boundary for Boundary-l using wavelet approach. 
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Original boundary (Boundary-2) and, (b) its Rényi dimension spectrum.
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Fig. 8.8 (a) Reconstructed boundary (Boundary-2) using wavelet based approach and, (b)
its Rényi dimension spectrum.
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8.4 IFS-tsased Approach

8.4.1 Analysis Results

The experiments were conducted to analyzea simulated multifractal boundary and

then to reconstruct the boundary that is visually similar to the original one using the IFS

based frame work The motivation for this technique comes from methods that use similar

morphological covering to calculate the box counting fractal dimension lTuABggl. The

significance of our technique is that we are able to partition the boundary for calculation

of local Du s and IFS. The alrangement of vels is described in detail in Sec.7.2. and is

identical to frrst step of the wavelet based approach. The IFS for each fractal structure in

the vel is obtained according to Du calculated earlier. It was found that, in general, IFS

obtained using at least four control points for each vel fractal structure on the boundaries

of Figs. T.laand 7.1b, was adequate for accurate description. We use linear IFS (LIFS) for

simple ftactal structures and hidden-variable IFS (HVIFS) for more complex (having

curvatures) ones. The number of control points for complex fractal structures can be

increased. The geometrical arrangement of the vels along the boundaries of Figs .I .la and

7 -2b is shown in Figs.8.l0 and 8.1 l, respectively, and LIFS calculated for three of the vels

is shown in Tables 8.5 and 8.6, respectively.

Tables 8.7 and 8.8 show the total number of boundary points for Boundary-l and

Boundary-2 respectively after the analysis step. It can be seen that each boundary is now

compactly represented by the edge points with linear IFS parameters. In this the lFS-based
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approach there is no need to store the values of DB s. The total number of points in the orig-

inal boundary are also shown.

Two C Vels lflergetl

Fig. 8.10 IFS analysis per each C vel (shown by .+,) for Boundary-l
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Table 8.5: Linear IFs calculation for a given sFD for 3 of the c vels in Fig. g.4.
Each vel had 4 control points for calculafion of IFS.

Vel No.
LINEAR IFS

^
b c d e f

c24 0.1215 0 I .1595 -0. I 897 0 t3.2421
0.6623 0 r.1258 -0.3130 0.5798 18.9737
0.2162 0 1.6061 -0.4t53 3.7399 19.2t24

c16 0.2417 n 0.0039 0.966s o 0.2189
0.2600 0 -0.18s3 0.7 574 4.368s s.2991
0.4983 0 0.0698 -0.0626 9.068s 8.t234

ct2 0.2419 0 0. I 05s 0.2399 0 9.0823

17.3966
0.3042 0 -0.2248 0.1824 s.9673
0.4s39 0 0.1349 0.t223 13.4708 9.8744
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Fig. 8.11 IFS analysis per each c vel (shown by '+') for Boundary-2.

Table 8.6: Linear IFS calculation for a given sFD for 3 of the c vels in Fig. g.5.
Each vel had 4 control points for calculation of IFS.

Vel No.

LINEAR IFS

r b dc e f
C4 0.6393 0 -0.0426 0.0059 0 13.1825

0.t243 0 -0.2924 0.0689 6.t540 L4.4t2t
0.2364 0 -0.0t26 0.3876 7.3503 7.5391

C7 0.2417 0 0.0039 0.966s 0 0.2189

0.3574 0 0.0227 0.2332 4.9119 5.6548

0.2397 0 0.804s 0.t32s 9.2684 -2.4594
c14 0.28s7 0 -0.1361 0.6392 0 2.t941

0.2381 0 -0. I s86 0.6778 2.0000 2.312'1

0.4762 0 0.0390 0.3501 3.6667 2.6tt5
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Table 8.7: Result after analysis step on Boundary-l for lFS-based approach.

Number of Boundary Points (Bytes)

Edge Points with Linear IFS Parameters

Original Total Vels x [IFS
+end pts(x,y)l

Total

14759x2:29518 2a xl(6x3) + 2x2) +

I x2x [(6x3) + 2x2]

572

Table 8.8: Result after analysis step on Boundary-z for IFS-based approach.

Number of Boundary Points (Bytes)

Edge Points with Linear IFS Parameters

Original Total Vels x [IFS
+end pts(x,y)l

Total

6000x2: 12000 lSxf(6x3)+2x21+
I x2x [(6x3) + 2x2]

440

8.4.2 Renyi Dimension

A Rényi dimension spectrum was obtained for the reconstructed fractal boundaries.

Figures 8.12 and 8.15 show the original boundaries for the two test images and their

respective Rényi spectrum. The reconstructed boundaries and their Rényi spectrum are

shown Figs.8.l3 and 8.16, respectively. Figures 8.14 and 8.17 show the comparison

between the Rényi spectrum of the original boundary and the reconstructed boundary for

Boundary-l and Boundary-2, respectively. It can be seen from the comparison that the

Rényi spectra of the original multifractal boundary and the reconstructed boundary are

almost identical. However, it can be seen from Fig. 8.16 that the reconstructed Rényi
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spectra for Boundary-2 differs from the original for the negative values of q and rïs Dq

values have gone above 2 for q < -4. Notice that a single fractalboundary is represented

by a line at Dq : l '2' This result shows that the reconstructed fractal boundaries are similar

in complexities to the original boundary since the deviation in the spectra only occurs in

negative values of q' andthey look very similar to each other when observed by the human

eye.

8.4.3 Compression Ratio

Tables 8'7 and 8'8 show that multifractal boundaries can be represented very

compactly using this technique. The original multifractal boundary of Fig. 7.lahad,l47Sg

points while the one of Fig. 7.lbhad6000 points with each point having xy co-ordinates.

After the analysis, one set of IFS points and end points for each vel are obtained. If we

consider one b¡e representation for each IFS value and point coordinates then the

compression ratio achieved for Boundary- I image is about 52: l and for Bounda ry-Z image

is about 27'27:l' It is irnportant to note that the number of bytes needed to code the same

boundary having double the number of points will remain the same (572 forBoundary-l

and 440 for Boundary-z), thus, increasing the compression by two fords.
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Fig. 8.12 (a) original boundary (Boundary-l) and, (b) its Rényi dimension specrrum.
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Fig. 8.13 (a) Reconstructed boundary (Boundary-l) using lFS-based approach and, (b) its
Rényi dimension spectrum.
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Fig. 8.16 (a) Reconstructed boundary (Boundary-2) using lFS-based approach and, (b) its
Rényi dimension spectrum.
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8.5 Discussion

The signifrcance and usefulness of the results obtained in the earlier sections will

be discussed in his section.

8.5.1 Quality Measure Significance

In this thesis the goodness of reconstruction is measured using Rényi dimension

spectrum. The main advantage of using fractal measures such as Rényi dimension

spectrum is that we measure the function complexity instead of its energy. A rnotivation

for using such complexity-based measures is that the human vision is more sensitive to

cornplexities present in an irnage instead of variation in energies at individual pixels

[Attn54]. Therefore, we are interested in the approximation of the boundary that is similar

in complexity to the original. Notice that energy based measures such as signal to noise

ratios may also be used as they can distinguish between different objects.

The Rényi dimension spectrum of reconstructed boundaries from both approaches

show that its very similar to the one from original boundaries for positive values of q. It

can also be observed that the reconstructed boundaries look very similar to the original

boundaries and hence it can be easily implied that Rényi dimension spectrum corresponds

to the HVS.

8.5.2 Reconstruction Artifacts

Some segments of the reconstructed boundary can exhibit slightly different

fractality than the original ones. This artifact is visible in the bottom left segment (l) of the

reconstructed Boundary-l for both approaches. This is due to the inaccuracy in Do
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calculation technique caused by relatively spread out points tesulting in fewer points

within each vel. Similar to other fractal dimension calculation techniques, the accuracy of

static vel covering technique depends upon the number of points within a vel. As discussed

in Ch.7, if the total number of points in a vel are less than 5 12 then the calculated value of

DB will be inaccurate. However, this accuracy can significantly improve with more

number of points and solves the reconstruction problem. Since both approaches use the

static vel covering technique for DB calculation therefore they are both affected by this

limitation.

8.5.3 Performance Comparison of the Two Approaches

in the previous sections, a detailed discussion about the two approaches proposed

in this thesis were presented and it was observed that both approaches show promising

results. Wavelet based approach shows higher compression ratios but since the fractal

curye generation on the boundary segment is done using the MPD technique, its

reconstruction quality canvary. MPD is computationally fast but the accuracy of the fractal

dimension on the segments of the boundary that it creates can deviate highly from the

original one. On the other hand fractal curve created using IFS are very accurate in their

fractal dimensions.

For wavelet based approach, the analysis process took about 2 minutes for the

Boundary-l image, while for IFS based approach the analysis process took about 3

minutes. The analysis for Boundary-2 irnage took less then I minute for both approaches.
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For all computations, a2.4 GHz Pentium 4 computer was used, and both approaches were

implemented in Matlab 6.5.

Based on the results presented above, this thesis has demonstrated that the object

boundaries that are (i) crisp (one pixel wide), (ii) rough (non smooth), (iii) self-sirnilar

(fractal), and (iv) non-occluded (not hidden by other object or boundary) can be compactly

modelled using the two approaches.

8.6 Summary

In this chapter the results of the two proposed approaches were presented and their

rnerits were discussed. The signif,rcance and usefulness of the results were also presented.

In the next chapter the conclusion for this thesis and recommendations for future work will

be presented.
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CHAPTER IX

C OxCLUSIOI{S A¡{D REC OMMEI{DATIOI\S

9.1 Conclusions

This thesis was concerned with compact modelling of object boundaries that had

fractal or rnultifractal characteristics. Two approaches, wavelet based and IFS based, were

presented for the purpose of modelling such boundaries. In order to test these approaches,

two different types of sirnulated multifractal boundaries were used as data sets. Both of the

approaches showed that these boundaries can be efficiently compressed using compact

representations.

For both approaches, the first step was to measure the local values of fractal

dimension Du on the given boundary. Therefore, this thesis presented two innovative

techniques (static vel covering and moving vel) in order to accurately determine D11 s.

However, the accuracy of these techniques depends upon the number of points and the size

of the vel. Since some of the parameters such as the vel size have to be determined

heuristically therefore, these vel covering techniques may not be very robust.

The wavelet based approach requires smoothing of the multifractal boundary for

detection of the second set of points. These are the control points supporting the shape of

the object. The actual number of the control points is dependent upon the type of smoothing

technique used. This in turn effects the compression ratio.
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The MPD algorithm has been employed in the synthesis step of the wavelet based

approach. Although this algorithm is computationally fast, the accuracy of the resultant

fractal boundary segment and its fractal dimension remains doubtful, specially when the

number of points are less then 1000.

In the second analysis step of IFS based approach, the values of IFS are determined

in each vel for the given Du. This is a computationally intensive process, and the time

taken to detennine each IFS within the vel depends upon the number of control points

chosen in the vel. If the boundary structure in the vel is complex i.e. having wiggles or

snake like shape then more control points are needed.

The wavelet based approach shows higher compression ratios as compared to IFS

based approach. But on the other hand the local fractal dimensions Du s on the

reconstructed fractal boundary in IFS based approach are more accurate when compared

with wavelet based approach.

Over all both approach have shown promising results in terms of compression and

reconstruction quality. The compression ratio achieved for wavelet-based approach was

285:l while for lFS-based approach it was 175:1. The complexity-based measures (the

Rényi fractal dimension spectrum) shows that a boundary modelled on the basis of self

similarity resembles the original boundary in terms of complexity.

9.2 Contributions

This thesis has made the following contributions:
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. A new approach that uses existing wavelet based techniques to compactly

model multifractal object boundaries.

. A new approach that uses existing IFS based techniques to compactly rnodel

multifractal object boundaries.

. Two innovate techniques (static vel and moving vel) to determine local fractal

dimensions on closed object boundaries.

o The selection of appropriate vel size for determining local fractal dimensions

for a given boundary.

. Modification of MPD algorithm to fit on contours and create closed object

boundaries.

. Segmented IFS based reconstruction of a closed multifractal object boundary.

. A software system that efficiently implements the wavelet based approach and

IFS based approach.

9.3 Recommendations for Future Work

Based on research conducted in this thesis, recommendations are as follows:

. The Rényi spectrum can also be used to determine the optimum size of the vels

for accurate calculation of Du . This can be achieved by minimizing the least

squared error between the Rényi spectra of the original boundary and the

reconstructed one. The error minimization is done to a certain threshold value

while the size of the vels is reduced accordingly. This technique can be
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further improved by calculating DB for each vel and plotting them with

Rényi spectrum of the original boundary. The size of the vel is then reduced

by minimizing the least squared error between the vel and the calculated by

the Rényi spectrum. This technique would lead to a covering with variable

vel sizes.

. Measuring other potentially more accurate fractal dimensions in the vel instead

of DU . e.g. regularization dimensíon [RoVé98].

. Application of segment wise different smoothing techniques on the multifractal

boundary in order to achieve maximum smoothness.

. Design and implementation of the two approaches in hardware chips such as

FPGAs.
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APPEi\DIX A

M TTAB CoDE

This appendix provides the main MATLAB code used in this thesis.

,{.1 Smooth Curve (smooth_ôurve.m)

o//Õ----

o/o creates closed smooth curve on the given points and stores the curve

o/o points in new storage array.

%o xa_t x- cordinate array

%o ya_t y- cordinate

%o anay H Holder exponent array

%o Returns -None

% Author(s): sharjeel Siddiqui, 0l-Jan-2001 copyrighr (c) Strarjeel siddiqui.
o//o

fu nction smoo th_curve(xa_t,ya_t,H);

close all;

clear all;

sizxa:size(xa_t);

n:sizxa(l);

iterm:O7;

x 1:[l;.5:20];

sizex=size(x I );
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y2:zer os(sizex(2), I ),

figure( I );

xi:0;

yi:O;

for i= l:sizex(2)

x:x l(i);

Iy,dy]:neville(xa_r,ya_r,x,n) ;

v2(i):y;
-,:_-- .

yi:y;

end

plot(x I,y2);

hold on;

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o');

%axis ( [0, 2 5,m in(y 2)+ ),¡¡1vy(y2)+ 2]) ;

clear y;

figure(2);

xi:0;

yi=0;

c=polyfi t(xa_t,ya_t, I ) ;

for i:1 :sizex(2)

y:c( I )*x I (i)+c(2);

if i>l

plot([xi,x I (i)],lyi,y]);

hold on;

end
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xi:x l(i);

vi:v,

end

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o');

axis([0,25,0, l5]);

Title('Curve reconstruction by Linear regression');

figure(3);

xi:0;

yi=0;

c:polyfi t(1og(xa_t),log(ya_t), I ) ;

for i: I :sizex(2)

5c( I )*x I (i)+c(2),

ifi>l

plot([xi,x I (i)],[yi,y]);

hold on;

end

xi:x I (i);

yi:y;

end

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o');

axis([0,25,0, l5]);

Title('Curve reconstruction by fitting a nonlinear function(log) on the points with least square error');

figure(5)

s: l:length(xa_t);

sp: I : Iength(xa_t)/ I 00: length(xa_t);
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xp:spl ine(s,xa_t,sp),

yp:spline(s,ya_r,sp);

plot(xp,yp);hold on;

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o');

Title('Curve reconstruction using Cubic Spline interpolation between every two points,);

f,rgure(6); .

lag: L a gran (x a _t,y a_t,x l) ;

plot(x I,lag);

hold on

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o'),

Title('(n- I ) degree ploynomial construction using Lagrangian formula') ;

figure(7);

s:l:length(xa_t);

sp: I : length(xa_t)/ I 00 : lengrh(xa_t),

xp:Lagran(s,xa_t,sp);

yp:Lagran(s,ya_t,sp) 
;

plot(xp,yp);

hold on

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o');

axis([0,max(xp)+2,min(]p),max(yp)+21);

Title('A zoomed window of(n-1) degree ploynomial construction using Lagrangian formula');
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figure(8)

lag:interp I (xa_t,ya_t,x l,'spline');

plot(x l,lag);

hold on

plot(xa_t,ya_t,'o');

Title('curve Reconstructioin using spline reconstruction by interpolation');

figure(9)

s: l:length(xa_t);

sp= I : length(xa_t)/ I 00: length(xa_r);

xp:interp I (s,xa_t,sp,'spline') ;

yp:interp I (s,ya_t,sp,'spline') ;

sizxpp:length(xp);

plot(xp,yp,'k');hold on;

plot([xp(sizxpp),2],[yp(sizxpp), I 0],'k');hold on;
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4.2 Mid Point Dispracement (mid point_dispracement.m)

o/o creates a fractal curve using Midpoint dispracement algorithm on the

%o given points and stores the new curve points in new storage array.

%o xa x- cordinate array control point

%o ya y- cordinate affay control point

Yo an'ay H Holder exponent array

Yo iterm: number of iterations

o% Reh-rms - None

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui,0l-Jan-200r copyright (c) sharjeel siddiqui
o/

function mid point_displacement(xa,ya,xp,yp,H,iterm)

num:O; %oo/o total number of parametric points in a particular range

angle:O; o/o%o angle of the support line betwwen two control points

startxP: I ;

lenxp:length(xp);

endxp=lenxp;

cuv:5;

sizya:size(ya);

sizyp:size(yp);

sizxa:size(xa);

rjolar:zeros(sizya);

thetajolar:zeros(sizxa) ;
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for i:l:sizya(1,2)

rjolar( l,i):sqrt(xa( 1,1)"2+y a(l,r)^2);

thetajolar(1,i):atan(ya(l,i)/xa( l,i));

end

no_of points_after_mpd :129; % pre determined

yalmt=1,

Yaulmt:l;

sizz:sizya(\,2)-l;% Number of control points in y co-ordinate..

yarnfu ll:zeros(65,sizz) ;

xmfu I l=zeros (6 5,sizz) ;

fi nal_resul t x ay a:zeros(2,no_of_points_after_mpd *sizz) 
;

%% should be sizz only for closed curves

o/ootherwsie sizz-l

for z:l:(sizz)

sign_oldiff¡ia: I ;

distance:sqrt( (xa( l,z+ t )-x a(l,z))"2 + (ya( l, z+ I )- y a(t,z))"2 ) ;

COS_theta:abs(( xa( l,z+ t )- xa(t,z) )) / distance;

SlN_theta=abs(( ya( I,z+ t )- y a(t,z) )) /distance;

%sign_of diff¡ia:sign( abs(ya(l,z+ I ))- abs(ya( I,z)) );

if((ya(l,z+1)>ya(I,2) &&.xa(l,z+t)>:xa(t,z))ll((ya(t,z+t) <ya(I,z)) &.&(xa(t,z+t)<:xa(l,z))))

sign_of diffura:sign_of diflya;

elseif((ya(l,z+l)>ya(l,z) &.&.xa(I,z+t)<:xa(l,z))ll((ya(l,z+t) <ya(l,z)) &,&(xa(I,z+t)>:xa(l,z))
))
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s i gn_o Ldiff;a:-si gn_o Ldi ff¡ra;

end

R-theta:lcos-thera, sign_oLdiffSa*SIN_rhera; -sign_oLdiff ya*SIN_thera,cos_theta];

R-theta-minus:[CoS-theta, -sign-oLdiff ya*SlN-theta;sign_of diff;a*SIN_theta,CoS_theta];

C:(R_theta * [ xa( l,z+ I ) -x a(t,z) ; y a(I,z+ t) -y a( l, z) ] )+ lxa(t,z) ;y a(t,z)l

xa(1,2+ l):C( l,l);

ya( I,z+ I )=C(2,1);

Hl:H(l,z);

maxya:0;

yam:zeros(2, l);

%oo/o putting the y co-ordinate pair in to an array'yam' for rnid point

%oo/o displacemnet al gori thm.

yam(1,1)=ya(l,z);

y am(2, I ):y a(l,z+ l) ; 0%0/o Column vector

%newya=zeros(3,1);

flag:0;

o/o insert here

%xdisFabs(abs(xa(z+ l, l))-abs(xa(2, l)));

%ydisFabs(abs(ya(z+ 1, I ))-abs(ya(2, I )));

num=0;
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for i:l:iterm

sizeya:size(yam);

newya:zeros(sizeya( l, I ) 
* 2- I,l) ;

lel;

for j: l:sizeya(1, I )- I

newya(k):yam(i,l );

if flag:: I

YogI:absya; Yo takingthe point on the max curyafure

flag:o;

else

%o%o Here comes MPD method.

gl=(yamfi,l)+yam(l+l,l))/2 + randn*sqrr((1-2^(2*Ht-2))l(2"((i+1)*2*Ht)));%randn/
(sqrt(2^(i+ I )));

end

newya(k+l):gl;

newya(k+2):yam(i+ I );

l--l-r1.Ã_ñ | ¿,

end

clear yam;

yam:newya;

o/osize(yam)

clear newya;

end

sizeyam:size(yam),
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o/o calculating number of points needed for X-axis after getting new y

Yo axis values by MPD.

inter:abs(xa( L ,z+ I)-¡¿11,t))/(sizeyam( t, t )- I );

%oo/o Generating correspondin X-axis values for the new y axis value

%o%o refiimed by Mid point displacement algorithm.

if (xa( i ,z)<xa( 1 ,z+ I ))

xm:[xa( l,z); inter:xa( l,z+ I )] ;

else

xm:[xa( l,z):-inter:xa(l,z+ l )];

end

%s lop e: (ya( z+ I) - y a(z)) I (xa(z+ I) - xa(z)) ;

slope:O ;

o/ovo checking the direction of the slope and then rotating the points

%o%o accordingly

if sign(slope)::l

angle:atan(slope);

elseif sign(slope)::- I

angle:atan(slope);

else

angle:0;

end

local_slope:0;

Iocal angle:O;
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angle:(pil2)-angle;

new_angle:angle;

for k:l:sizeyam(l,l)

% ifry> I

% local_slope: (yam(ry,l)-ya(z))/(xm(t,ry)-xa(z));

. % local_angle:atan(local_slope);

% new_angle=local_angle+angle,

% end

yamtull(k,z): yam(k, I );

xmtull(k,z) :xm(t,k);

C:( R_theta_minus*[xm( l,k)-xa(t,z);yam(k, t)-ya( l,z)]) + lxa(|.,2); ya(t,z)l;

xm_prime(k, I ):C( 1, I ) ;

ymjrime(k,l):C(2,1);

o/onew_angle:0;

end

figure( I 0)

axis off

for i= I :sizeyam( l, I )- I

if i::t

xmt(l,i):xm(l,l);

yaml(i,l):yam(l,t);

end

if (i <:sizeyam(l,l)-2)
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xml ( t,i+ t):yam(i+ l, I )*cos(xm( I,i+ I ));

yaml (i+ l,l):yam(i+ I,1¡x5in(xm(1.i+ I ));

"tr"t¡ 
i=:(sizeyam(1, l)- l)

xm I (l,i+l):xm(l,i+ l);

yam I (i+ i, l):yam(i+ l, I );

end

hold on;

plot([xmjr-ime(i,l ),xmjrime(i+ I , t )],[ymjrime(i, I ),ym__¡rrime(i+ I , l )]);
hold on;

end

final_result_xaya(1, (z-l)xno_of points_after_mpd+l : (z-l) x no_ofuroints_after_mpd+l +
(no-of points-after-mpd-l) ):xm¡lrime(:,1)'; o/o final result is a row vecto, *nit" **j.ime is column

final_result xaya(2, (z-L)*no_of_points_after_mpd+l ; (z-l) * no_ofuioints_after_mpd+l +
(no-ofuloints-after-mpd-l) )=ymjrime(:,1)';o/o final result is a row rr""to, *hil" y*1rri.n" is column

hold on;

clear yaml;

clear xm l;

clear yam;

clear xm;

xa:x_orig;

ya:y_orig;

end

save fdatadenoisingl -y yamfull;

save fdatadenoisingl-x xmfull;

save f,rnal_result_xaya I fi nal_result_xaya;
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4.3 calculate Rényi Dimension spectrum ( carc_Reyni.m)

70--

o/o Calc_Reyni.m

Yo loads data from 2 files and carcurate reyni spectrum for each one and dispray
o/o Refums -None

% Author(s): sharjeel Siddiqui, 0r-Ian-2004 copyright (c) Sharjeer Siddiqui.

%-

load final_result xaya;

figure(100)

for(q:l:21),[D(q,:), R] : Renyi3(final result xaya(1,;),final_result xaya(2,:), 10, q_t l),end

plot(log(R),-D)

%o based on plot, see where there are straight rines, calculate between r to 5 or 6,

cl:5;%o 5 or 5 if you want

VoHint: fine scales are from Fl to 5

figure(101)

for(k2:I:2t),polyD I (k2,:) : polyfit(tog(R(t f)),_D(k2,r), l);end

plot( I 0: lO,polyD I (:, I ¡,'.-'),grid

hold on;

clear all;

load final_result xayal;

figure(102)
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for(q:l:21),[D(q,:), R]: Renyi3(final_resulr xaya(1,:),final_result xaya(2,:), 10, q_t l),end

plot(1og(R),-D)

% based o'plot, see where there are straight lines, carcurate between l to 5 or 6-

t=l:5;Vó 5 or 5 if you want

% Hint: fine scales are from Fl to 5

figure( l0 I )

for(k2: l:2 1)

polyD I (k2,;) : polyfìt(log(R( l,Ð),-D(k2,Ð, I ):

end

plot(- l0: l0,polyD I (:, 1),'+-'),grid

a//o--

% Reyni3.m

o/o calculate reyni spectrun

% LAtifiide; Larih¡de vector

% Longitude: Longirude vector

o/o L: number of levels

% Q: the vector of weights

o% Returns -None

% Author(s): sharjeel siddiqui, 0l-Jan-2004 copyright (c) sharjeel Siddiqui.

% Adopted form Aram Faghfouri's code with his permission

o//î--

function [D, R]: Renyi3(Longinrde,Laritude, L, q)

Lonl : Longitude - min(Longitude);

Latl : Latin¡de - min(Latitude);

clear Longitude Latitude
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N : iength(Lonl); %lengrh of fracral

%NQ: Iength(Q);

rx : max(Lon I )* 1.0000 t ;

ry : max(Lat l)* 1.0000 t ;

r: rx/2nmax(L);% The level of map segmentation. 4^level is the number of produced cells

R(l,L): r;

for(level:L:-l:l)

r: tx/2^level;o/oThe level of map segmentation. 4^level is the number of produced cells

R(l,level): r;

P : zeros( 1,2"(2*level));

Nl :2^level;

for(i:l:N)

%P(floor(Lonl(i)/r)+l,floor(Latt(i)/r)+t):p(floor(Lonl(i)/r)+l,floor(Latl(i)/r)+t)+ l;
P(Nl xfloor(Lon 

I (i)/r)+floor(Latl (i)/r)+ r ) : p(N r xfloor(Lon 
r (i)/r)+floor(Latr (i)/r)+ t ) + l;

% P2(floor(Lonl(i)/r)+l,floor(Latl(i)/r)+l):p(floor(Lonl(i)/r)+t,floor(Latl(i)/r)+t)+ l,
% P(floor(Lonl(i)/r)+1,¡oor(Latt(i)/r)+t): p(floor(Lonl(i)/r)+t,floo(Latt(i)/r)+t) + 1;

end

P: P/lttr;

% Nl : 2"level;

k: 0;

s: frnd(P>O);

pl : P(s);

if(q:1¡

D(level) : log(sumþ1."q))/( l-q);
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else

D(level) : -sum(p l.xtog(p l));

end

end
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.{.4 Vel Covering ( rwindow.m)

%-------------

%o rwindow.m

%o calculates vel covering ( static ve covering) based fractal dimension

7o Calculates Reyni Dimesnion in each vel

o/o calls chain code and thinning functions

% Pts - The storage array contacinging all the points ofthe boundary

0/o Relums - boxesw storage array that contains various results for static vel covering

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, l0-Feb-2001 Copyright (c) Sharjeel Siddiqui.

%-------------

fu nction boxesw:rwindow(pts, fi g)

iter:2; o/o number of iteartions in each window

rvyn:4l %ó used for Reyni calculation

winsiz:8; o/o minimum window size

z:|;

winthresh:2; o/oo/o minimum number of points in a window

entropyk:zeros(iter, I );

hosk:zeros(iter, I );

intseck:zeros(iter, I );

Corrk:zeros(iter,1);

rsize:zeros(iter, I);

maxm:maxþts);

minm:min(pts);

maxmw:max(pts);

minmw:minþts);

sprsize(pts); o/oo/o ptsis a N x 2 matrix

Fdimpts:zeros(size(pts)); % this anay is used for passing points of the fracial curve whcih lie in a window

o/o to the FdimCalcu function for F dim calculation.

maxxdiÈ(maxm( I )-minm( I ))/winsiz;

maxydits(maxm(2)-minm(2))/winsiz;
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maxm( I ):ceil(minm( l)+maxxdif);

maxm(2):ceil(minm(2)+maxydif) ;

o%minm:minm/8;

if ( (mod(maxrn(l ),2):g¡ & (mod(maxm(2),2)".-0))

if rnod(maxm(l),2)..-0

maxm:maxm+l;

end

if mod(maxm(2),2¡:g

maxm(2):rnaxm(2)+ I ;

end

end

% BASIC WINDOW ORIGINATION

% finding the total number of points in each window and omitting the window if its less then a tlueshold

x I :[minmw( I ):maxxdif, maxmw( I )];

y I :[maxmw(2) :-maxydif:minmw(2)] ;

[xm l,ym I ]:meshgrid(x 1,yl );

sxm:size(xml);

sym:size(yml);

a:sym(l)+ l;

b:sxm(2)*2;
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mesh2:zeros([a,b]);

nboxesw:(b/2- t )*(a- I );

nboxeshor:b/2- l;

nboxesver:a- I ;

boxegw:zeros(nboxesw, l3); % No l3 is used for amount info required for each boz like coordinates chaincodes etc etc fractla diomesnion

for i=l;a

lel;

o:2;

if i::a

for j: l:b

mesh2(ij):0;

end

else

for j:l:(bl2)

mesh2(i,k)=¡ml(ij);

mesh2(i,o)=ymt(ij);

o:o+2;

1,-l-!a .
N-\ ¡ ¿,

end

end

end
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sm2:size(mesh2);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%oBasic Windows have been created as a mesh above, now we begin

o/o Processing basic window or vel, which is shown as bold lines in the

%o Ttgure with mesh at the end of this programme. one of the ways that we

o/o ïtnd Fractal dimension inside a vel is spectrum dimension method. To do that we

%o calculate fractal dimension therefore we need sub windows/vels in the

%o basic vel. Sub vels are made and processd later in the prograrirme

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%

Y:I;

for u:l:(sm2(l))

for v:l:2:(sm2(2)-2)

o/ocurue-break-flag:0; 0/o used to flag the end of a continuous curve in a box or a vel.

no_of curves_in_vel:0;

end point_storage_vector :ll; % empty matrix or vector

lastloinF0;

s tartjo int_on_ori ginal_curve=0 ;

end point_on_ori ginal_curve=O;

for i:l:spt(l)

%pts(i,l)

%pæ(i,2)

if u<:sm2(1)-l
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if v<:sm2(2)-2

o/o boxesw :[xl,yl,x2,yl,x3,y3,x4,y4l has all 4 coordinates for
0% a rectangular window boxeswf: l] contains number of points

o/o in the box

boxesw(y,2):rnesh2 (u,v) ;

boxesw(y,3 )=mesh2(u,v+ I );

. boxesw(y,4):mesh2(u,v+2);

boxesw(y,5):mesh2(u,v+ I );

boxesw(y,6):mesh2(u+ l,v) ;

boxesw(y,7):mesh2(u+ l,v+ I );

boxesw(y,8):mesh2(u+ l,v+2);

boxesw(y,9):mesh2(u+ I ,v+ I );

if pts(i, t)>:mesh2(u,v)

if pts(i, I )<:mesh2(u,v+2)

if pts(i,2)<:mesh2(u,v+ I )

if pts(i,2)>:mesh2(u+ l,v+ t)

Fdimpts(i, I ):prs(i, I );

Fdimprs(i,2):pts(i,2) ;

o/o sending the fractal window with

o¿ points for calculation to the Fdim

o/o fucntion.

o/o number of points ina box or window.

boxesw(y, 1)=boxesw(y, I )+ I ;

% basically we check for a contninuous

o% curves in the present vel

if (boxesw(y,l):l ll last poinF:O) % if its rhe srarr of curve
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startjoint_on_original_curve:i;

last¡toinFi;

else

% if (curve-break-flag::0) % if the curve was not broken anytime in the ver keep
on checking

if (i::lastloinr+l)

lastjoinFi;

else

curve break-flag= I ; "/o curve is not continuous anymore in the vel

no_of curves_in_vel : no_olcurves in_vel+ l;

temp-vector:[startjoint_on_original_curve,end¡roint_on_original curve];

endjoin!_storage_vector:[end point_storage_vector(:,:),temp_ve ctor(:,)l; %oe'd point-storage-vector in¡eases in size as new end pointsãe adãed

lastjoinF0; o/o start again this is the end of the present curve

i:i-I; % decrease the value of loop by I so that next time we are the start of
the new curve

end

o/oend

end

end point_on_original_curve:i;

end

end

end

end

maxm( I ):mesh2(u,v+2);

maxm(2):mesh2(u,v+ I );

minm(l):¡1ssh2(u,v);

minm(2):mesh2(u+ l,y+ I );

end
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end

end %o end i:l:spt(l)

o/o extreme points of the current vel

%o%o for the last curve in the vel we have to do the following so

%o%o that end point_storage_vector has all the data for all the

o/oYo cuwes in the vel at the end of the loop

temp-vector:[startjoint-on-original_curve,end point_on_original_curve];

if (temp-vector(1,1):0 && temp_vecror(1,2)-0 && no_of curves_in_vel::0)%if there was only
one curve in the vel the we have to update no_olcurves in vel

no_oLcurves_in_vel: I ;

end

end point_storage_vector:[end point_storage_vector(:,:),temp_vector(:,:)]; %
end¡roint-storage-vector inreases in size as new end points are added

size_end point storage_vector:size(endjoint_storage_vector)

if (size_end point_storage_vector( I,2) > 2 )

wyrwuyFl;

end

% At this point we have found all the curves passing

% through our present vel i.e boxes(z,l), now lets play with

0/o curves and find related IFS for each curve in a vel.

if (boxesw(y,l) > 10 &.&.y::25)

IFS : calc*IFS-for-vel ( no-olcurves-in_ver, end point_storage_vector, pts,boxesw);

end

%CALCULATE FRACTAL DIMENSION D_B IN EACH VEL
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%Fdimension:Fdimcalcu(pts,Fdimpts,mesh2(u,v),mesh2(u,v+2),¡¡rssh2(u,v+ 
I ),mesh2(u+ l,y+ | ).¡;

end point_s torage_vector:[] ;

temp_vector:[];

% SUB-WINDOW ORIGINATION for Box counting and Rey,ni

Y:y+l; %oo/o going to next vel

bsize:(maxm(l)-minm(l)) 12: %% calculating the extremes of rhe mesh and find the half of it for firsr
grid scale

ys ize:(m ax m (2) -minm(2)) / 2 ;

if ((y- 1) <: nboxesw) Yo doing y- I as we had increased above for next vel

if boxesw((y- I),I ¡>:*¡nrþr"rn

for w:l:iter

rsize(w,l)=þsize; %o keep track of all r sizes for calculation of fractal dimension

x2:[minm(l ):bsize:maxm( I )] ;

y2:fmaxm(2) : -ys ize : minm(2)l ;

[xm,ym]=neshgrid(x2,y2);

sxm:size(xm);

sym:size(ym);

a:sym(l)+l;

b:sxm(2)*2;
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meshl:zeros([a,b]);

nboxes:(b/2_ I )*(a_ I );

boxes:zeros(nboxes, I );

for i:l:a

k:l;

o:2;

if i:=a

for ¡:1,6

meshl(ij):0;

end

else

for j--I:(b/2)

meshl (i,k)=xm(ij);

meshl(i,o):ym(ij);

o:o+2;

lck+2;

end

end

end

sml:size(meshl);
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Z:|;

figure(fig);

hold on;

for j:1:(sml(l))

for k: I : 2 : (sm | (1,2) -2)

if ( (l::l) ll (¡::sm1(l,l) ) )

plot([meshlfi,k),meshl(j,k+2)],[meshl(,k+l),mesh1(i,k+1)],'linewidth',2.5); %oo/ohorizoüal
lines

hold on;

else

%plot([meshl(i,k),meshl[,k+2)],[meshlú,k+ l),meshl(j,k+ l)],'linewidth',1);

%hold on;

end

for i:1:spt(l)

%pts(i,l)

%oPts(i,2)

ifj<:sml(l)-l

if k<:sm1(2)-2

if pts(i, I )>=mesh I (i,k)

if pts(i, I )<:mesh I ú,k+2)

if pts(i,2)<:mesh I (,k+ I )

if pts(i,2)>:mesh I fi + l,k+ I )
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boxes(2, l):boxes(2, t)+ l;

end

end

end

end

end

end

end % for loop

z:z+l;

end o/o for loop

end o/o for loop

cboxes:0;

intsec:0;

Hk:O;

h=0;

CIeO;

Re:0;

ryn=-10;

for i: I :nboxes

if boxes(i):Q

cboxes:cboxes+ l;

intsec:intsec+boxes(i);

end

end
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for i:l:nboxes

if boxes(i)-:0

Hk:Hk+((boxes(i)/i nrsec) * Iog(boxes(i)/intsec));

Ck:Ck+(boxes(i)/intsec)^2 ;

for rk:l:nryn

gq:(boxes(i)/intsec)^(ryn) :

%Reny(rk,w):Reny(rk,w) + gq;

ryn=ryn+0.5;

end

gq:0;

end

end

k:2;

m:l;

forj:l:(sml(1,2)/2)

for p:l:(sml(l,l)-2)

if ( (i::l) | (j::smt(1,2)/2) )

plor([mesht(m,k-l),meshl(m,k_ I)],fmeshl(m,k),mesht (m+t,k)],,lin ewídth,,2.5); %o%omeslrl= xlyl x2y2 x3y3 x4y4..... verricle lines

hold on;

% if fi::smt(l,2)/2)

% plot([meshl(m,k- t),meshl(m,k-3)],[meshl(m,k),meshl(m,k)],,linewidrh,,l.5);

Vioo/o meshl: xlyl x2y2 x3y3 x4y4..... verticle lines

% hold on;

% end

else
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%plot([meshl(m,k-l),meshl(m,k-l)],[mesht(m,k),meshl(m+t,ft)],,linewidrh,,l); 
o/o verricallines

hold on;

end

%plot(fmeshl( t j),mesht((sml(t)_l),1)],fmeshl(r j+ I),mesh t(smt(t) j+t)]);
hold on;

m:m*l

end

%oo/o subtrack I from m =m_l as it got increased by one at the end of
,r/oyo the above loop

if ú::l)
start-x:meshl(m-l,k-l); %oatthispointwehavethefullverticlebarofthe 

leftsideofthebox
start_y:mesh I (m,k);

end

if Q==smt(r,2)/2)

stop-x=meshl (m-l'k-l); % at this point we have rhe full verticle bar of the right side of the box
stopS:mesh I (m,k);

verricre,,n", 
o'ot([r'op-x'start-x],[stop3,start3],'linewidth"2.5);%%meshr: 

xryrx2y2x3y3 x4y4.....

hold on;

end

m=l;

lck+2;

,end

bsize:bsize/2;

ysize=ysize/2
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enú'opyk(w)=-i{tç.

hosk(w)=ç6sxes: %o array number of vels per iteration
intseck(w):inrsec;

Corrk(w):-Ck;

Hk:O;

cboxes:O;

intsec:0;

boxsize:zeros(iter_ l, I );

boxnum:zeros(iter_ I, I );

for i=l:iter- I

boxsize(i, l):-rsize(i, l)/rsize(i+ l, I );

end

for i=2:iter

boxnum(i- l,l):hosk(i, I)/hosk(i_ t, l);

end

%figure(fig+t);

Toplot(lo g(boxsize), log(boxnum)) 
;

%oplot(-log(rs ìze),log(hosk)) 
;

%hold on;

%plot(Jog(rsize),log(hosk),,o,);

if iter >2
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[sleq,struc]: polyfit(-log(rsize( I :iter- I )),log(hosk( I :iter- I )), I );

else

[sleq,struc]: polyf,rt(-log(rsize( I : iter)),log(hosk( I :iter)), I );

end

boxesw(y- l,10):sleq( I,I );

%siz( l, I ):rsize(l,l) I rsize(2,1);

end Vo íf

endo/o íf

end

end

o/osave boxesw boxesw;

%osav e nboxeshor nboxeshor;

o/osav e nb oxesver nbox esver,

o/osav e winthresh wintluesh;

boxesw:thining(boxesw,nboxeshor,nboxesver,winthresh, fi g) ;

boxesw:chaincode(boxesw,nboxeshor,nboxesver,winthresh, fi g) ;

figure(fig+2);

lel;

maxbox:max(boxesw);

while k<:maxbox(1, I l);

for i: I :nboxeshorxnboxesver

if boxesw(i,11)==k

plot(k,boxesw(i, I 0),'ro') ;

hold on;

lck+l;

break;
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end

end

end
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4.5 Chain codes ( chaincode.m)

o% chaincode.m

o% calculates chain codes on a thinned ( vel covering)
o/o boxesw - The storage anay contacinging all the points of the boundary
oá nboxeshor - horxontal points

o% nboxesver - Vertilca points

o/o winthresh - number of points acting as th¡eshold
'olo Rerums - bo*.s* storage urruy ihut contains various results for static vel covering
% Author(s): Sharjeer Siddiqui, r0-Feb-2001 copyright (c) sharjeer Siddiqui.
a/
/ o--

fu nction boxesw:chaincode(boxesw,nboxeshor,nboxesver,winthresh,fi 
g)

sizboxesw:size(boxesw) 
;

chaindir:zeros(sizboxesw(1, l), I );

k:r;

prevpos:0;

nextpos:0; Yo first window with some boundary inside

stafus:0;

for i:l :sizboxesw(1, l)

if ((boxesw(i,l) > winthresh) & (boxesw(i,12)==0)) % starting from the first box which has more poinrsthen the th¡eshold.. as our first box in chaincàâe

nexþos=i;

boxesw(i,l l)=l;

status:l;

break;

end

end

if nexþos.:0

figure(fig);
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plot((boxesrv(nexþos,2)+boxesw(nexþos,4))/2,(boxesw(nexþos,3)+boxesw(nexþos,7))/
2,'r *','linewidth', 1.5);

hold on;

end

while stahrs

dir:chainfind(boxesw,nextpos,sizboxesw,nboxeshor,nboxesver,winthresh,prevpos);

prevpos:nextpos; 
.

nextpos:dir( I ,2);

if boxesw(nexpos, I l)::0

boxesw(nexþos,l l):k;

k:k+l;

plot((boxesw(nexþos,2)+boxesw(nextpos,4))/2,(boxesw(nexþos,3)*boxesw(nexpos,7))/
2,'ro','linewidth', 1.5) ;

hold on ;

else

status:0;

break;

end

end

j:0;
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4.6 Thining Atgorithm ( Thinning.m)

o/o thinning.m

% Applies thinning algorith on vels (vel covering)

o/o boxesw - The storage array contacinging all the points of the boundary
0/o nboxeshor - horxontal points

o/o nboxesver - Vertilca points

o/o winth¡esh - number of points acting as threshold

o% Returns - boxesw storage array that contains various results for static vel covering

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, r0-Feb-200r copyright (c) Sha{eer siddiqui.
o//o----

fu nction boxesw:thining(boxesw,nboxeshor,nboxesver,winthresh,fi g);

sizboxesw:size(boxesw) ;

NP:O;

SP:O;

P2:0;

P3:0;

P4:0;

P5:0;

P6=0;

P7:0;

P8:0;

P9=0;

hold on;

figure(fig);

hold on ;
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stopË0;

rvhile stopÊ=:0

stopÈl;

for o: l:2

for j: I :sizboxesw( l, l)

j

if ( ( boxesw(¡, l2)::0) & (boxesw(i, l)>: winthresh))

"/o%o we always look forward

if jcnboxeshor

NP:O;

SP:O;

P9:0;

P2:0;

P3=0;

if ((boxesw(i+ l, l)>: winrhresh) & (boxesw(i+t, tZ¡:=9¡¡

NP:NP+I;

SP=SP+I;

P4:t;

else

if ( (boxeswfi+nboxeshorF l, 1) t: winrhresh ) & (boxesw(i*nboxeshor* l,l2)=:0))
SP:SP+1;

end

p4:0;

end
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NP

if ((boxeswfi+nboxeshorl-l,l)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+nboxeshorrl,l2)::0))

NP:NP+I

P5:l;

else

if ( (boxeswfi+nboxeshor,l) >: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+nboxeshor,l2)::0))

SP=SP+ I;

end

P5:0;

end

if((boxesw(l+nboxeshor,l)>:wintluesh)&(boxesw(l*nboxeshor,l2)::0)) %oo/oonlycounting

NP:NP+I;

P6:l;

else

P6:0;

end

ifj*1

if (( boxeswfi+nboxeshor,l)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+nboxeshor,l2)::0)) yoTo only
counting NP

NP:NP+I:

P6:1;
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else

if ( ( boxeswfi+(nboxeshor-r),l) >: winrhresh) & (boxesw(i+(nboxeshor-r),r2)::0))

SP:SP+1;

end

P6:0;

end

if (( boxeswfi+(nboxeshor-I),I)>= winrhresh ) & (boxesw(i,I2)::0))

NP=NP+l;

P7:t;

else

if ( ( boxeswfi-t,l) >: winrhresh) & (boxeswfi_1,12):0))

SP:SP+I;

end

P7:0;

end

if (( boxeswf-1,1)>: winrh¡esh ) & (boxesw(i-1,12)=:0))

NP:NP+I;

P8=l;

else

P8=0;

end

end
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elseif ((mod(i,nboxeshor)::0) & (i^: nboxeshor*nboxesver))

NP:O;

SP:O;

P3=0;

P4:0;

P5:0;

ifj::nboxeshor

P2:0;

if ( ( boxesw(i-l,l)>: winrluesh ) & (boxesw(i-1,12)::0))

NP:NP+I;

P8:t;

else

P8:0;

end

else

if (( boxesw(j-nboxeshor, 1)>: winthresh ) & (boxeswfi -nboxeshor, I 2)::0))

NP:NP+I;

Þ?:t.

else

P2=0;

end
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if (( boxesw(-l,l)t: winth¡esh ) & (boxesw(i-1,12)::0))

NP:NP+I;

P8:1;

else

if((boxesw(i-(nboxeshor+t),t)>winth¡esh)&(boxeswfi_(nboxeshor+l),12)::0))

SP:SP+ I;

end

P8:0;

end

if (( boxesw(i-(nboxeshor+ r ), I )>: winrhresh ) & (boxesw(i-(nboxeshorF r ), l2):0))
NP:NP+I;

P9: t;

else

if ( (boxesw(i-nboxeshor, l) >: winrhresh ) & (boxeswff_nboxeshor, l2)::0))
SP:SP+I;

end

P9:0;

end

end
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if (( boxesw(i+nboxeshor,l)>: wintkesh ) & (boxeswfi+nboxeshor,l2)::0)) o/o boundary condirioncommon

NP:NP+I;

P6:l;

SP:SP+I;

else

if ( (boxesw(f+(nboxeshor- t), l) t= winrhresh ) & (boxesw(f+(nboxeshor_ l), t2)::0))
SP=SP+I;

end

P6:0;

end

if (( boxeswfi+(nboxeshor-r),r)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+(nboxeshor-r),12)::0)) o/o boundary
condition common

NP:NP+1;

P7:1;

else

if ( ( boxesw(i-t,l) >: winth¡esh ) & (boxesw(-1,12)::0)

SP--SP+1;

end

P7=0;

end
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elseif (modfi- I ,nboxeshor)::0) Yo going in to left column boundary

NP:O;

SP:O;

P9:0;

P8:0;

P7:0;

if j::((nboxeshorxnboxesver) -(nboxeshor- I ))

P6--0;

if ( ( boxesw(¡+l,l)>: winth¡esh ) & (boxesw(¡+1, 12)::0))

NP:NP+1;

P4: t;

else

P4:0;

else

if (( boxeswfi+nboxeshor, I )>: winthresh ) & (boxeswfi*nboxeshor, I 2)::0))

NP=NP+1;

P6:t;

else

P6:0;

end

end
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if (( boxesw(i+l,l)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(¡+t,12)::0))

NP=NP+I;

P4:l;

else

if ((boxeswfi+nboxeshorFl,t)>winthresh)&(boxesw(i+nboxeshor+1,12)::0))

SP:SP+ I;

end

P4:0;

end

if (( boxesw(j+(nboxeshor+ l ), 1 )>: winrhresh ) & (boxesw(i+(nboxeshor+ t ), 12)::0))

NP:NP+I;

P5:t;

else

if ( (boxesw(j+nboxeshor,l) >: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+nboxeshor,l2)::0))

SP=SP+I;

end

P5:0;

end

end

if (( boxeswfi-nboxeshor,l)>: winth¡esh ) & (boxeswfi-nboxeshor,l2)::0)) o/o bou¡dary condirion
common

NP:NP+I;

P2:t;
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SP:SPI-I;

else

if ( (boxesw(i-(nboxeshor-l),1) t= winthresh ) & (boxeswfi-(nboxeshor-l),12)::0))

SP:SP+l;

end

P2:0;

end

if (( boxesw(l-(nboxeshor-l),1)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(-(nboxeshor-l),12)::0)) o% boundary
condition common

NP:NP+I;

P3: t;

else

if ( ( boxesw(J+l,l) >: winthresh ) & (boxesw(+1,12)-:0))

SP:SP+1;

end

P3=0;

end

elseif fi >((nboxeshorxnboxesver) -nboxeshor) )

NP:O;
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SP:O;

P7:0;

P6:0;

P5:0;

if ((boxeswff- l, 1)>: winthresh) & (boxeswf - I , l2)::0))

NP:NP+I;

SP:SP+1;

. P8:1;

else

if ( (boxeswfi-(nboxeshor+1),t) >: winrhresh ) & (boxesw(j-(nboxeshor+l),12)::0))

SP:SP+ I;

end

P8:0;

end

if ((boxeswfi-(nboxeshor+1),1)>= wintluesh ) & (boxesw(l-(nboxeshor+l),12)::0))

NP:NP+t

P9: l;

else

if ( (boxesw(i-nboxeshor, l ) >: winthresh ) & (boxesw(f -nboxeshor, l2)==Q¡¡

SP:SP+I;

end

P9:0;

end
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if (( boxeswfi-nboxeshor,l )>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i_nboxeshor,l2 )=:0)) %%only counring Np

NP:NP+I;

P2:t;

else

P2:0;

end

if j.:nboxeshor*nboxesver

if (( boxesw(i-nboxeshor,l)>: winrfuesh ) & (boxesw(-nboxeshor,l2)::0)) %%only counring

NP:NP+1;

P2:t;

else

if ( ( boxesw(i-(nboxeshor- r), r ) >: winrhresh) & (boxesw(i-('boxeshor- l ), r 2)::0))

SP:SP+ I;

end

P2=0;

end

if (( boxesw(i-(nboxeshor- t ), t )>: winrh¡esh ) & (boxesw(f -(nboxeshor- I ), l 2)::0))
NP:NP+I;

P3:l;

else

if ( ( boxesw(f+l,l) >= winthresh) & (boxesw(+1,12)-0)

SP:SP+I,

end
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NP

P3:0;

end

if (( boxesw(i+l,t)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+1,12)::0))

NP:NP+I;

P4:t;

else

P4:0;

end

end

else

NP:O;

SP:O;

if (( boxeswfi-nboxeshor,l )>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(¡-nboxeshor,l2)::0)) o/o%o only counring

NP:NP+I;

P2:t;

else

if ( ( boxesw(f-(nboxeshor-l),1) t= wínthresh) & (boxeswfi-(nboxeshor-l),12)::0)

SP:SP+I;

end

P2:0;

end
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if (( boxesw(i-(nboxeshor-1),1)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(l-(nboxeshor-l),12)::0)) ,'/oo/oonly

counting NP

NP:NP+I;

P3:l;

else

if ( ( boxesw(i+l,l) >: winthresh) & (boxeswfi+1,12)::0))

SP:SP+I;

end

P3:0;

end

if (( boxesw(i+ l, 1)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+ I , l2)::0)) %oo/o ottly counring NP

NP:NP+l;

P4:I;

else

if ( ( boxeswfi+(nboxeshor+l),1) >: winthresh) & (boxesw(f+(nboxeshor+t),12)::0))

SP:SP+I;

end

P4:0;

end

if (( boxesw(i+(nboxeshoÉl),t)>: winth¡esh ) & (boxesw(+(nboxeshoÉl),12)::0)) %%
only counting NP

NP:NP+I;

P5: l;

else

if ( ( boxesw(j+nboxeshor,l) >: winthresh) & (boxeswfi+nboxeshor,l2):0))
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SP:SP+ I;

end

P5:0;

end

if (( boxesw(i+nboxeshor,l)>: winthresh ) & (boxesw(i+nboxeshor,l2)::0)) Vo%o only
counting NP

NP:NP+I;

P6:r;

else

if ( ( boxesw(+(nboxeshor-l),1) >: winthresh) & (boxesw(l+(nboxeshor-l),12)::0))

SP:SP+1;

end

P6:0;

. end

if (( boxesrv(l+(nboxeshor-l),1)t: winth¡esh ) & (boxesw(i+(nboxeshor-l),tZ)::O)) %%
only counting NP

NP:NP+I;

P7:t:

else

if ( ( boxesw(-t,t¡ >= winthresh) & (boxesw(f-1,12)::0))

SP=SP+l;

end

P7:0;

end

if (( boxesw(- I , I )>: winth¡esh ) & (boxesw(j- I ,12)::0)) %o%o only counting NP

NP:NP+I;

P8: r;
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else

if ( ( boxeswfi-(nboxeshor+l),1) >: winthresh) & (boxeswfi-(nboxeshor+l),12)::0))

SP:SP+ l;

end

P8=0;

end

if ( boxeswfi{nboxeshor+l),1)>: winthresh ) & (boxeswd-(nboxeshor+ 1),12)-_':0)) %%
only counting NP

NP:NP+I;

P9:l;

else

if ( ( boxesw(-nboxeshor,l) >: winthresh) & (boxesw(i,12)=:0))

SP:SP+I;

end

P9:0;

end

end

if ((o-1) & (NP>:2) & (NP<:6) & (SP::t) & (P2*p4*p6::0) a e4*p6xp8:0))
boxesw(f ,13)= 1;

stopts0;

plot((boxesw(i,2)+boxesw(J,4))/2,(boxesw(i,3)+boxe sw(1,7))/2,'rx','linewidrh',1.5);

hold on ;

end

if ((o::2) & (NP>:2) & (NP<:6) & (SP::l) & (P2*p4xp8==0) & (p2xp6*p8:0))

boxeswfi,l3):l;

stopt0;
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plot((boxesw(i,2)+boxesw 
Q,4))/2,(boxesw(f ,3)+þe¡s swQ,7))/2,,rx,,,linewidth,,l.5);

hold on ;

end

end %o if

end oá for

for j: I :sizboxesw( l, I )

if boxesw(i,13)::t

boxeswfi, t2):l;

end

end

end o/o for o

end o/o while
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4.7 Various functions for Wavelet based Approach

Õ//o

%o findcor.m

% Finds the higli cutvature and corner points on a given binary image

o/o G - Source boundary image

o/o P - returns comer points

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, l0-Feb-2002 copyright (c) Sharjeel siddiqui.
Ô//o-

function p:findcor(G)

Ix,m]:bmpread(G);

Irow,col]:size(x)

nx:l-thrl0(x, l);

b:boundafy_trac k(nx) ;

phi:calc_orient(b);

fb:fixb(b,phi);

nphi:myorient(fb);

w:dwt(nphi,4);

c:cor_with_WTMM(w,0.4,0. I 5,0. 65) ;

mynmark(fb,c( :, I ),row,col) ;

p l:fb(c(:, l),:);

p:[pl c(:,2)];

figure(10);

plot(nphi);

XLABEL('Path Lengrh [Pixels]');

YLabel('Phi(t) [radians]');

Title(' Orientation-space representation,) ;
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reh¡rn

"/oMark the HCPS and Comers

fu nction mynmark(b,c,row,col)

o:zeros(row,col);

r:size(b, l);

for i:l:r

o(b(i, I ),b(i,2))= 1;

end

mark2(o,b(c,:));

retum
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o% boundary_track.m

o/o Tracks the boundary

o/ox-bitmappoints

o/o new - rehlrns corner points

% Author(s): Sharjeel siddiqui, l0-Feb-2002 copyright (c) sharjeel siddiqui.
Ô/
/ o--

fu ncti on new:boundaty_track(x)

[r,c]:size(x);

counF0;

for i: I :r

fnd:find(x(i,:));

if .-isempry(fnd)

start:[i frrd(l)];

break;

end

end

start

if x(start( I )+ t,start(2)- I ): I ; %if x(starr( I )+ l,star(Z)_ 1 ):: I ;

cur:[start(l)+ I start(2)- t];

else

cur:[start( t )+ I start(2)] ;

end

lasFstart;
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new( I :2,:):[start;cur];

while mean(abs(cur-start¡¡-:6

blk:x(cur( l)- l:cur(l)+ l,ç¡r(2)- l:cur(2)+ I ),

ifcur_lasF:ll _l]

if btk( I,2)-l

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)- l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseifblk(l,l)::1

n:n+l,

new(n,l)=cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(2,1)::1

n:n+1;

new(n,l):cur(l);

new(n,2)=cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,1)::l

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+1,

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,2)::l

n:n+l;
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new(n,l):cur(l)+-1,

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk(3,3):: I

n:n+ l;

new(n, l):cur1 I )+ l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk(2,3)== I

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur( I );

new(n,2):cur(2) r t;

else

end

70** **lasFblk( 1,2)**r.,r* ***

elseif cur-lasF:ll 0]

if brk( l, t)::1

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(2, I ): I

n:n+l;

new(n,l)=cur(l);

new(n,2):cur(2)- t;

elseif blk(3, I ):: I

n=n+1;

new(n,l):cur(l)+l;

new(n,2)=cur(2)- l;
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elseif blk(3,2)=:1

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk(3,3):: t

n:n+l;

new(n,l )=cur( I )f I ;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l,

elseif blk(2,3):: I

n:n+l;

new(n,l ):cur(l );

new(n,2):cur(2)r- l;

elseif blk( 1,3 ):: I

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

else

end

o¿** *xxlasFblk( l, I ¡x 
**x x xx

else.fcur_lasF:ll 1]

if brk(2,I )::l
n:n+l;

new(n,1):cur(l);

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,1)=:l
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n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur( I )+ l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,2):: I

n:n+1;

new(n,l):cur(l)+l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk(3,3):: I

n:n+l;

-- new(rr; l):cur( 1)+ I ;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ I;

elseif blk(2,3):: t

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur( l);

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk( 1,3)::l

n:n+1,

new(n,l):cur(l)- l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk( I ,2):: t

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-t;

new(n,2):cur(2);

else

end
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o¿:k * * *lasFblk(2, I )* 
* * x **x* * **

elseifcur_lasF:[0 l]

if brk(3,I )=: I

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,2):: I

n:n+ l;

new(n,l)=cur(l)+l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk(3,3):: I

n:n+1;

new(n,l):cur( 1)+ l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk(2,3)::1

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l);

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk(1,3):l

n:n+ 1;

new(n,l)=cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk(1,2):l

n=n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-l;

new(n,2)=cur(2);
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elseif blk( l, I ):: I

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur( I )- l;

new(n,2)=cur(2)- l,

else

end

oáx * *lasFblk(3, I )* x*'* x x *

elseif cur_lasr_:[_ I I ]

if brk(3,2):= I

n:n+ l;

new(n, I ):cur( 1)+ I ;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk(3,3):: I

n=n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+ l;

nerv(n, 2 ):cur' (2)-r t ;

elseif blk(2,3)::1

n:n+1,

new(n,1):cur(l);

new(n,2):cur(2)+ 1;

elseif blk(1,3)::l

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(1)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk( 1,2):= l
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n:n+ l;

nel(n,l ):cur( l )- l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk( l, I ):: I

n:n+ l,

new(n,l):cur(l)- l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- t;

elseif blk(2,1):= |

n:n+1;

new(n,l ):cur( I );

new(n,2):cur(2)- I ;

else

end

o¿x-+ r. *lasFblk(3,2;** x x r.

elseif cur-lasF:[-t 0]

if btk(3,3)::l

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+ l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ 1;

elseif blk(2,3):: I

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(l);

new(n,2):cur(2)+t;

elseif blk( 1,3): I

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-t;
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new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk( 1,2)::l

n:n+ l;

new(n,l ):cur( 1)- l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

eiseifblk(1,1)::l

n:n+ l;

new(n,l)=cur( I )- l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- I;

elseif blk(2,1)::l

n:n+l;

new(n,l)=cur(l);

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,1)::1

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- I;

else

end

oó***x*LasFblk(3,3¡xxx*

elseif cur-lasF:[- I - l]

if blk(2,3)::1

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(1);

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;
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elseif blk( 1,3):: I

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

elseif blk(1,2)::l

n:n+ l;

new(n,l ):cur( I )- l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

elseifblk(l,l)::l

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(2, 1):: I

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur( 1);

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,1):: I

n:n+ l;

new(n,l):cur(1)+1'

new(n,2)=cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,2)::1

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+1,

new(n,2):cur(2);

else

end
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%o':x :* *lasf-blk(2,3) **xxxx

elseif cur_last::tO _ l]

if blk(1,3)::t

n:n+1,

new(n,l ):cur(l)- l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

eiseif blk(1,2):=l

n:n+ l;

new(n,1)=cur(l)-l;

new(n,2):cur(2);

eiseif blk(l,l)::l

n:n+ l;

new(n,1):cur(l )- l;

new(n,2):cur(2)- t,

elseif blk(2, I )- 1

n:n+l;

new(n, I ):cur( I );

new(n,2):cur(2)- l;

elseif blk(3,1)::l

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(1)+l;

new(n,2):cur(2)-l;

elseif blk(3,2):l

n:n+l;

new(n,l)=cur(l)+t;
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new(n,2):cur(2);

elseif blk(3,3):=l

n:n+l;

new(n,l):cur(l)+ l;

new(n,2):cur(2)+ l;

, else

end

else

end

Iast=cur;

curnew(n,:);

o/opauSe

end

retum
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oá computes orientation profìle

%o b - Tracked boundary points

%o phi _ reh¡rns comer points

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, l0_Feb_2002
o/._ 

-' vrsu¡Yur, rv-reb-¿o0z Copyright (c) Sharjeel Siddiqui.
/ u----------____

fu nction phi:calc_orient(b)

Isz,c]=size(b);

d=mydif(b,2);

phi:myaran(d);

np=[fl iplr(phi) phi fl iptr(phi)];

tr=-6'6'

g= (t / (2* p ix ))^(I / 2))x exp(_t.^2 / 4) ;

phi:wkeep(conv(g,np),sz);

refurn
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%-------------

%o dwt.m

%DWT Single-level discrete i_D wavelet transform.

% computes the wavelet decomposition using Spline

% Wavelers (Defined by Mallar) wirh Dyadic Scaling.
o//o

% x-> Input row vector

% level-> Max level of decomposition
o//o

% See also DWTMODE, DWTPE& IDWT, WAVEDEC, WAVEINFO

% Uses DYADDOWN, WKEEP, WFILTERS.

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, I0-Ferr-2002 copyrighr (c) sharjeer Siddiqui.
o//o'

function [w,ap] : dwr(x,level)

LoF_D:[ 0 0 0.1250 0.37s0 0.3750 0.1250 0];

HiF_D:[O 00_22001;

lambda:[1.5 l.t2 1.03 l.0l];

lx : Iength(x);

w:[];

ap=[];

%oMal<tng Symmetry

xd:[fliplr(x) x fliptr(x)],

ld=length(xd);

% Start.
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for n:l:level

IÈtength(LoF_D);

o% Decomposition.

if n <:4

d : wkeep((t/lambda(n))xconv(xd,HiF_D),td),

else

d : wkeep(conv(xd,HiF_D),ld);

end

a : wkeep(conv(xd,LoF_D),ld);

xd:a;

w:[w;d];

LoF_D=dyadup(LoF_D,2) 
;

H iF_D:dyadup(HiF_D,2),

ap=[ap;a];

end

%osave Last Appx.

w=[w;a];

o/oCorrec ting for S ymmetry

w:wkeep(w,flevel+l ¡¡1¡;

refum
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%o cor_with_WTMM.m

% Finds the high curvature and comer points using WTMM

7o w - Source boundary image

Yó tI - thresholdl

o/" t2 - th¡eshold2

% t3 - th¡eshold3

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, l0-Feb-2002 copyrighr (c) Sharjeer siddiqui.
.%-----

fu nction c:cor_wirh_WTMM(w,r 1,12, t3 )

Irow,col]:size(w);

level:row- l;

7o Compute WTMM

for i:1:level

%wmm(i, :):mymodrn(w( i,:)); o/" onginal

wmm(i,:):abs( mymodm(w(i,:)) ) o/o changes by SAS

figure(i);

plot(wmm(i,:));

end

awm:abs(wmm);

oá Compute Score at each level

for i:l:level

cmx:max(awm(i,;));

score(i, : ):awm(i, :)/cmx;

%subplot(level, I,i), plot(score(i,:));

end

o%pause
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Y:oSta:rt from last level

o%mw:max(awm(ievel, 
: ));

pos:fi nd(awm(level, :)>t2);

lp:length(pos);

counF0;

for p: I :lp

cp:pos(p);

cwm:wmm(level.cp);

cscr:score(level,cp) ;

for l:level- l:- l: I

cw:wmm(1,:);

while sign(cw(cp)):sign(cwm) & cp>1,

cp:cp- l;

end

if (score(l,cp)>tl & score(l,cp)-cscr>-O.2) | score(l,cp)>:t2

o/oif cscr>0.1

flag:l;

cwm:wmm(l,cp);

cscr:score(l,cp);

else

flag=0;

break

end

end

if flag:=1 & cscr>g.I

counFcount+l;

c(count, l):cp;

c(count,2):cscr;
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end

end

cc:c(:, l);

Extracting end comers

len:length(cc);

x l:score(1,:);

x I (cc):0;

for i:1:len

if cc(i)>:9 & cc(i)<:ço1-9

for j:cc(i)- I :- I :cc(i)-9

en:abs(xl fi)-c(i,2));

if x1(i):0 & err<0.2 & xlfi)>t3

counFcount+l;

c(count, l):j;

c(count,2):x lfi);

break;

end
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end

for j:cc(i)+l:cc(i)+9

en:abs(x I (l) -c(i,z));

if x1(f)".:0 & en<0.2 & xl(i)>r3

counFcount+1,

c(count,l)j;

c(count,2):x I (¡);

break;

end

end

end

[c(;, I ),ind]:sort(c(:, I ));

c(:,2):c(ind,2);

%Further check for multiple entries

Irow,col]:size(c);

end
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indx:[];

counF0;

for i:l:row-l

if c(i,:)::c(i+ l,:)

. counFcount+l; .

indx(count):i;

end

end

if -isempty(indx)

c(indx,:):[];

end

rehÌm
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4.8 Wavelet based Combined Evidence Thrsholding
(wavelet_evidence.m)

%-----

%o wavelet_evidence.m

% Applies the wavelet based combined evidnce thrsholding on a signal

o/o Retums - None

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, t0-Feb-2001 copyright (c) Sharjeet Siddiqui.
o/

clear all;

close all;

load leleccum;

%Set the variables. Type

mother_waveleF'db l';

s : leleccum(l:512);

figure(l)

plot (s);

I_s : length(s);

total_scales:4;

power cor_r-esulF0;

power_wavelet_coets0;

sum_of coefts0;

E_lower:O. l;

E_upper:O.6;
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T:l2s,t ,31;

corr_n:zeros( l,total_scales- I )

corr _2n:zeros( I,total_scales- I );

tC,L] : wavedec(s,total_scales,mother_wavelet);

for (i:l:total scales)

0/o put each level ofdetail coefhcents in det ceofvector

de t_coe Ède tcoef(C, L,i) ;

sum_o f coefts sum(det_coef.^2);

power wavelet_coef : power_wavelet coef + sum_olcoeff;

if (i <4)

det_coef next :detcoef(C,L,i+ l);

o/o upsample the next detailed scale so that its equal to the

o/o previuos higher one . We need this to do correlation between

o/o the 2 scales.

det_co ef next_upsampled : upsample(det coef_next,2) ;

corr_resulF corr2(det coef,det coef next upsampled);

con_n( l,i):corr_result;

power_con_result : power_corr_result + corr result^2 ;
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end

end

corr_2n : corr_n I sqrt (power_wavel et_coe f/power_corr_result) ;

corr_2n_minimum = min ( abs(corr_2n) );

C_new:[];

for (i:l:total scales-1)

Yoputeach level of detail coefficents in det ceof vector

det coeÈdetcoef(C,L,i);

clear W;

w:[];

for fi:l:L(1, (total_scaies+t) - (i-l)) )%%L:lca3 cd3 cd2 cdt Aol

curr_coeftabs(det coef( I j));

if (curr_coeff > T(1,i))

Et=0;

elseif (curr_coefts0)

Et:l;

else

E1: ( exp( curr_coeff) - exp(t) ) / (t-exp(l));

. end
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if( abs( corr_2n(l.i) ) >: cun_coeff)

E2:0;

elseif ( abs( corr_2n(l,i) ):: corr_2n_minimum )

Et:r.

else

E2: (curr_coeff - abs( con_2n(l,i) ) ) / (curr_coeff - corr_2n minimum );

end

E: sqrt( El*E2);

ifE >: E_upper

F:O;

elseif (E <: E_lower)

F:I;

else

F : (E_upper-E)/ (E_upper-E_lower) ;

end

W( I j):F*det_coef(l j);

end

C-new:[W(1,:),C-new]; %oo/o construct the new cofecient vector for all scales for reconstruction at the
end

end

%o%o sínce dont go till the last scale in the above loop therefore we add
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u/oYo the lastoriginal apporximaton and detail coeffiecnts in the

%oYo rec onstructi ng vec tor

det_coeÊ=detcoef(C, L,total_scales) ;

C_new:[de t_coef,C_new] ;

app_coef : appcoef(C,L,mother wavelet,total_scales);

C_new:[app_coe f, C_new] ;

%o%o nOW reconstruct

A0 : waverec(C_new,L,mother wavelet);

figure(2)

plot (40);
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o//t-

4.9 Various functions for IFS based Approach

% calc_IFS_for_vel.m

Vo Calculate the Linear IFS with in a vel

7o no_of curves_in_vel - number ofvels

o/o boxesw - The storage array containing all the points of the boundary

o% end point_storage_vector - horxontal points

0/o Retums - The calculated value of the IFS

% Author(s): Sharjeel Siddiqui, l2-Ju1-2003 copyright (c) Sharjeel Siddiqui.

o//n

function IFS:calc-IFS_for_vel ( no_oLcurves_in_vel, endjoint_storage_vector, pts,boxesw)

YoVo Plot all the curves the vel and do the following

%oYo - Calculate D_Beta for each curve

o/oo/o - Calculate IFS (linear) for each curve

0/o%o - Reconstruct the curves from the IFS using Random iteration Algorithm (optional-enable the code)

n6-qf points-for-IFS:4; Yo"/o Change this number if you want to give more control points per curve for IFS

num-iter:l000; o/o%o number of iterations needed for IFS reconstruction

%oo/o Our IFS takes lwo separate vectors

X:zeros( l,no_of¡ioints_forJFS);

F:zeros( I,no_of__points_forjFs);

size__¡rts:size(pts); %%pts is a Nx2 matrix

size_of end point_storage_vector : size( endjoinr_storage_vector);

for i:l:(size_olend point_storage_vector(1,2) / 2) yono_of_c¡¡rves_in_vel
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startjoint_on_original_curve : endjoint_storage_vector( l,ix2_ I );

end point on_original_curve : endjoint_storage_vector( t,i *2);

if(startjoint on_original_curye ".: enrt point_on_original_curve)

X( l, I ):pts(start__point_on_original_curve, I ) ;

F( 1, I ):pts(startjoinr_on_original_curve,2) ;

X( l,no_of¡roints_for_IFS):pts(end po int on_original_cuwe, I );

F( l,no_of¡roints_for_IFS):pts(end point_on_original_curve,2) 
;

figure;

hold on;

minimum-interval floor ( (end point-on-original curve-startjoint_on_original_curve)/
no_ofuroints_for IFS );

xi:2;

o/o%oPlotting original curve and finding control points for IFS

for j:l: (size3ts(l,l)-l) % we are plofting 2 adjacenr points at a rime

if fi >:startjoint on_original_curve &.& j . end point_on_originaþurve )

plot( [pts(i, I ),ptsfi + 1, I )],[prs(i,2),prs(i+ 1,2)]);

hold on;

%oo/oMake control points for IFS. For the current curve we take atleast 4 points including end

o/o%o ponæ to find the IFS .

%% type of sampling without the end points
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if ( j >: (start¡roint on-original-curve+minimum-interval x xi ) && (xi <no_of¡roints_for_IFS ) )

X(l,xi):prs(i, r );

F(l,xi)1ts(i,2);

xi:xi+l;

end

end

end

d:0.5;

YoYo calling our IFS calculation function and pasing given DB

i f (s tarq_p oint_on original_curve .: end3oint_on_ori g inal_curve)

V:IFSCalc(d,X,F);

oáreconstructed curve=Random ifs reconstruction(V,num-iter,[boxesw(1,2),boxesw(1,4),boxesw(1,7),bo
xesw( 1,3)1, I); % axis:[boxeswlî,2¡¡oxesw(1,4),box"s*1ç¡,Uò*esw(1,5)]

Random_ifs(V,num_iter) %,[boxesw(1,2),boxesw(1,4),boxesw(1,7),boxesw(1,3)1,\; %axis:Iboxesw( 1,2),boxesw( 1,4),boxesw( 1,3),boxesw( 1,5)]

end

end o/oif (startjoint-on-original_curve 
- e¡d point on_original curve

end
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% IFSCalc.m

o/o calculation of IFS according to passed control points X,F, dimemion d

o/o and number of iterations num_iter

% Returns - The calculated value of the IFS

% Author(s): sharjeel siddiqui, l2-Jul-2003 copyright (c) sharjeel siddiqui.
o//o

tunction V=IFSCalc(d,X,F)

%d:1.2;

IX,order]:sort(X);

F:F(order);

b:max(F)+2;

a=min(F)-2;

N:size(X);

for n:2:N(1,2)

A( I,n- I )=(X( l,n)-X( t,n- I )y( X( I,N( 1,2))-X( l, I ) );

D(l,n-l):( ( X(l,N(1,2) x X(l,n-l) )- ( X(t,l)x X(t,N(1,2) ) ) y( X(l,N(1,2))_X(t,l) );

S-max(l,n-l):min( [( b-F(l,n) ) / ( b-F(r,N(1,2) ) ),( b-F(l,n-r) y( b- F(r,l) ),( a-F(r,n) )/( a-F( r,N(1,2)
) ),( a-F(1,n-l) )/( a-F(t,l) )l );

S_min(l,n-l):max( ( a-F(t,n-t) y ( b-F(t,t) ),(a-F(t,n))/(b_F(l,N(1,2) ) ),( b_F(l,n_l))/( a_F(t,t) ),(b_F(l,n))/(a-F(N(1,2) ) )l );
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N:size(A);

sum:0;

found_flag:O;

count_iter:0;

while (found_flag::Q)

count_itel:count_iter+ I ;

alpha:rand(l);

for n: I :N( 1,2)- I

S(l,n): alpha*rnin(S_max(l,n), 1) +(t_alpha)*max(S_min(1,¡ 
),_l); %

sum:sum + ( (A(t,n)"(d- l))*S(l,n) );
end

S( I,N( 1,2)):(l -sum)/(A( l,N(1,2) )"(d_ t));

if ( S(1,N(1,2)) >: max(S_min(t,N(1,2)),_t) && S(1,N(1,2)) <= min(S_max(l,N(1,2)),1) )
found_flag=l'

else

found-flag:0;

end

if (count_iter>5000)

count_iter

break;

end

end

N:size(X);
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for n:2:N( 1,2)

c(l,n-l): ( (F(l,n)-F(t,n-l) )i( x(l,N(1,2))_x(l,l) ) ) _ s(t,n_l)* ( (F(l,N(1,2))_F(l,l)X( x(t,N(1,2))_x(1,1) )) );

E(l,n-l)=((x(l,N(1,2))*F(t,n-t))-(x(r,l)*l(l,"lly(x(r,N(1,2))_x(t,l))_S(t,n_t)x((x(r,N(1,2))
* F(l,l) )- ( x(r,t)* F(t,N(1,2)) ) y( x(l,N(t,2))_x(r,l) );

end

V(:,1):A(1,:)';

V(:,2)=0;

v(:,3):C(1,:)';

V(:,4):S(1,:)';

V(:,5):D(1,;)';

V(:,6):E(1,:)';

V
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%-------------

%o Random_ifs.m

0/o Calculates the attractor of the given IFS using RIA

%o Rerurns - None

% Author(s): Sharjeel siddiqui, l2-Jur-2003 copyright (c) Sharjeer Siddiqui
o//o--

%o . system in the matrix M. K data points are plotted in the image.

% M represents n 2x2 linear functions of the form f(x) : Ax+b.

% M is an nx6 matrix containing the data for one function per row.

% A is the optional axis set [xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax], for fractals

% with larger rransfonnations. Defaults to [_0.1,1.1,_0. l,l.l].
% R (optional, default 0) can be used to reuse the same plot as

% before, where the flag I : reuse same plot, 0 : start new plot.

fu nction Random_iß(M,K,A,R)

oáfirst do some elementary error checking

o/ocheck arguments

error(n argchk (2,4,nar gin))

%ocheck matricies

figure(l);

a = size(M);

if a(2) < 6

error('M must be atleast nx6 matrix.');

elseif (a(2)-S¡

1: size(K);

ifl(r) > I i l(2)> I I K(l) <= 20

error('K must be lx I vector > 20.,)

end
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reuse : 0;

if nargin >: 3

q: size(A);

if q(r) -: t I q(D -: a

enor('A must be a lx4 axis specification, [xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax].,),

end

end

if nargin::4

ifR-=0&R-:t

error('R must be either a I (reuse plot) or 0 (start new plot).,)

end

reuse : R;

end

%o nake the prob matrix

P: il;
fori:l:a(l)

t : abs(de( [ M(i, t:2); M(i,3:a) ] ));

if t:: 0

t : .001;

elseift > I

error(strcat('Matrix M contains a non-contraction function in row: ,,int2str(i)),,.,)

end

P(l,i) = t;

end

%o ftx for to big or sma[ elements because an IFS satisfies the contraction
o% theorem, sum(p) < I

s: sum(P);

ifs< I

%o add difference, moved over all elements
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P: P + ((1-sum(P))/lengrh(P)) * ones(t,lengrh(p));

end

Yostart graph

ifreuse::0

hold off

end

x:[o;o];

p : plot(x(l),x(2),'.','EraseMode','none','MarkerSize',4,'Color','blue');

if nargin >: 3

axis(A);

else

axis(þO. I ,1. 1,-0. l, l. I l);

end

hold on

YoTbe iteration - skip first 20 points to not have any wierd data

for i:l:20

r: randp( P );

y: IM(r,l:2); M(r,3:4) ] * x + [ M(r,5:6), ];

X:y;

end

hold on;

a"ris off

for i:21:K

r: randp( P );

newx:M(r,l)*x + M(r,2)xy +M(r,5);

newpM(r,3)*x + M(r,4)xy +M(r,6);

x:newx;

y--ne!\ry;
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o/oplot(x,y); hold on

set(p,'XData',x,'YData',y) ;

drawnow;

end

elseif (a(2):: I 2)

figure(2)

I : size(K);

ifl(r) > l I l(2)> l I K(l) <: 20

error('K must be lxl vector > 20:)

end

reuse : 0;

if nargin >: 3

q: size(A);

if q(1)- tlq(2)-4

error('A must be a 1x4 axis specification, [xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax].');

end

end

if nargin:: 4

ifR-:0&R-: I

error('R must be either a I (reuse plot) or 0 (start new plot).')

end

reuse: R;

end

o/o make the prob matrix

P: [];
fori: I : a(l)

t : abs(det( [ M(i,1:3); M(i,4:6); M(i,7:9) ] ));

if r:: 0
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t : .001;

elseif t > I

error(strcat('Matrix M contains a non-contraction function in row: ',int2str(i)),'.')

end

P(l,i): r;

end

o/o fix for to big or small elements because an IFS satishes the contraction

%o theorem, sum(P) < I

s: sum(P);

ifs< I

% add difference, moved over all elements

P : P + ((l-sum(P))/length(P)) * ones(l,length(P));

end

%start graph

ifreuse::0

hold off

end

x:[o;o];

%p : plot(x(l),x(2),'.','EraseMode','none','MarkerSize',4,'Color','red');

if nargin >: 3

% axis(A);

else

% axis([-0.1,1.1,-0.1,1.1]);

end

hold on

X:0;

v:0;

t=0;

"/oThe iteration - skip first 20 points to not have any wierd data
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for i: I :20

r: randp( P );

%y:l M(r,l:3); M(r,4:6);M(r,7:9)l* x + [ M(r,10:12)' ];

nervFM(r,l)*t+ M(r,2)xx + M(r,3)*y +M(r,10);

newx:M(r,4)xt+ M(r,5)*x + M(r,6)*y +M(r,l I);

newy:M(r,7)*t+ M(r,8)*x + M(r,9)xy +M(r,12);

Fnewt;

X:NCWX;

. y=ne$ry;

end

hold on;

for i:21:K

r: randp( P );

newFM(r,l)*t+ M(r,2)*x + M(r,3)xy +M(r,10);

newx:M(r,4)*t+ M(r,5)*x + M(r,6)*y +M(r,l l);

new¡l:M(r,7)*t+ M(r,8)*x + M(r,9)*y +M(r,12);

Fnewt;

x:newx;

y:ne!\ry;

plot(x,y); hold on

end

drawnow;

end
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